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NATURAL SCIENCE TEACHING IN GREAT BRITAIN.'

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE APPOINTED BY THE PRIME MINISTER TO INQUIRE
INTO THE POSITION OF NATURAL SCIENCE IN THE EDUCATIONAL

SYSTEM OF GREAT BRITAIN.

This committee was appointed in August, 1910, and consisted of the
following 17 members, eminent in the educational, scientific, and com-
mercial life of the nation :"
Sir J. J. THOMSON, 0. M., P. It. S., D. Sc., master Jr Trinity College, Cam-

bridge, chairman.
Hight Hon. F. 1). ACLAN . 1'. (Labor) for North. West Cornwall, and secre-

tary to Board of Agricu ore.
Prof. H. B. BAKER, C. B. E., I). Sc., F. IL S., professor of chemistry at Imperial

College of Science and
Sir GRAHAM BALFOUR, M. A., director of education, Staffordshire county council.
Sir WILLIAM BEARDMORE, Burt., chairman William Beardmore & Co. (Ltd.), engi-

neers and ordnance manufacturers.
Sir GILBERT CLAUGHTON, Bart., chairman London and North W stern Railway.
Mr. C. W. COOK, M. A., headmaster Centrpl School and Public T 'fling Center,

Wood Green, N.
Miss E. It. GWATKIN.
Sir A. D. IIALL, K. C. B., permanent secretary Board 'of Agriculture.
Sir HENRY liew M. A., M. I ')., F. R. S., editor of Brain, and contributor to

medical Journals.
Sir HENRY HIBBERT, M. P., Chorley Division, Lancs.
Mr. D. H. NAGEL.
Mr. WILLIAM IS'EAGI.E.
Maj..F. G. gan.vit, LL. D., C. B., director of Science Mpseutn.
Dr. MicHaEl E. SADLERI C. B., vice chancellor Leeds University.
l'rof. E. H. STARLINO, M. D., F. It. S., Jodrell professor of physiology, Univer-

sity College, London, and scientific adviser to Forces and Ministries.
Mr. W. W...VAtionAm, M. A., master of Wellington College.

By the terms of reference the committee was " to inqu'ire into the
position occupied by natural science in the educational system of Great
Britain, especially in secondary schools And universities, and to ad-
vise what measures are _needed to promote its study, regard being,
had to the requirements of a liberal education, to the advancement
of pure science, and to the interests of the trades, indugtries, Ind

Compiled by Walter A. Montgomery, specialist In foreign educational systems, Baru
of irducatloo.



6 NATURAL SCIENCE TEACHING IN GREAT BRITAIN.

proM.sions which particularly. depend upon allieti sciences." in
considering the provision of scholarships. bursaries, etc., the commit-
tee was instructed to take into account the rep'ort of the consultative
committee of the Board of Education on this subject.

At numerous sessions the committee receiv(d the evidence of wit-
nesses including the repreentattves of all branches of scientific
thought in Great Britain. A large part of the information on which
the report was based was obtained in answer to questionnaires ad-
dressed to schools, universities,. and industrial firms, the mdst sig-
nificant of which are: appended. The separate sections dealing with
Scotland and Wales, being of local interest and value, are omitted
in this presentation of the report.

The complete report was formally presented to the Prime Minister
on February 19, 1918.

INTRODUCTION.

2. Not for' the first time has our educational conscience been stung by Uin
thought that we as a nation neglecting science. Attention was,Falled tothis neglect by the report of the royal commission on the nine pubirc schoolsin 1864, when it was recommended that all boys should receive instruction insonic branch of natural science during part at least of their schenicareer. Acommittee of the British association dealt with the subject again in lStld,drawing the valuable distinction between scientific' information and scientifictraining, and making recommendathms which influenced the course of scithic41
teaching In schools. That there was need for theSe exhortations cnn be proved
without any elaborate survey of the history of science teaching In Ehg land. In1863, at the very time the Public schools :Annintssion was holding its Inquiry,the only instruction In science at one of the greatest schools in England ;kits
given on Saturday afternoon by a visiting teacher, and his meager apparatuswas stored in so dump a cupboard that his experiments usually broke down.It Is not surprising that the headmaster of this school told the commissioners
that "instruction In physical sciences wat except for those who have a taste,and Intended to pursue them as amateurs or professionally, practically worth-less." Steps had been taken before these dates at certain schools to intro-
duce the reaching of science, but this work was done under great difficulties andwas regarded with jealously by the staffs, with contempt by the boys and with
Indifference by the parents.

'Gradually, thanks to these reports and to.the efforts of gifigileachers withinthe schools, tills Benjamin of subjects woo toleration, if not affection, in thefamily circle. Meantime public interest In science was being aroused by the
achievements of scientific workers like Darwin and Kelvin and by the writingsof Spencer, Kingsley, Tyndall, and Huxley, and this interest wits reflected inthe schools.,

During thesV e years; however,.secomfary education was within the reach ofbut few. The big public boarding schoolsthen t9 be numbered on the Angersof two handseducated a limited number for whom a road had been madeby family traditions Or Increasing wealth; the old established grammar schoolsscattered sparsely over the country offered to othr in their immediate 'neigh-
borhood opportunities of education often most eagerly seised and fruitfully
used; but boys, even though they found in most schools science teaching avail.able If they sought it out, were sometimes denied it altogether,,gind they were
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certainly discouraged from pursuing it unless, they had shown incapacity for
classics or mathematics. For girls even the limited opportunities did not
exist. Information about their education at this period is scanty, but it may
safely be said that no organized instruction in science was available for them.
These weaknesses, which persisted long after the battle of science was hall
scan, have never been entirely removed (by a great stirring of public opinion,
even though our defects in scientific edutillon hsve been fitfully pointed out

td some extent corrected.
Further. while the secondary school, so far as It existed, remained under

ihe classical tradition, the schools which grew up wilier the science and art
departnient tended to he one in the opposite direction. fostering science

tits exclusion of literature. The river of educational -enthusiasm, never
too strong./ was consequently split into two weak streams.

The problem has, of course. been affected by the wide extension of second-
ary education that has marked the last 15 years. but the older schools have not
yet been entirely freeil front all their prejudiees, and the newer schools, in
spite of their better balance of subjects, may perhaps have missed some of
their opportunities.

3. Froul,mchools so few in number and so limited In aim. recruits for the
universifles could not be °Maims' in abundance. There were professors of
scientilie subjects at isith oxford mind Catinbridile all through the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries, and no doubt they attracted to their lecture ?looms
individual stutrents, but It was not until halfry through the hitter century
that the establishment of honor schools In natural science gave formal recog-
nition to the position of mien& For some years the scanty class lists bear
eloquent witness to the dearth of students. The reports of the university com-
missions show how this dearth was not the only difficulty with which thenew
subject had to cope. Classic; and mathematics certainly held a privileged
position, and It required the steady efforts of men who were looked upon as
dangerous reformers to hi the firm ground wIfiCh science now holds.

But Oxford and Cnnibridge were not to be left In sole possession of the
university territory in England and Wales. Durham had been founded in 1832,
London University In 1838. Between that date and the end of the century the
Royal College of Science was founded in London and 14 university colleges
were established in the more Important towns. Many of these subsequently
developed into universities. At both stages of their career they did incal-
culable ,service to the cause of science In offering stimulating teaching and
opportimities of research to manymen and womenwho were pressing to
enter the realms of new knowledge. But even though there was a bias in
favor of science they were handicapped, as the elder universities were, by a
lack of students. Even those with the enterprise to force their way through

'the obstacles of their circumstances came often ill-prepared by previous edu-
cation, and much ability was left tints') That so much was done under
such ponditirs only intensifies our regret t at so much was lost. Genius has
a *ay of string Itself; but it can not be Ouhted that a ,sad amount of the
general ability on which 'educational t nd steady scientific progress de-
pend ran to waste for want of opport ty or on account of misdirectiOn.

4. And now it is the war and 1 feeds that have made us once again con-
scious of the nation's weakness science. But it is for the sake of the long
Tears of peace quite as Much as for the, days of war that some improvement
In the scientific education of the country is required. .Tust nr, everyone is
prepared to receive science with open arms, to treat It as an honored guest in
our educational system, and to give It of oor best. Just now it seems almost
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unnecessary to take action to insure against any relapse into the old condi-
tions, but experience of the past shows us that temporary enthusiasm needs
to be fortified by some more binding material. Good will is much, but good
will weakens, and we must not sacrifice the future to our fears or even to our
love of Itberty in educational matters: It ought not to be beyond the wit of man
tt devise ft* scheme of education that will be durable, yet elastic; a 4herne
that, while securing that every child shOuld be equipped with a knowledge of
science, will not cramp the teacher iv a syllabus or even by a rigid tradition.

Some of the advocates of scientific training have (tentage(' their cause by
Claiming too much for their subject and by seeming to depreciate the value
of the Merry studies which had tended to monopolize the attention of the
ablest boys who enjoyed secondary education. To many, Greek 'and Latin
have seemed enemies who, from having occupied the educatioual ground be-
times, have been able to dig themselves in and to hold an almost impregnable
position,4due not 'to their merit as educational instruments but to the accident
of priority. There is truth In this:hut we do not think that the surest method
of victory is to be found in the overstatement of the merits of science or the
depreciation of the value of classics. Some of the ablest minds have received
from their classical instruction enduring gifts that have lalm of great service
to the State and of great refreshment to their possessors. It is our belief that
a better service can be done and a like refreshment gained by those whom we
hope to see Oducated on the wider lines laid down in our report. The humaniz-
ing influence of the subject has too often been obscured. We are, however,
confident that the teaching of science must be vivified by a development of its
human interest side by side with its material and mechanical aspects, and that
while It should he valued as the bringer of ,prosperity and power to the indi-
vidual or the nation, it must never be divorced from those literary and historical
stuftles which touch most naturally the heart and the hopes of mankind.

5..:There can be no need now to labor the Important part Hiatt science should
play in our education, but nrories are short and it may be well to register
in formal words-for future comfort, if not reproach, what all would readily
grant at this moment, Ikt is not possible to give an exhaustive account of the
scope of science, but It is riot superfikytut to point out that It has several dis-
tinct kinds of educative! value. It can arouse and satisfy the element of
wonder in our natures.. As an Intellectual exercise It disciplines dbr powers of
mind. Its utility and applicability arc obvious: It quickens and cultivates
directly the faculty of observation. It teaches the learner. to reason from
facts whrch come under his own notice. By it the pourer of rapid and accurate
generalization is strengthened. 'Without it there Is a real danger of the mental

, ,,habit of method antlArrangement never being acquired. Those who have had
much to do with the teaching of the young know that their worst foe la indo-
lent*, often not willful but due to the fact that curiosity has never beqn stimu-
lated and the thinking powers never awakened. Memory has generally been
Cultivated, sometimes imagination, but those whose facuttles can best be reached
through external and sensible objet's have been left dull or made dull by.being
expected to remember and appreciatewithout being allowed to seeand criticize.
In the science lesson the eye and the judgment are alutays being called upon
for an effort, and because the result is within the vision and appreciation of
the learner he is encouraged as he seldom can be *hen he is dealing with litera-
ture. It has often been noticed that boys winm they begin to learn .science
receive an intellectual refreshment which makes a difference even to their
literary work. It Is Visible to: imagine a thus when the obstacle to progress
In scientific education might be, the attitude of scientific teachers, but that time

va
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is far distant, and it is hard to believe that the teaching of a subject whose life
depends on discovery can for long be sterilized, as has been at one time or
another instruction in almost all the other branches of human knowledge.

Too few parents of this generation can satisfy their Children's curiosity about
the wonders of the heavens, the movement of the planets, the growth of plants,
the history of the rocks, the dawn of animal life, the cadses of tide and tempest.

Ilow necessary science Is in war, In defense and offense, we have learned it a
great price. How it contributes to the prosperity of industries and trade, all

tire ready to admit. How valuable It may be In opening the mind, in training
the judgment, In stirring the imagination and in cultivating a spirit of rever-
e!we. few have yet accepted in full faith.

A nati n tltoroughly trained in scientific method and stirred with an enthusi-
a,m for penetrating and understanding the secrets of nature would no doubt,
mop n rich material harvest of comfort and prosperity, but its truest reward
liotlid be that it \vould be fitted by "an ample and generous education to per-
fore justly, skilfully, and maminnimously the offices both private and public

of peace anti war."
6. Our terms of reference have been stated above. We are conscious that in

some directions we linve not carried out our instructions to the extreme limit
of their interpretation. Time and the eircuawtances of the war have pre-
vented us from probing by personal inspection the way in which the work ki
the universities and schools of all kinds Is artnally being done. We have taken
poil faith for granted in nil eases and have on this basis tried to assess the

professed and the material arrangements made. Our recommendations in
the min refer to the multiplication of opportunities, to the creation of a suit-
able environment, and to the removal of hampering restrictions: we must not
he taken to underestimate the less ponderable elements of it scientific educa-

tion. If. on the other hand, we may seem to have overstepped our terms of
reference in somedirections, it most be remembered that scientific education
can not be disentangled from the general educations! problem. "sum larks that
in theory seem to the looker-on well defined are in practice oblitenited.

The war, as we have said. has continually hampered us in our inquiry, and it
must sadly retard the realization of our hopes; on the other hand, it has in-
creased the urgent need of action and it may be it has silenced some opposition.
it certainly gives no excuse for the postponement of a start to recover lost and
to win new ground. Such ground, it is true. will never be surely held unless
hits slowly won. But it will never be won at all unless the present opportunity
1. seized. To postpone action htitil equipment and building.;` are perfect, or the
supply of 'vise teachers abundant, until the enthusiasm of the parent is roused
or the patronage of the employer is secured; until all fear of officials has van-
ishedynd complete confidence exists between the literary lion and the scientific
lamb, is to place an obstacle in the way of progress, an obstacle greater even
than the war.

10 * '

I./SECONDARY, ELEMENTARY, AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION.

7. In our terms of reference special emphasis la laid oft the consideration of
the position of science in secondary schools and universities. As it is In secondary
schools that questions as to the neglect of science and improvements in science
teaching are raised in the most acute form, we think It desirable at the outset
to consider at some length the conaltions at predent existing in these schools
and the modifications which in our opinion are desirable.

1111111111111 _
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THE POSITION OF SCIENCE IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

A. B o ya' Schools in England.

8. Under this heading we propose to deal with those schools which educate
bays up to the age of 16.or over, and whose curriculum covers the subjects
eraLly regarded as essential for a liberal education. These schools compris.---

(a) A number of well-known endowed schools commonly described as
"public school." including the seven public schools of the public
schools act, 18M;

(b) A number of grammar schools and a v and municipal schools, which
receive grants from the State.

(c) Proprietary and private schools.
* * .* 4,

9. To avoid any mistunlerstanding with regard to the classification of scno,,fs
which we have adopted as a mutter of convenience, two considerations taunt be
borne in mind .

(1) Whether a school applies for the parliamentary grunt or not nay
depend on financial or other considerations which are only indirectly
of educational significance. The character and status of a school are
not necessarily determined by its relations to the board of education.
There is, indeed, from the educational point of view, no sharp divid-
ing line which separates selnsils receiving grants from those which
are independent of State aid.

(2) Again, so far us the science subjects studied and the scope of the
instruction in science are concerned, no real distinction can be dr:mit
between those State-aided schools which succeed in keeping a number
of their boys up to 18 and other schools with the same leaving ago.
In both groups of schools the science teaching is in general confined
to the elements of physics and chemistry; botany and zoology are.
as a rule. taught only to those boys who intend to enter the medical
protest:don, while geology, as far as it is taught at all, is taken In
connection with geography, or informally as part of the activitle:, of
the school scientific society.

AP

I. GRANT-EARNING SF.00NDNRT SCII001.8.

10. Nearly 30 per cent of the boys in grant-earning schools enter before the
age of 12 and.nearly 90 per cent before the age of 14. Under favorable c6cion-
stances, where entry takes place -not later than the age of 12, there is usually
a course of work in ph$Ics and chemistry extending over four years up to the
age of .16 and leading up to an examination such as the senior local, Or tin(
matriculation examination of the University of London the northern uni-
versities. The provision of science teaching, which must Include practical work.
is nota matter of choice but of regulation. tich school must submit its cur-
riculum for the approval of the board of education and must further satisfy
the board that the provision made to the time table for the teaching of science. is adequate in amount, having regard to the legitimate claims of other subjects.
If It is desired that individual pupils should omit scienceapplications of this
kind are tare In boys' schools the reasons must be stated to the board's In-

ispector and the exemptions approve& Science is thus included in the normal
course at all boys attending theee.scilools, and the course in science will continue
to about the age of 18, except lao small number of schools in which the cur-
riculum includes three languages Other than English4 The control exercised by

N.(
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the board through their regulations is supplemet ,ed by the system of inspection
and allows wide freedom to the schools In devising their curricula. ,

Apart front the control exercised by the hoard of education, there is the influ-
ence of. tradition. Some grant-earning schools were at one time organized
science schools under the seienee and art department. In these schools specific
and considerable requirements AT made by the department with regard to the
time to be given to science, and special grants were paid for science teaching.
Though these conditions no longer hold, their effect to some extent persists. In
the schools which have been established since the act of 1902 science has,from
the first been included on an equal footing with other subjects as an essential
element of the curriculum.

II. The weight which it attached to scieuee in the curriculum varies from
school to school, being dependent on leen' eircumstsncesthe character of the

aftereareers, the intinenee of public opinion as reflected in the views of
school governors, the predilections of the head masters, and so forthbut in
regard to grata-earning schools taken as u whole, we feel able to accept the
assurance of the representati% es of the Assistant Masters' Association that
"science occupies a position in no way inferior to that of any other subject."

Indeed. so far as wort; hum' the age of 10 is concerned there are more
el.:nit-earning schools providing orgimized instruction of an advanced kind in
sOcve and mathematics than in classics or modern studies. The result is seen
in the scholarship awards at Cambridge. For a large group of oolleges statistics
covering a period of 10 years show that scholarships and 90 exhibitions were
won in all subjects by boys (Foto 113 grant-earning schools, and that of these
schelarships and exhillitions the number awarded for science (S8 scholarships
and 45 exhibitions) was larger than for any other subject on which awards were
nuie. These figures show that the timelier of the abler boys who specialize In
science is a satisfactory .proportion of all those who receive advanced instruction
at grant-earning schools.

12. It must not, however, be assumed that the conditions of science teaching
ht graiit-earning schools are wholly satisfactory.

(I) It is agreed that entry Into grant-earning secondary schools should not.
as a rule, be deferred to a later age than 12; but many boys are
admitted at 13 or 14, in some cases unsuitably or Ill prepared. with
the result that their progress In school subjects is adversely affected,
and harm is done to those with whom they are classified.

(II) It is even more serious that large numbers leave before completing the
course required to carry them up to the stage marked by a first school
examination appropriate for boys of about 10. Statistics published
by the Board of Education show that In the three years ending July,
1913, nearly 71 per cent of the fee-paying boys and 49 per cent of the
boys who paid no tees left after having spent less than three years
at a secondary school; and that 84 per cent of all the boys who left
In this same period had not attained the age sf 15. The large pro-
portion Of boys leaving at this early age Is dt to (1) the parents'
inability or reluctance to forego the wages which boys of 14 can earn;
(2) the. want of appreciation of the value of secondary education,
even from the point of view of success in after Me; (8) the tradition
of beginning work at as early ao age as possible; (4) the desire of
the boys themselves to escape from the restraints of school life,

We shall return to these matters again, but in the meantime ict would
point out that the position of science. or Indeed of any other subject, in the.
iirintearning schools will never be satisfactory until the schools can depend
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on the great masa of their pupils entering at an age which should certainly
not be later than 12, and remaining at least to the stage marked by the tirst
schoOl examination.

(ill) We have already pointed out that in respect of advanced work science
in grant-earning schools stands generally in a better position than
other subjects. Rut the actual number of sellouts providing properly
organized advanced instruction in science, that is to say not merely
giving teaching to isolated individuals, is all too small, not from lack
of will on the part of the schools or of ability to ght advanced in-
struction on the part of the teachers, but chiefly from dearth of pupils
willing or able to remain at school for a further course of instruction
from 16 to 18. Only a very small proportion of boys who attend
grant-earning schools pass on to the universities. The resulting de-.
fIclency In advanced instruction is perhaps the most serious source
of weakness in these schools. It affects not only the work done in
the highest fortes, but also the whole course, for the existence of a
class of boys carrying the study of science up to a relatively high
standard is a stimulus to the teachers and reacts favorably on the
work throughout.

(iv) If adequate provisiou is to be made both for the general work of the
school and for advanced courses. It. is clearly necessary that the
schools should he suitably staffed and equipped. These matters are
further dealt with' in a later section of the report, but we would
here point unit that the scale of staffing is not always sufficiently
generous, and that ofte0 it is devised without regard to the fact that
advanced work Invidves a larger proportion of masters to boys in
the school as a whole. Unless this fact is recognized, the work either
of the advanced classes or of the main part of the school Is bound to
suffer. Inasmuch as the extent of the science Instruction will neces-
sarily vary in different schools, it follows that the requirements of
each individual school requite to be separately considered by the re-
sminsible authorities.

(v) The amount of time to be allotted to science is not specified In the
regulations of the board of education, but must come up to the mini-
alum which the board, having regard to the circumstances of the
school, are prepared to accept. Though in many schools the time
actually gi n to science In the third and fourth years of the period
12 -16 amounts to one -fifth of the whole time spent in school, we were
informed that in a considerable number of schools the time for
science might be as little as four three-quarter-hour periods a week,
or even less. In some schools, owing to the pressure of other sub-
jects, the time allotted to science has been reduced in recent years,
and the minimum which the board has accepted is in our opinion too
low to insure that sufficient,opportualty is afforded for the carrying
out of a satisfactory course. As a consequence of an inadequate
allowance of time, either physics or chemistry is not uncommonly
dcopped, at the age of 15, with prejudicial results if no other science
subject is taken.

(vi) Again, the scope of the work is often too restricted, even within the two
main subjects to which it is almost universally confined. Thus im-
portant branches of physics, such as light or electricity, may be
Wholly omitted, -fwd we were informed that in some caeca physics
up to the age 44 16 means little more than practical measurements
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and heat, while in chemistry the theoretical foundations of the sub-
ject are often neglected.

(vii) Further, in spite of the fact that the majority of boys leave at or before
16, the schemes of work are often only the initial stages of a plan
which will never be completed. They are, in fact, influenced indi-
rectly by the requirements of university entrance scholarship exami-
nations, which are designed for those boys who have specialized in
science. This holds good even in those schools in which few boys In-
tend t(A.go to the universities or remain after the age of 16.

(viii) Lastly, we are in agreement with the view that there might be a greater
differentiation between the curricula of secondary schools in the more
thickly populated areas where several schools are easily accessible.
There is room indeed for the modifleation of curricula so ns to
allow of less time being allotted in some-of the schools to the study
of languages other than English, and of more time being given to
science, mathematics, manual instruction and drawing (including
nieellanieal drawing) In the lust year or two years of the course.
This would not be difficult to arrange, at any rate in those Schools
where a large proportion of the boys learn only one language other
than English. A currIculutn of this kind is more especially to be de-
sired in schools from which boys pass into engineering and other in-
dustries of a scientific character, and might well be framed with an
eye to its suitability for pupils. who will enter senior technical schools.

%%int we are here suggesting is already done in a few schools, and
we understand that the work as a whole has become more effective
and is more successful In stimulating the Interest of the boy-s just
because it has a more 'obvious purpose. We think that the plan might
usefully he extended to a larger number of secondary schools where
local circumstances are favorable. We would go further and suggest
that in some secondary schools no foreign language should be callow
puisory. In all schools where no time or only a limited time Is given \
to the teaching of a modern language-It is essential that English sub-
jects should be regarded as of at least equal importance to science
and receive corresponding attention.

II. PUBLIC AND PUPARVIOICV SCDOOLS.

13 In a large number of public schools the practice Is for boys to enter at'
139 to 19, after having spent three or four years at a separate preparatory
school. Some schools have preparatory departments for boys between the
ages of 9 and 13; but even in these schools the majority of boys over 13 have
come from preparatory schools under separate control.

PUBLIC 8C11001.R.

14. While grant-earning secondary schools are compelled by regulation to .1
make provision for the teaching of science, those public schools which are not
State-aided are under no such obligation, except so far as science may be pre-
scribed by scheme as part of the curriculum. Forty or fifty years ago higher
secondary education in this country *as to all intents -and purposes an educa-
tion in classics and mathematics. Since then it has come to be recognized that
other subject*, including science, have a claim on school time-tables and cur-

, ricula. The problem of finding room for what are called modern subjects was not
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everywhere dealt with on the same lines- The schools have responded to a
varying extent and in different ways to the claims which have been made sit
educational and utilitarian grounds for the recognition of subjects formerly
left out of account. Nor is it only ilk the schools of einuparativeir-Stitodern foun-
dation that such claims have found recognition. The older schools, too, have
established laboratories and provided opportunities for a considerable amount
of Instruction in science for those boys at least who desire to learn the swim!.
With a view to arriviug at the facts with regard to the present position of
science in the public schools we issued at an early stage of our procetslings a
questionnaire to those schools Which are represented on the Head 5Iasters'
Conference but are sot in receipt of parliamentary grant. An exAminathm of
the answers shows that while the great majority of these shools offer adequate
oppDrtunities for the study of sceince to those boys whose parents desire it,
there has in the public schools as a whole been no general recognition of the
principle that science should form an essential part of secondary education.
If this principle Were recognized. all boys would receive u reasonable amount of
instruction in science, extending over it substantial part of the school course.
They do not now.

13. The majority of the larger schools are orgaulLs1 Into separate classical
I modern sides,' the division betweett the two sides eXtendIng half or two

thirds of the way down, or even from the top to the bottom of the school. on
the modern side the time given to science is as a rule adequate, and full oppor-
tunities are provided for boys who wish to specialize' in the subject In the
upper fortis. On the classical side the position is very different. It -varies,
however, greatly In different schools. In one famous school uu provislun is
wade for any leaching of science on the classical side as part of the regular
school curriculum. In another, buys on the classical sad modern sides have
equal opportunities for receiving instruction up to the stage at which specializa-
tion begins. More commonly some small provision for science is made in the
time-table of the lower or middle forms of the classical side. It should he
observed that If the teaching of science on the classical side Is couffuell to the
lower forms, a clever buy who is placed on entry high up on the classical side
may altogether miss Instruction in science. Again. In certain schools wie w'.
can be taken In the upper forms of the classical side as an alternative to it
modern language, but here It tends to he neglected tiy boys aiming at classical
scholarships. Lastly, where science appears as a necessary subject in the
classical side curriculum. the time given to it Is tumidly limited to two periods
"or even to one period a week. The evidence justifies us In saying that scienee
has iecelved scant attention on the classical sides of the public schools.

18. It is not, however, always realized that in the bigger schools a large and
increasing majority of the boys are to be found on the modern sides where. as a
rule, the time given to science is reasonable. But any satisfaction that might
conceivably be felt on this score must be largely qualified by the following con-
siderations. The modern sides to the older public schools are' Inter growth.
orighlIting In response to a demand for au education of a nonclassical type. It
can not, however, be said that up to the present there has been either In the
schools or In the universities any clear cdriception of modern studies which
Might give these sides a meaning and au aim. The leeching of classics has
behind it a longer tradition and Is on the whole better understood, with the
remit that teachers are on surer ground. It leeks forward to tut end which

I The term "Modern Sides" is here Wall to include what is sonibetinaes called a"Science Side." In a few schools the organization Includes separate classical, modern.and science sides. In these the opportunities for science instruction are less on the
modern sides than when no separate *deuce side eilste.
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Is clearly marked by the Oxford School of Literati Hunitudores or the Cam-
bridge Class Wel Tripos. The modern side teachers, on the other hand, have
to deal not only with the future candidate for a university honors degree an
science, mathematics, or modern languages, but with a large number of boys
who will pass directly into the ranks of commerce or industry. Again, the
classical sides have all the advantages of a more effective working of the form
system thou is easily attainable ou the modern sides, where the work Is so
much distributed among a larger number of masters that no one master sees
coy group of boys for a large part of the school week. The modern sides
suffer, in fact, from diversity of effort and indefiniteness of aim, and three
conditions do not wake for strenuous work. These weuknes.ses are aggravated
by the fact that, for reasons dealt with elsWhere, the classical sides include
a large proportion of the abler boys. Further, the establishment of modern
sides had the unforeseen result of providing an excuse for the neglect of
science on the classical sides. In our view tt is a very real defect in "oldie-
Se Mad organization that boys should in many schools have to make their choice
htaven a classical side in which science is alutost wholly of 'l and a
modern side in which the .general educational ColltiltiMIS are a1S many ways
Iltlfavorrible.

We believe that if these defects are to be ret»olied It 'viii be netessary to
secure; firstly, that the character of the existing entrance scholarship exami-
nations both at the schools and at the colleges of Oxford and Catuhridg,e should
br altered so as to get rid of the excessive specialization by which the work in
all subjects is now characterized; secondly. that the alms and character of a
modern education should be more vharly defined, not only in schools but also
at the universities.

Sehool organization Is still further ettmplicated by the existence of army
sides to meet the supposed reenirements of thos boys who are compettug for
cadetships at Woolwich and Sandhurst. In this connection it seems to us most
Important that science should he made a compulsory subject for entrance to
the Royal Military College. for, apart from the Importance of the subject for
an officer, dealt with elsewhere In our report, the present liberty to neglect it
would thwart any scheme for a general education such as we recommend,
and perpetuate the existence of special, army sides. We see no reason why
the education of army candidates should differ from the education of other
boys of the same age.

4

18. It is noticeable that in several of the larger public schools no provision
Is made for the teaching of science in the lower forms, which often contain a
anbstantlial proportion of the total number of boys In the school. This implieS
that, except in the case of those boys who, will Inter specialize in science, in-
struction in the subject Is confined to a period of ttvo years-1 e.. from about
141 to 1434. In view of the fact that in State-aided schools introductory work lg.
experimental science is comonly begun at 124, and of the experience of the
Royal Naval College, Osborne. that satisfactory work can be done by boys
of this age, we can see no reason in the nature of the subject for the post-
ponement till 14 or 144 of similar work in public schools. We are confirmed
in this opinion by the evidence of one of the representatives of the Bead
Masters' Association, who stated that "between 12 and 12 boys arrive at a
stage when they could appreciate experimental investigatkin," and added that

a beginning would then be made with general chemistry and physics." The
Postponement of sunk work till 141 reeelte to limiting undik the period over
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%rifle)) science teaching Is given, and setting boys of 143 to do work which is
too elementary for their years.

19. It has already been pointed out that the abler boys at the public schools
tend to pursue a classical course. This Is largely due to the influence of (a)
the school entrance scholarship examinations and (b) the entrance scholarship
examinations at the colleges of Oxford and Cambridge.

(a) In the examination for entrance scholarships at most of the public
schools, the papers set in classics are of such a character that to do well in
them a boy must have devoted much more time to this subject than to any
other. As great weight Is assigned to these papers, It follows that ninny of
those who compete for these scholarships have already specialized to a very
considerable extent In classics, and before leaving the preparatory schools have
received a bias which makes them choose classics as their main subject of
study at the public schools and the universities. It results from this that (1)
some boys whose abilities lie in other directions than classics miss the en-
couragement which Is legitinuttely attached to the winning of a -scholarship;
(2) others are enticed shone a path which does not lend them to their true .

destination; (3) the curricula of many preparatory schools are unnaturally
distorted.

(b) The system by which entrance scholarships are distributed among the
different subjeets is not the same in the two nolversities. At Oxford the prac-
tice Is to announce that a definite number will be given to natural selehee and
to each of the other subjects. For the period 1006-1915 the total number of
scholar;thips and exhibitions awarded for all subjects at the Oxford colleges
was 1.028 scholarships and 615 exhibitions. Of these, 115 scholarships mur 59
exhibitions were awarded for science, 650 scholarships and 358 exhibitions for
classics, 122 501011U:8111 its and 137 exhibitions for history, 141 scholarshIps and
61 exhibitions for mathematics, and 61 scholarships and exhibitions for other
subjects or combinations of subjects. The number of scholarships and exhibi-
tions awarded for science, 10.6 per cent of all the awards, seems to us far too
small In comparison with those awarded for Some other subjects, and we think
that an Increase in the number would promote the study of science at the public
schools. As things stan-1 there Is a definite thuNcial imlucement for the abler

A, boys to pursue a classical course.
At Cambridge there is, in general, no allotment of scholarships to special

subjects before the examination, and the number of scholarships In any sub-
ject is determined by the relative pt.' romance of the candidates who-lead'
Scholarship standard in the several subjects. There is reason to believe that

h. science IS, in respect of entrance scholarships, on an equal footing with other
subjects. For instance, at the large group of colleges already mentioned, out
of 805 scholarships and 378 exhibitions in all subjects 228 scholarships and.1011
exhibitions were awarded for science or for science and mathematics combined.

That a substantial majority of the abler boys present classics as their sub-
ject in the scholarship examinations even at Cambridge is evident _from the
scholarship and exhibition statistics of the past 10 years; and, further, the
scholarship winners at the universities are, as might be expected; larnly drawn
from those who have already won entrance scholarships at the public schools.

The significance of these facts is unmistakable. Not only is it true
that a considerable majority of the abler boys in many of the public schools
pursue a course designed to lend up to university entrance scholarship exam-
nations in classics, but these abler boys are to a large extent directed toward a
course of this kind by the character of the entrance-scholarship examinations
conducted by the schools themselves.
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We can not think that there is any natural distribution of ability in relation
to literary and scientific studies which corresponds In any way to the actual
distribution of scholarship awards for these two kinds of study; and it is
it to avoid the conclusion that the effect of existing entrance scholar-
ship examinations at the public schools is to divert to specialized literary and
linguistic studies of a particular kind boys who might have been successful in
ol I we fields. In this view we are confirmed by the evidence given by the head
master of Rugby, who remarked "that it was' perfectly true that the scholar-
ship 'system as it was at present worked at schools and the two universites

tx ford and Cambridge) bad the effect of encouraging boys to pursue classical
studies when they might have taken up other subjects."

roiversity entrance scholarship examinations have's further effect in that
they influence the character of the science work of the schools from which

hou rship candidates are drawn. We have already referred to this point in
,,,enection with the State-aided schools; the same criticism applies, though

less degree, to the public schools, as they lose manyof their boys at 16 to 17.
211. We have had some criticisms to make on the organization and curricula

of nubile schools, but it is a mistake to regard the public-school curriculum
as something for which head masters must bear the sole responsibility. the
sciasds are influenced not only by the requirementS of the universities, but
ulso by the changing values which are attached to different branches of study
and by the pressure of public opinion; and our main concern must be to secure
Ono all Who guide such opinion should recognize that a living knowledge of the
tints and principles of science forms an essential part-of every well-balanced
educational course.

To sum up. we think it is manifest that so far there hats peen no general
end science an essential part of tile curriculum
for all boys in the public schools, that the effect of the scholarship extuninatians,
both at the schools themselves and at the universities, and the inequality in
the number and value of the scholarships awarded In different subjects tell
against such recognition ; ainIthat many of the ablest boys who enter the public
schools pass on to the universities ignorant of science and with little or no
idea of its importance as a factor in the progress of civilization or of its
influence on human thought.

rsErmtAronv scaom.s.

21. For information In regard to preparatory schools we are chiefly in-
debted to the witnesses who spoke for the schools represented on the Associa-
tion of Preparatory Schools and to the summary of answers to a questionnaire-
circulated by these witnesses before they gave evidence. From these answers
ti appears that, in the majority of the 307 preparatory schools replying, no pro-
vision is made for the teliehing of science (including under this head nattire
study and practical measurements) as part of the regular curriculum. It Is
even more significant that. while the report drawn up by the joint committee
of the Head Masters' Conference and the Association of Preparatory School
Masters and adopted In .191G Includes an appendix on elementary science
training. no time is Minted ?or science teaching in the time-(able suggested for
prepartitory schools. There are, in our opinion, sound educational reasons fur . 1

postponing the beginning of the systenuttic study of chemistry and physics till '

the age of 12i or 13, apart from the fact that the schools in question have not
the necessary staff or equipment to undertake work of this kind. But it is
much to be regretted that, as an introduction to more formal iorir in science,
there,sbould be no preliminary instruction in nature study, broadly interpreted,

1291984-20-2
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or In practical measurements... Further, it does not appear that the omission
of such teaching is compensated for by increased attention to handwork and
drawing. There Is no doubt that In framing their curricula the preparatory
schoolmasters have been largely Influenced by the requirements of the entrance
examinations and entrance scholarship examinations at the public schools.
It Is also clear, from the answers to the questionnaire circulated to the public
schools. that while these examinations ale designed to test the knowledge and
ability of boys In English subjects, Frprit It, Latin. mathematics, and sometimes
Greek, knowledge of such science as might properly be taught to boys of pre-
paratory school age is either not tested at all or tested only In an incidental
manner. Again, until three years ago, nature study was included as an
optional subject in the common entrance examination for public schools, hit
we. were informed by one of the representatives of the Preparatory Schools
Association that " few candidates took It, the reason being that the subject
was not required as a condition for entrance into public sehooR"

22. It Is most unfiirtunate that the curricula of nmliy preparatory schools
should he so far determined by the examination re'fiTdrements of the public
schools as to lend to the omission or comparative neglect of subjects MIMI are
appropriate elements in tilk education of boys of preparatory sellout age. Quite
apart from the question of examinations, we are of opinion that all preparatory
schools should make regular provision for the teaching of the elements if
natural science with handicraft and drawing. By the elements of natural
science we here understand what Is known as nature study, I. e., physiography
and an elementary study of animal and plant life, together with practical
exercises.

The elements of natural science thus defined should, in our opinion. be a
necessary subject in the entrance examinations of public schools.

t+7 also recommend that steps should be taken to secure that this subject
should be included 4n the entrance scholarship examinations at public schools,
and that failure in it should have as much Influence as failure in any other{'
subject in disqualifying It candidate for election to a scholarship. There is.
It Is true, some difference of opinion as to the advisability of Imposing any
teat In science for *boys of 13 or 1. Experience alone can show
how the difficulties of examining boys of the age iuf 13 or 14 in science. ad-
mittedly greater then in the case of classics or matheinittles, can best he
overcome.

If the necessary reforms are to be effected In preparatory school time- tables
and curricula, it will be clearly desirable to secure the maximum amount of
cooperation between the head masters of the prepatatory schools and of the
public schools. The establishment of theloint committee is rt step in the rig4it
direction. NVe recognize particular the efforts which have been made to
give more Importance to English subjects in the entrance scholarship examlna-
voila, and we think that, in the best interests of later falcate.. touching, great
importance should he attached to sound work In elementary mathematics and
physical,mensurements and to familiarity with the use of decimals and the
metric system.

s *

In our view the examinations for entrance scholarships, if they Are to coo-
tinue,'shOuld be designed mainly to.teitt Intelligence and general ability. They
should not be used primarily for the purpose picking out likely specialists
In classics, mathetnatles, or any other subjects. Neither should they he of
such a character as to demand or favor special intensive preparation. The
evils of the pment'systtn would be mitigated by reforms in the!chdracter of
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the examinations, in particular by a reduction in the rahge and difficulty of
the questions set and by the recognition of subjects at present largely or wholly
len.--,d.

B. Girls' Schools in England.

24. In considering the facilities for instruction in science which are avail-
able for girls of' secondary sehool age,- it is necessary to refer in the first place
to the character and extent of the existing provision of secondary schools
for girls. At present 333 girls' schools and 224 mixed schools (with a school
population of some 95,(100 girls) are in receipt of parliamentary grant. In
addition, 4 mixed schools and 435 girls' schools (of which 17 are private schools
the remainder being company or foiundation schools or schools under.the con-
trol of religious societies) have been Inspected by the board of education and
declared "efficient." There is aisb a large number of private schools which
have not been itspected, and in regard to which no official information is
available.' There can, indeed, he little doubt that private schools play a
much larger part In the educational provision for girls than for boys.

In the last 40 years the ideals of women's education have been raised and the
opportunities vastly Increased, but there still remains some uncertainty In the
public mind, If not in the minds of those best qualified to speak for edueation,
as to the nature of the education to be provided for girls and the relative lin-
portanee of the various subjects. Some parents still confine their ideas of edu-
cation to the literary subjects, together with music and art.

Among the schools, whether -grant earning, "efficient," or uninspected. which
provide secondary education for girls, there are a certain number of well-known
schools which are more or less comparable to the In rge public schools for boys
schools from which a proportion of girls normally pass on to the universities
and other placey bf higher education. But the custom by which boys are sent
to preparatory and public schools for a course of education extending from

or 9 to 18 or 19 Is not followed to the same extent in the case of girls. A
certain number of girls of secondary school age belonging to the wealthier
classes of the community receive their education largely or wholly at home;
others spend a short period at a secondary day. or boarding schooloften a
private schooland later go abroad. A considerable proportion of those at-
tending schools in which the Course extends over a period up to the lige of 18
or 19 have not in the past looked fotWard to entering any professional occu-
pation: indeed, -few professions except that of teaching have been open to them.
Where Is in consequence proportionately less advanced work done In girls' than
in boys' secondary schools of situlla type.

It can, we think, hardly be questioned that while tip majority of the parents
of these girls desire or are at least prepated to acquiesce in a secondary edit-
clip for their sons in which science shall find a place, the recognition of
scince as an essential element in the secondary education of girls is far lees
general. This applies with even greater force to Mathematics. We are not
suggesting that this implied distinction between the educational requirements
of boys and girls in respect of science Is justified, either by the evidence of
psychology or by considerations based on the competing claims of other subjects
in a crowded curriculum or by the nature of the after careers to which girls*"
linty properly look onward. We are only calling attention to the fact that;
cotIsclouslv or .illicotiRlotolly. a distinction of this kind is not Infrequently Mule,

The same Is true of a Large number of schools under the control of religious coin-
amities, ;
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When we turn to consider the actual position of Science in fdris!_secondary
wheels, it becomes necessary to point out that in regard to the great majority
of private schools we are unable to speak with any certain knowledge. These
schools exist because they meet a certain public demand. They Include some
schools of high standing. and, In addition to the other good work they do, pro-
vide useful opportunities for experiments in education. but it can scarcely
be doubted that they are more likely to be influenced by that traditional cen-
motion of girls' secondary education which lays special stress oo languages,
literature, and art, and are less likely to be adequately equipped for the teaching
of science than schools which are In receipt Of public funds. We were not, intleell
surprised, to lam from the representatives of the Association of Scivice

jui:hers' that In a large number of private schools science was altogAlier
omitted from the curriculum.

23. In the Important group of secondary schools in receipt of grant it is
noticeuble that the regulations of the board of edutlit ion require that provkion
should be made for the waling of science, including practicalwork, bin allow
girls who have reached the age of 15 to omit science or mathematics (ethyl
than arithmetic lin order to take an approved course in domestic subjects.
From the evidence before us. it appears that In inspqcted girls' schools the time
given to science between 12 and 16 is not. more on an average than 2 hours per
week, representing one-tenth or less of the whole time spent in school. Except
lo the forms preparing for an examination, such as the senior local, it is quite
commonly 1a hours per week: That a much smaller amount of time is given to
science in girls' schools than In boys' schools ON due to various causes. (1 t The
shorter school %welt the increased pressure on t time- table, (1111Sed 11 t.h
hICIUSIOLI or domestic subjects, and the greater a Mimi given to music and
drawing; the lack in some schools of adequate litborlitory neeommodatien;
till) a shortage of teachers qualified to teach science.

In the memorandum of evidence submitted by the Association of Sietwe
Teachers Ihls suggested that between the ages of 12 and 16 not less than tow-
seventh of the total school timeSay three hoursshould be devoted to science.
We think this Is desirable if serious attention Is to he given to science Instruc-
tion in girls' schools. 15n4 it Is neeessaqK to add that the representatives of
the Association of plead Mistresses, who were no less anxious that science
should be regarded as an essential element in the secondary curriculma ;Or
girls, thought " it would be dItlicult to thud the time for other subjects If three
hours a week were allotted to science as proposed by the Association of Science
Teachers."- Under the circumstances it is diflicult to make a recommendation
which can he carried out In all types of schools,

26. There ran be no doubt tint the prtiblein- of the curriculum is mere diffi-
cult girls' schools than in boys' schools. Existing girls' -schools have for
the most part grown up during a period which has seen a great increase ht
the number and variety of ,the callings followed by women. Despite the lie
creasing prominence of thesh vocational aims, it is still, true that the towrien-
mot remains something of a eontilimuls0 between conflicting ideals for women's
education. It is not within our reference to deal with the larger.questions
voetl. but we feel bound to express our opinion that there Is real neet at the
present time, both for a clearer definition op the part of those principal y con-
et rued of the scope and aims of secondary education for girls and for a flanker
recognition of the limitations imposed by the shorter school week. We' haw
fatted these limitations by acquiescing in a smaller minimum of time for se tome

ants is an association of women teachers, taainly in secondary schools.
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for girls than /9.r boys; even this Is an increase on the time commonly given
at present.. lilt is possibly outside our province to make proposals for the con-
sequent adjustment of the time-table, but in view of the importance of the
matter two suggestions may be thrown out:

(i) In many girls' schools (and indeed )n many boys/ schools also) a greater
amount of time is devoted to the study of mathematics than Is really
needed to attain the standardalmed at. This is largely due to the
division of the subject, for teaching purposes, into three compart-
mentsarithmetic, geometry, algebraoften taught to We same class
by different teachers. Experience has shown that the ground can be
revered at a much more rapid rate if the subject of mathematics
vented as a whole, and that a shorter time suffices if the mathematia'al
mistress can distribute it as she thinks ht. Still greater saving of
lime can be effected if science and matheinntics are taught in proper
relation to one another.

(ii) in schools which keep the greater proporthu of their girls to the age
of18. some time might be spared from other subjects In the 12 to 10
period. This could be fully compensated for by thing increased at-. tention to these subjects in the PI to 18 period.

T. With regard to the general comlitiou s affecting the education given In
grolit-earring girls' schools, the ol4rivatIons we have made in section 12 In
rotinetiCan aith boys' schools on the desindallity of securing early entry 1110
a longer school life-apply equally to schools for girls. The statistics pub-
11,11441 by the board of education show that In the three years ending Adra
11113, nearly 70 per cent of the girls who pay fees and nearly 24 per cent of
those who do not left. after having spent less than three years at a secondary
school, and that 29 per cent of all the girls who left did so before they haul
attained the age of 15. These figures, though fair from satisfactory, are an
improvement on those quotakl for boys, the reason probably being that girls
of that age have been less In demand as triage earners, and that more of them
remain at school to order to prepare for the teaching profession.

Turning to the nature of the science teaching whit) is actually pram Wel
In inspected girls' schools, we find that, after4 course of nature study in the
carder Tears, and elementary physics and chemistry between 12 rod 14, botany
is the subject taken from 14 or 15 unwinds in the majority of a:dwells. The
III'mber ofchools in which there is any serious leaching of physics apart from
tit introductory work between 12111111 14 Is quite insignificant. Advanced work
takes the form of botany, or, less usually, chemistry. or both of these. subjects.
'There dais been a striking improAhent in the teaching of botany in the last

Ill yearn, due to the greater insistence on the physiological aspects of the sub-
ject for which the Artier Introductory study of physics and chemistry is a
necessary basis. The continued prevalence of botany .8 the chief science amb
jar' In girls' schools, and the position formerly held by descriptive botany as
the sole science subject in many schools, can be explained by the belief that
the subject is in itself better suited to girls than sciences which demand some
imowledge-of mathematics, and also by the absenee in some schools of adequate
aceommodntion for work in experimental science. These conditions explain that
gem.ial neglect of physics in girls' schools to which our attention was called
by more than one witness.\ It was strongly urged upon us that the neglect of
physics in these schools is much, to be regretted, not only In virtue d the WI-
parlance and interest of this brunch of natural knowledge, but also tecaiise
Ignorance of physics is n hindrance to the proper training of future science
teachers and a serious Impediment in the way of lakeaslng the .number.ot

tit
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woruen.who look forward to entering the medical profession. '..1e 5hink these
considerations deserve serious notice. `as

30. The genenil conditions of science teaching in girls' schools are
favorable than in similar schools for boys; and it would appear that, despite
the .progress made In recent years, the rssuits are leas satisfactory. We feel,
indeed, that there is need for a fuller realization than has so far existed of the
intportance of science in the secondary education of girls. Every young mind,
whether of boy or girl, should be led to appreciate the wide field of interest
opened out by the study of natural science and should be trained to understood
and apply the methods of sclenatic reasoning and investigation. Moreover,
without wishing to press too far the claims of vocational instruction, we voimi
point out that, In connection with a lave number of the after careers followed
by women, a knowledge of natural science and a training in scientific method
is much to be desired. We are thinking not only of those girls who are destined
to undertake science teaching or to enter the medical profession and close!y
allied careers; there will be\many others who will take up Industrial research,
different types of social work `I'factory inspection, welfare work, sanitary inspec
tion, health visiting, etc.; others again will be mainly c-oucerned with domestic
duties. For all a training in science is invaluable.

GENERAL EDUCATION A SECONDARY SCHOOL.

Al. We consider that the best preparation for any occupation or profession
is a general education up to the stage renghed-bY the average boy at the age of
16, followed, where possible, by a more specialized course on a limited range of
subjects. This general education should provide normally for the study of
English, including history and geography, languages other than English, =the-
n es, and natural science; each of these subjects should be regarded as an
Integra f the education of both boys and girls, and a fair balance should
be maintained ietween the time allotted to them. We are supported In this
view by the unanimous testimony of all the witnesses who have given evidence
on this point.

It is contended by some that a general education need not include all these
subjects; there Is, however, no consensus of opinion In favor of the omission of
any ()tie of them. We have ourselves suggested that there might well be some
schools doing work of a secondary grade In which no foreign language would he
compulsory. (See secs. 12 (viii) and 06.)

The point Is sometimes made that the study of science tan he more effectively
pursued If it fs taken up in the. later stages of school life. This may lie true
for the boy of marked ability who at a 'certain stage throws hts whole energies
into the Intensive study of science. But we are concerned with the education
of the citizen, with the diffusion of scientific conceptions and the habit of mind
their study indtices among the general mass of the educated population. If the
practice were adopted of tusking no provision for the study of science till 16 or
Inter, the majority of students would miss the opportunity of gaining any
knowledge of the subject:

We suggest that for boys' schools when the secondary sellholicounte covers a
period of Your years, from 12 to 16, the time given to science shouts be not less
khan four periods in the first year, nor on the average Is than six periods In
each of the following three years. When the course begins at a later age not
less then six periods In elicit year will be required.' ft may be coneenient at
some stages to give more than sixperiods, ut others, lees, but we cohlikler quit
nothing less than as average of six periods at the later stages will provide for
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a satisfactory training in natural science. It is not within our reference to
got thethe minituum time to be given to other subjects, but we have satisfied otir-
selves that the time we have suggested for science Is compatible with English
and mathematics receiving -as much time as they have hitherto done in the
greet majority of schools in this country, that It would admit of attainment by
the age of 16 of a substantial knowledge of two foreign languages if the study
of one of them Is begun at an early age, and that students with special linguistic
r,t1ility should be able to make good progress in a MINI. In addition, we think
that time would he available for the study of such subjects as drawing and
music shit for manual training.

32. A practical and technical consequence of the establishment of a general
course for all boys up to the age of alts;ut 16 would he the abolition of the exist-
ing Aivision into sides now so usual In the larger schools. This would Involve
Ow provision in the main block of the school of a system of optiona or alterna-
tilk,s. The last thing we would suggest is that there should be for all boys, even
in the slime school and during the stage ending at 16. one cast- iron - curriculum.
As long as the division into sIdesipersists. not only Is a bias inevitably given to
a boy'aleducittion, involving sometimes the sacrifice of his abilities and tastes._
but it is very difficult to prevent lite Intellectual strength of the school being
concentrated on one side.

INSPECTION OF SCHOOLS.

33. We recommend that aystematic Instruction in science should be part of
the general course of education up 'to fit In every secondary school, and that
science should he included among the compulsory subjects for the first school
examination. .We do not, however,' think that examination by itself will be
able to secure the efficient teaching of science in schools, and we are strongly
of opiniop that it would be in the interests of education in general and of
science in particular that all schools should he Inspected.

Petki8i0I1 is made in the education bill for " requiring particulars from every
school or educational institution," but we.think that thiti collection of informa-
tion Is not sufficient.agnable an effective judgment to be formed as to the
tintitre of the edumiiWt offered by the school. The information supplied by
the school must be checked and its value determined by independent inspection.

The teak is not insuperable, and much of the work,of inspection is already
done, The amount of science taught at these schools may require
to he increased or its quality improved, but it Is not here that entire absence of
such teaching will be found. The grant-earning schools are all fully inspected
by the Board of Education, and the fullest information concerning them is
obtaidtble. There are, however, many schools for boys, and even more fur
girls, which are under no obligation whatever to provide any Instruction in
science, Many of these, na a matter of fact, either do not teach the subject at
all or teach it In a most incomplete and unsatisfactory manner. In the national
Ipterest it Is.essential that this neglect Efimuld be remedied, and to this end we
istrongly urge the introduction of compulsory inspection. We consider that this
should be applied impartially and that no discininatiou should be made in
favor of any one class of schoOle.

It hap been urged on behalf of private schools that much valuable progress
in eduFation to due to experiments made in schools where the teachers have
been tree to disregard tradition and convention and to follow the promptings
of Melt own geniis'. But it is not schools of this type which would be checked
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or extinguished by inspection. The object of modern inspection is not to in,.
pose uniformity or to destroy individual effort, but rather to obtain and record
information as to the work and efficiency of the schools and to give advice,
hazed on a wide experience in other schools.

We recommend
(I) That periodical inspection should be compulsory on all schools.
(II) That this inspection should be under the direction oftheoState.

THE FIRST SCHOOL EXAMINATION.

34. At the completion of the general course of study at a secondary schmi
there should be an examination to test the results of the instruction given in
English subjects, languages, mathematics, and science. .TheVassing of an ex.
maination in some or the subjects of general education is required RBA condi-
tion of admission to most of the professions and to the universities. . \t
present the number of such examinations is large; the differences between
them are not of educational Importance, though enough to cause a great wii.te
of time and energy. A system of examina:/suffisiently elastic to meet
diverse requirements and at the same time s ar coordinated that,proficien,

wIn secondary school subjects could be tested by any 'one of them would brim:
about a real and valuable simplification for the schools, provided that the
results were accepted so far as they went by .the universities and profe tksiom
We are of opinion that, subject to one important modification, tire first school
examination proposed by tie Board of Education is well salted fora thi,
purpose.

31 In the scheme outlined by the board the subjects for examination are
treated as falling into three main groups: (I) English subjects, (II) hot
guages, (III) science and mathematics, and (IV) a subsidiary 'group
Mining drawing, music, manual instruction. housecraft, etc. Every candid,oe
will be expected to show a reasonable amount of attainment in the first flirt-,
of these groupsthe group of subjects, and not the individual subject, into::
the unit in respect of which success or failure will be determined. It will 0
seen that natural science and mathematics are placed together in the same
group, and it would appear as the proposals now stand that a candidate might
pass In this group, even if beg' not present himself in science at n11. ,

We consider that It is essential that every boy should he required to satisfy
the examiners both in science and in mathematics, &Mott to the generons
plicatinb of the principle of compensation hereinafter mentioned. In ninny
boys' schools the teaching of mathematics throughout the school is much more
developed than that of science, and there will, if science is not required, he
a tendency to concentrate on mathematics and to neglect the teaching of
science. If teachers and boys know that while it is necessary to puss in Eng-
lish subjects and in a foreign language the omission of either mathematic,
or science does not Involve failure in the examination, it is quite safe to pre-
dict that one or other of these anklet:pi will receive less attention ;dand the-
subject which is the more costly to equip. and In some ways the more diflicult
-to teach, is likely to he the one which:will stiffer.

38. To make any subject compulsory hi an examination in order to guard
against its neglegt Is not the ideal method of obtaining the best education,
but In the present condition of affairs it seems to be the most efficacious menus
we can And. The effect of the-present freedom is indicated by the

followIng statistics. At the school (*With:ate examination of the. Oxford and
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Cambridge board hr July, 1917, which is taken mainly by the public schools,
out of.099 boys only 220 offered one or more science subjects.

it is proposed In some quarters that "in inspected schools boys should be,
certified by the science master as having taken a proper course and reached a
satisfactOry standard in science." But we have had no satisfactory reason
presented to its for the treatment of science in a different way .from all other
school subjects In respect to examinations, and even if south ground were

4 Oiown we should find It impossible to recommend the adoption .of this plan.
The luequalities of experience among teachers would render it almost impos-
sible to attain any common standard of 'Judgment.

The examination should he regarded as a test of satisfactory work during
'the pupils' school course and should he of such a character that it MI fie
taken without any special preparation which would interfere with that course.
The work of each candidate in the examimition should be regarded as a whole,
ond the principle of compensation should be recognized both between the dif-
ferent groups, including group (IV) and the different subjects of the game
group. By this we mean that comparative wenkness in one part of the exam-
ination should not necessarily Involve failure. if the candidate has done really
good work in other parts.

37. We recommend that in tbe.,tirst examlinition there, should be aseclose
cooperation as possible between teachers and examiners. Not only should the
examination be adapted to the curriculum of the pakicular school, but great
weight should be attached to the teacher's estimate of the merits of the
puplitand for their school reowd. An examination conducted on these lines
would not have the effect often ascribed to external examinations of cramping
the curriculum, but would permit of all reasonable freedom of teaching. Nor
could it be fairly said to discourage either wide variation in types of curricula
or liberty for educational experiments. .

38. There is much difference of opinion on the question whether any mod,-
fication of the arrangements is needed for girls. On the one hand representa-
tives of the Head Mistresses' Associution stated that the association was
opposed to tanking - mathematics a compulsory subject in the examination, but
felt less difficulty about compulsory science. On the other hand, representatives
of the Association of Science Teachers thought 'that all girls should be re-
quired, for a mere pass in theexaminution, to satisfy the examiners in science
and arithmetic, and that for a pass with credit in Mathematics a knowledge
of algebra and "geometry should he required. If success in the examination
is to carry the same privileges for boys and for girls, it is difficult to see that
variation of Its essemUinl features It/ possible. We are-therefore of opinion
that the minimum requirements for passing the first examination should be
the same for girls as for Opt. If it is urged that the largest amount of time
which our witnesses have demanded for science in girls' schools (see sec. 25)
Is not more than what is now, regarded as inadequate for boys' scholia, we
would point out that many girls will take the examination at a somewhat Inter,
age than boys and that the wi4Implication of the principle of compensation
should meet any remaining difficulty, especially if sufficient attention is paid to
proficiency in the subjects of group (IV),

39. Wet concur wi:h the proposal of the Board of Education that a certhicate
should be given to thoseavho pass this examination, and that on the certificate
only those sunjecta should be .recorded in which the student has reached a
recognized standard considerably higher than that relluired for * mere.pass.
The board proposes that a hill certificate bearing the name of the school and
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particulars as to the course pursued at It should be given only to candidates
who have followed tin approved course at a school inspected by the hoard and
recognized as "efficient." and that other candidates should receive a certificate .

stating only that they had passed the examination. This latter proposal seems
to us to require consideration in relation to two classes of candidates, those
who have attended secondary schools which have not been inspected by the
-Board of Education, and those who have not attended secondary schools at all.

40. The proposals pf the .board c education are based on the view, with
which we are in ace6rd, that examinations should he determined by curricula.
bet curricula bL examinations. It Is difficult to decide how far an examina-
tion designed to snit'tlie curricula of exIstingsiTondary schools and intended
for pupils of st;out .the age of 16 who have followed an approved course in
those schools would be suitable fOr,othea pupils.. There are already pupil
who have followed approved courses in schools,. not now technically described
as secondary schools, but who might quite properly take a similar examina
Lion. The abolition In the ueacfuture of all exemptions from elementary
school attendance until the age of 14 is reached, and the establishment of
pulsory part-time continuation schoolsnp to 18 would provide a class of pupils
who, though they have not attended secondary schools, have had a ciintintions
course of Instruction in approved schools. An examination analogous to the
drat school examination, and carrying the same privileges, might with ad-
vantage be established for this classan examination which would he open, for
example, to pupils who had attended central schools and junior technical
schools.

CONTENT OF THE SCIENCE COURSE, 12 TO 16.

41. The question of the choice of the science subjects to he included in a
school course and of the method of teaching these subjects is so important
that somewhat detailed consideration of the problem is necessary.

We have recommended elsewhere that science should form part of the school
course for all boys and girls up to the age of 16, and that more time should
be given to it than is at present usual. But these recommendations must tort
be taken to mean that we should like to see a great extension of science
teaching exactly on the lines now customary. We coesIder that the conven-
tional curriculum is in great need of reform, in respect of two important
points: (a) The choice of subjects to be Included and (b) the manner of
treating them.

42. (a) At preset:t the curriculum up to the age of 16 in a large number
of boys' schools consists of nature study in the lowest forms, followed by a
laboratory course in at least one branch of physics and in chemistry; in
very few boys' schools is there any attempt to give a knowledge of the main
facts of the life of plants and animals. Physics and chemistry must, we
think, continue to be the fundamental subjects in the school curriculum, be-
cause every other science requires some knowledge of them, and also because'
no other science lends itself so well to a study of experimental method under
the limitations of time which are inevitable in school work; but no buy
should leave school with the idea that science consists 'of chemistry and
physics alone.

It Is agreed on almost all hands that thp customary course, which Is a
growth of the last 20 years, NIS become too narrow, not only because physics
suit-chemistry ire the only sciences included in it, but because the choke of
;object matter within these sciences is unduly restricted. Further, it is out
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of touch. with the many applications of science. The principles are often taught
vvithourreference to the phenomena of nature which they explain; the course
does not satisfy the natural curiosity of the pupils; it may give them some
knowledge of laboratory methods, but little idea of wider generalizations,
such as the principle of the conservation of energy, which are quite within
their powers of comprehension., Again, in many schools the course is planned
as if its sole object were to lay the foundations for specialized study in science
id a later period. But if nothing is built on these foundations the time may
have been spent to little purpose; many boys will give up the study of science
when they know but little of the selentitc principles which underlie the most
familiar natural.plienomenn, or of the most important applications of science
to the service of man. Their position Is analogous to that of a student of a
language who stops after learning some of the grammar without acquiring any
knowledge of the literature.

43. (b) For the last 20 years the attention paid to laboratory work has been
an outstanding feature of the science teaching in English schools, and results
of groat value have erisen from it. W need not go back ninny years to reacts
a time 'when there was little practIcefork in schools; and any science that
was done, apart from chemistry, was taught by class lessons, or by lectures
with occasional demonstrations of experiments by the teacher. The practical.
work in chemistry consisted of exercises In qualitative analysis; it had little
bearing on the rest of the work,.-and could be learned, up to a certain point,
by routine methods.

lint irf the last 20 years circumstances have altered; laboratories have mul-
tiplied. and it has become the practice to make the laboratory work the central
feature to school science. This change of point of view has had both good

On the to many boys and girls
the fundamental notion of an experimental science, that the answers to ques-
tions on its subject matter can be got directly by experiments which they can
d themselves; they have seen how a series of experiments leads up to 'a
result, how the result of one experiment suggests that another is needed; they
hale, in fact, learned Something of the experimental method of the sciences.
such teaching and experience is of the greatest value, and any change which
would diminbh its ilfectiveness would be a step in the wrong direction.

lint on the other hand there have beets unfortunate consequences; many
teachers have t.entite so dominated by the idea of the supreme value of experi-
mental work that they haye left on one side and neglected those sciences which
do not lend themselves to experimental treatment in school; the tendency has
been to restrict the work to parts of physics and chemistry in which the boys
tam do experiments for themselves. We are driven to the conclusions that in
ninny schools more time is spent in laboratory work than be results obtained'
can justify, We do not underrate the importance of such work; on the con-
trary, we regard it as an essentishpert of science teaching. But sometimes
the performance of laboratory exercises has been considered too much an end
In itselfsuch an exercise loses the educational value of a real experiment
when it becomes a piece of drill ; often exercises succeed each other without
forming pall of a continuous or considered scheme for building up a boy's
knowledge of his subject. Sometimes a very imperfect experiment is done by
all the pupils, when the point which it brings out could be better illustrated
by an experiment performed by the teacher, on a scale and In e mnnner-which
would not be possible for the whole form. Insistence on the view that experi-
ments by the clam must alWays be preferred to demonstration experiments
leads to great waste of time and provides an inferior substitute. The time
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gtined by some diminution in the number of experiments done, and especially
by avoidance of unnecessary repetition of experiments of the same type, could
be well used in establishinggIn the pupils' winds a more real connection be-
tween their experiments and the general prinCiples of the science or the re-
lated facts of everyday life.

Much of this waste of time is due to a conscientious desire of the teachers
to encourage the spirit of inquiry by following the so-called heuristic method;
the &pits are supposed to discover by their own experiments, with itttle or
no suggestion from the teacher, the solutions of problems set to them or of
ptoblems which they themselves suggest. The spirit of Inquiry should run
through the whole of-the science work, and everything should he done to en-
c ourage it, but It seems clear that the heuristic method can never he the Mill
method by which the pupil acquires scientific training and knowledge. He can
not expect to rediscover In his school hours all 4hat he may fairly he expected
to know; to insist. that lie should try to do this is to waste his time and his
opportunities. .

44. Some of the defects of school canrses are ascribed to the influence of
external examinations in limiting the freedom of the teacher to choose his
tuateriril and to treat it in the way suitable to local conditions or the special
needs of his form. In all examinations. especially 11 they are competitive,
there Is a tendency to set questions of suet] a character that there wnuld be
ins seriousdifference between the marking of. different examiners. In an ex-
amitritlon in elementary science the questions on general principles are ad-
mittedly more difficult to mark than those which are of the nature of little
sums, such, for extnple. as to calculate the change in temperature when a
piece of hot metal s dropped into a vessel of water. The result of this is

Ihe questions tend to on a limited range which are
not of the highest educational value, and in which the majority of students find
but little to interest them.

But examinations can not be blamed for all the faults which have been
pointed out to us; it seems certain that a great part df the difticulOt' arises
from the fact that the teachers, from lack of training and of knowledge of the
methotli of other teachers, tend. to go on teaching as they were taught them-
selves, and thus the work becomes stereotyped.

45. Much stress has been laid in the evidence before us' on the need for
correlation of school teaching In mathematics and natural science. There is
evidently a strong feeling, both among school teachers and among thosewho
'alive to deal with the products of the secondary schools at the universities
and in the industries, that both subjects would gain if they were taught with
more reference to each other, and, sO for as possible, by the same teachers.

,mobeAt present it is easier to get a science master who is able to teach elementary
mathematics than a mathematical master with a eorrespoyding knowledge of
science; but few schools can imam a science master for any part of the mathe-
matical work. The need for cooperation is not felt only on the side of the
natural sciences; the committee of the mathematical association expresses the
slaws that effective correlation between the two subjects Is rare and is not
increasing, that an ideal arrangement would assign the teaching of mathe-
matics and of physics largely to the same masters, and that the education
of teachers of mathematics should be conducted with this end in view.

We agree that' there are very great advantages in putting the teaching of
mathematics and physics to boys up to thesage of 10 into the hands of tin,
au ter. It would, we consider, improve the teaching in both subjects

giving point to the mathematics and prechdon to the phyliica; it would also
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increase the time the boy spent with this master, whose influence and oppor-
tunities would be considerably enhanced.

Any want of coordination between science and mathematics h. a particu-
larly unfortunate effect on the teaching of mechanics. This subject ls rightly
regarded as of the greatest importance. It is the basis of most parts of
physics, and most schools make some provision for teaching it, eithe as a
branch of mathematics or as an experimental subject, or from both poi. is of
%Jew; but the evidence we have received indicates that in a considerable num-
I.er of schools the results obtained are far from satisfactory. This is much
lo he regretted, for the subject is especially suitable for training the student
to use his mathematics and to apply it to the problems which he may have
G. face. The power of doing this 18 a very valuable asset for those who will
h000rne engineers or he occupied with other applications of science to industry,
while, apart from this aspect; it affords a mental training of the highest lin-
poi:ince and gives to many an Interest in mathematics and a grip of its prin-
ciples which without it they would never acquire.

47. A general course in science should fulfill two functions : (a) It should
train the mind of the student to reason about things which he has observed
for himself and develop his powr;rs of weighing and Interpreting evidence;

it should also make him acquainted with the broad outlines of great set=
eatitic principles, with the way in which these principles are exemplified in
familiar phenomena and with their applications to the service of man. The
et 'deuce we have received shows that there is a tendency to overemphasize the
first of these functions and to neglect unduly the second. We thInkjt essen-
tial that the importance of both objects should be recognized, and that the
choice of the subjects to be studied and of the method of 1-struction adopted
should be made with both objects in view. The training for the first of these
functions must be given by practical work In the laboratory. The second ran
best be carried out by demonstration lessons front the teacher, together with
practical work in the laboratory planned to illustrate the principles discossed
in the lecture; laboratory work alone Is not sufficient. We are of opinion
that this plan would not impair the efficiency of the science teaching as a
training in reasoning and observathar. The age of the pupils and the time at
their disposal makelt impossible to Include more than a limited range of sub-
jects in the course. but the need for careful arrangement to avoid waste of
time only becomes the greater on this account.

The very last thing we should wish Is to lay down It hard and fast rule
which would stereotype science teaching throughout the aoluntry. We thinic it
essential that the teacher 0011111 be allowed as much freedom or possible in
his choice of method, and that he will probably get the best results With the one
which he himself ptefers. He should, however, realize that the power of set-
tling for himself the particular course he adopts carries with it greater respon-
sibility for seeing that It is the best which elm be devised under the circum-
stances of the school.

48. In framing a course' in science for boys up to the age of 16 it should he
recognized that for many this will be the main, for some the only, opportunity
of obtaining a knowledge of science, and that the course should therefore he
self-contained and designed so as to give spNial attention to those natural
phenomena which are matters of everyday experience; in fine, that the science
taught In It should be kept as closely connectell iftptahuman interests as pos.
ale. the keen interest which many boys feel at th age In the applicatfous
of science, such as aeroplanes, steam engines, wirelesa legraphy, motor cars,

m

.1
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and the like, should be utilized to the fullest extent. There are great advau.
times in introducing the study of the principles of science by starting front a
machine or a striking physical phenomenon and working backwards to the milt-
elide, rather than by starting from the abstract. and proceeding to the con-
crtte ; such a method Is in no way inconsistent with a logical and continuous
development of the subject. The advantage of the method is that the Impetas
due to a boy's interest in the subject helps to carry hint through the lessons,
while In the ordinary method interest may he aroused only after the lessoics
are nearly completed. This method is in many respects analogous to that which
has been introduced in the teaching of mathematics, where the old plan of
beginning with a series of axioms and definitions and then deducing the proper-
ties of triangles and circles has been superseded by a course whl begins by
making the boys familiar with the properties of these figures, urcaving thy
logical deductions from the axioms and definitions to a later stage.

49. (I) Preliminary Course. There Is general agreement among science
teachers that the best preparation for the study of acfence at secondary schools
is a course of nature study up to the age of 12. This course should he of Its
practical a character as possible and should aim at- arousing an interest iii
natural phenomena and developing the powers of observation. Full use shoot
be made of the opportunities afforded by the school garden to make the pupils
taquainted with the spirit of scientific investigation. We attach great impor-
tance at this stage to manual training, both for the sake of the discipline it
supplies for hand and eye and as making an excellent introduction to laboratory
work. We think that advantage should be taken of the opportunities which
nature study and manual training afford for practice in free -band drawing
and drawing to scale. From the evidence we have received we have come to
the conclusion that at present the teaching of nature study is far front satis-
factory and demands Immediate attention. In sonic schools it is quite ad-
mirable; in many; however, it is worthless and is frequently given by those
who take but little interest in this subject.

We have been informed that the teaching of elementary physics and chemistry
In the public schools is often hampered by the fact that the boys are Pt-
prepared in arithmetic and want practice in mental arithmetic; that they lack
facility in making calculations, have an uncertain knowledge of decimals and

\_ of the metric system, and have no clear understanding of the meaning of meas-
urement. The right remedy lies in a more intelligent treatment of arithmetic
and handwork in the preparatory schools. Advantage should be taken of the
opportunities afforded by lessons on arithmetic, geometry, geography, and hand-
work to introduce the idea of measurement, to give practice In the use of Simple
measuring instruments a valuable exercise In manipulat114.7.-and, lastly, to
develop both readiness in the mulling of calculations and an appreciation of
the degree of- accuracy to which results may be stated.

;$0...0.1) The next stage of instruction in science is one which presents spy
cialsafticultles arising from the two systems of school organization to which
we have referred in sections 10 and 13. We have to distinguish and to treat
separately

(a) The system which transfers a boy from a preparatory to a public school
ut 134 or 14 without any continuity of curt4lculum in natural science.

(b) The system which provides a continuous comae of instruction in one
- school from 12 to 18 or longer.

(a) The interruption of a boy's education-which is brought about by his trans-
ference from a preparatory to a public school is specially detrimental to science
work, because (I) most of the public schools pay no serious attention to
knoViledge of science In selecting boys, either for entrance or for scholarships,
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and thereby discourage any teaching of the subject ; (11) many of the boys
who come from preparatory schools, though they kryi no science, are placed
at entrance high up in school because of their knowledge of other subjects. If
science were taken in the lower forms, either these boys would have to omit
the elementary stages Of a systematic course or boys who begin in a lower
form would have to take these stages over again. On this account it is on-
sidered impossible in some public schools to begin systematic work In science
in the lower forms, with the result that there Is not enough time left for a
satisfactory course before the age of about 163.

The stage Immediately after the age of 12 might begin with a course on the
simpler parts of that branch of knowledge which Huxley called physiography.
One of the 'advantas'es of this subject is that it gives opportunities for out-of-
door observation, to which we attach great importance, not only at this stage
but throughout the school course. It is unfortunate if pupils are left with the
Impression that physical principles operate only In a physical laboratory ; it
should he the object of the teacher to train the pupil to see illustrations of these
prineiples In the experiences of everyday life. The course in physiography
should include the simpler astronomical phenomena, which In the hands of a

good teacher mny be made an excellent training in reasoning and observation.
At this early singe there should be practical work involving measurements of
simple physical quantities, while a valuable introduction to some important
branches of physics can be given if the manual training includes the making of
sin n' simple. practical instruments and machines, such as electric bells, small
Induction coils, telescopes, pumps, and so on. This plan has been tried at some

he nlral silmoIS and has given very satisfactory results.
The lktroduction of practical work into the curriculum widens the oppor-

tunities of discovering ability which might otherwise be overlooked. One wit-
ness writes: "Often, very often, the dunce of the form when put on .to practical
work heroines brilliant." It is the function of any system of education to dis-
cover ability as well as to develop it, and under a system in which the curricu-
lum is entirely bookisn many able boyS may he depressed and lose all Interest
in their work from want of success and of opportunity to reveal their ability.

(b) in schools provided with laboratories and having a continuous curriculum
a course of elementary general science, including work of an introductory kind
pn hydrostatics, hest, and properties, both physical and chemical, of air and
writer is common At present ; It serves as a satisfactory introduction to later
work, but it is important, especially in town schools, that what we might call
the physiographical aspect of these subjects, to which we have called attention
in a preceding paragraph, should alivnys be before the mind orttrteacher.

51. The more systematic study of science begins nbout the age of 13; while-
we do not consider it desirable to suggest a detailed syllabus, we think it Im-
port:int to state whiit In our view are the principles on which it might be
(rimmed. For the sake, of definiteness we will consider the case of a syllabus in
physics; the principles, however, apply to chemistry and biology. In the first
place, the object of such a course is not to train specialists in physics nor to
give dexterity In making accurate measurements of physical coast it
should he designed to give as good a mental discipline as possible o make,
the student acquainted with the principles Involved in familiar physical
phenomena. Even If, as we suggest, the time allotted to science teaching is
increased, it will not be possible to study the various branches of physics, such
ns heat, light, sound, electricity, and magnetism, In as much detail as when
only one or two are attempted. There must necessarily be great gaps in th,.I
students' knowledge of these branches, but in the general courseme think these
"gaps should be distributed rather than that one or more of these branches
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should escape consideration altogether. The problem the science master has
to face is how to simplify the courses so as to be able to complete them in the
time at his disposal. To make our meaning clear we give an example In sonic
detail, showing how a course in heat might be arranged. The science master
would'tirst ask himself what are the most important physical phenomena tool

.industrial applications for which a knowledge of heat is ehsential; let us sup-
pose he decided that these were the domestic fire, the warmth of the sun, t h e
heating of buildings, changes of state of water to ice or steam, the formation
of ruin, fog, clouds, snow, hail; the steam engine and internal- combust ion
engine. He would then build a course Around these topics, in which attenti,m
was mainly directed to the subjects most closely connected with them, namely,
the sources of beat, the expansion by heat of liquids, the changes of sum, of
water, vapor pressure, the thermal effects due to compression, and the 11'11 hs-
formation of heat Into mechanical work, the other parts of heat being, only dealt
with so far as they are necessary for the study of these subjects. He would
then consider at what stages these subjects should be taken, for it is desirable
that the study of heat, as of other branches of physics, should not all he done
In one term,4bul resumed from time to time; this gives opportunity for revision
and for postponing the more difficult parts until the students are more mature
and have more mathematical knowledge at their disposal than at the beginning
of the course.

It Is essential that the parts on which It is decided to concentrate shot Is
done very carefully and in detail, much practical work in the laborator
It is better to curtail the number of subjects discussed than to save time I

slurring over difficulties.
We should like to lay stress or. the fact that the conventional subdivis ,n

of physics Into branches such as and light is apt to lead to neglect o Very
important parts of the Subject, either because they are related to several of I he
bratichese. g.. the conservation of energy, or because they Ile outside the cos-
tomitry divisins. Few boys get In a school course any idea of subjects such
as surface tension and diffusion through membranes, which are well within their
comprehension and are of the greatest Importance In biology.

It is very undesirable that the work of a form should be Confined fora W It.
I

year to a single branch of physics; at least two of them should be !alien. Further,
the scheme of work should provide for the recurrence of the vat ,,ms branches
of physics in the course. to afford opportunity not only for revision of what ha%
been previously done but for extension of the gropud covered.

The subjects included In the course might vary with the locality and type if
the school. Thus, for example, in a town which Is the seat of an Important
balladry some phenomena might he matters of daily experience which would
rarely come under observation in a different district. These would naturally
be Included In one case and not in the other.

52. In chemistry restriction of the field on the same principle is needed, but
the problem of choice is easier because the field is less varied. It is essential
that the work shall be brought as closely as possible into reiatIon with the
things of daily lift.. Na attempt should be made to study in detail more than a
small number of the chemical elements. A choice must he made which should
include the most important elements, enough M Illustrate the principles on
which the elements may he classified. In discussing the elements obportunity
should be taken to explain important points of general chemistry such as dif-
fusion, the laws of combination. equivalence, solution, and electrolysis; no cours$

.---ean be considered satisfactory Which does not lead tip to the general laws of
chemical combination and the explanation of them in terms of atoms and
molecules. Quantitative experiments which take a long time can often be
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replaced with advantage by simpler descriptive exercises not involving melts-
nriedents but requiring some independent thinking. The description of man-
afacturing processes should not be neglected, although minute details would
naturally not he introduced. Boys are always keen about large-scale work, and
chile such work it; being described many opportunities will occur to the hatcher
It exeruplifying principles which the boy will already have come across in his
merit In mechanics and physics. The sharp division which Is at present made
between inorganic and organic chemistry should disappear, and ideas such Its
fermentation, saponification, etc., shoidthfind a place in the course. The chem-
ical processes In the life of a plant' should not be omitted; for example. the
c ay in which carbon dioxide is transformed into sugar, the utilization of atmes-
pheric nitrogen by the leguminous plants, and tae part played by nitrogen
cenipounds in the food ~'apply of plants could be pointed out while Carbon
and nitregen were being studied. Shnilarly, the study of silica would naturally
lead to a discussion of the part played by air and eater In the weathering of

We have already laid stress on the paInt'that some knowledge of the
main filets of the life of plants and animals should form a rftgular lam of the
'caching in every secondary school. Systematic work in zoology, including
eissertion of animals and the use of the compounenlicroscope. belongs to
later stage of school life. but the main facts as to the relation of plants and
animals to their surroundings, the chit ages In material- and in energy involved
in their life kind growth should form part of it welllationeed school course.

There is a considerable measure of agreement among our witnesses to the
ell ,ct that the course might Include the min anatomical features of the Weller
plants. the elementary physiology of plants. especially their relations to the soil
and to the atmosphere, together with some quite general knowledge of animal
metabolism. We think that in a boy's school career room could be found for
this work by devoting to it mart of the science time in the summer terms.
Our object would not be attained by the establishment of courses of elementary
biology at all analogous to those which are found at present in the higher fends
of schools. Many of them are nasieled on the first year's course for medical
students at the universities, and contain an amount of morphological &toll
which would be oiltogetherf out of place in a general science course for middle!
erns. The kind of instruction which we have in view need not be in the

'bands of a teacher qualified only in biology and responsible only for that
particular section of the science work. We realize that It is not easy at
present to find teachers who can give adeounte instruction in the various sub-
jects which we should like to see'represented t'n the curriculum, and that there-
fore only gradual development and Improvement can be looked for. The
separation of the biological Lgelences from the physical sciences at the universi-
ties has made It extremely difficult to find a competent biologist who can teach
even the most elementary physics with the requisite accuency and-definiteness.'
The want of teachers with wider scientific qualifications is at present the real
difficulty in the introduction of biology Into school work.

54. CHrle schooitThere Is some difference of opinion as to the science
subjects which can be moat usetillly taught In girls' schools.. For many years
Little beyond descriptive botany was attempted. Botany Is Will the chief subject,
but it is becoming more and more common to treat the plant as a living and
growing organism, rather than AS n specimen to he classified in a herbarium:
the physiology of the plant and its relation to its surroundings have become
more important than the identifiention of wild flowers. But a study of plant

-physiology is Impossible without some knowledge of phySics and chemistry, and
189198*-10r3
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partly for this reason these sciences have gained increased importance recently
in girls' schools. Several witnesses emphasized the fact that the study of physics
is still unduly neglected, especially in schools where a low standard in mathe-
matics has become conventional. This has proved a serious obstacle to students
who wish to enter the medical profession. It is most desirable that girls should
have an opportunity of discovering whether they have a taste for physics or
cliemIstcyteAd of developing such a taste where it exists.

The main difficulty of the schools is to secure science mistresses who can
undertake all the subjects which are required. This difficulty will tend to dis-
appear as the recommendations made, in or report bear fruit. It is to he
hoped that ultimately a mathematical mistress will net be considered to he
fully equipped unless she is at least capable of teaching tlic physlcsWeeded
between the ages of 12 and 10.

Two Special points deserve notice: It is Important that hygiene should he
well taught in gli Is' schools. We agree withethe opinion of some of our wit-
nesses that the subject should be taken as late as possible in the school course,
preferably, at the 1G-1S stage, after a course of systematic work in the scilicet+
on which it depends. Where this is impossible, definite teaching on the laws
of health and on personal hygiene may well form part of the work of the
lower forms, but it- can not be properly considered itsa -part of the science
course. -

Similarly lessons on the everyday affairs of the household are obviously of
practical Importance, and they may form u part of scientific education if they
are given by a teacher who has a real backgrotted of scientific knowledge.
lint Much of the domestic science taught in schools has no claim to the name of
science act all; It weld(' be less pretentious and more accurate to call it house -

craft, and find a place for it outside the hours allotted to science.
lene.Teachers will very naturally ask how time is to he found for the

extension of the range of science teaching which we propose. Some if it will
have to come from time now given to other mtbjects. There are several possi-
bilities In different parts of the curriculum. There can be little doubt that if
a considerable part of the ordinary mathematical work were done by teachers
who are also teaching science. much overlapping would be avoided and much
loss of time prevented. Practical exercises in physics give better practice in
rational arithmetic than the very unreal problems cornball' In textboolZs, fool
help to famptrize pupils with the metric system. The questiob as to The ad-
vantages and disadvantages of the metric system of weights and measures has
ninny aspects which it is not wIthh,in,our provincei,to discuss. As far, however.
as education is concernedol* Intri lmu ima of the metric system would be
attended with great advantages. Arithmetic would helmet) simplified, and time
saved which could be devoted to other subjects. Again,here is much over-
lapping between the subject matter of physical geography and of elementary
science lessons; frequently a question such as the causes of the fall of rain is
treated from onepoint of view in a physiCs lesson withobt much reference to the
natural phenomenon, while this natural phenomenon is expJained in a so-called
popular manner in the geography lesson. There is a clear opportunity here

saving time. The time given to mechanics might Come from the time
allotted to mathematics; if we put this nt one period per week and allot the
equivalent of one period per week on the average to biology and two to chem-
istry there would remain, if our proposals are carried out, at least four periods
per' week for physical subjects, including mechanics. This suggestion le only
Intended to give an idea of the proportion of time to be assigned to each sub-
ject and should not be taken,ah a recommendation that a week's Science work
can be wisely broken up among so many subjects.
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But we must indeed trust mainly to wiser, more economical, and more effec-
tive use of the hours Vent in the laboratory, and this can only be attalqy
the constant care and attention of the teacher, and by careful pfiundillill
the practical work of the forms (see sec. 43). It the periods of practical
work are too short, a disproportionate amount of time is lost in starting and

, stopping. In many schools time is wasted in making fair 'copies of laboratory
notes instead of writing a concise description as the experiment proceeds and
in making unnecessary sketches; nothing is more useful than a sketch of appa-
ratus in describing an experiment, but it is a waste of time to take five minutes
to draw a crucible with the aid of ruler and conipasses.

56. English. All through the science course the greatest care should be taken
to insist on the accurate use of the English language, and the lover the time given

_to science the greater becomes the responsibility of the teacher In this matter.
It is not always recognized that there are excellent opportunities for teaching
clear writing in connection with everyday laboratory work. A -boy may fail
to write a good essay because his command of English is 111S111fidetlt to express
what he would like to say, or because he has little or nothing to say on the
subject, but if he has been doing an experiment he should at least be able to
describe, what he did and what he saw In simple and comprehensible language,
In the plain English of educated people. The conventional jargon of labora
tories, which is far too common in much that is written on pttre.and on applied
science, is quite out of place in schools. The science master can notbe allowed
to repudiate responsibility for the English in which the work of his class is
written.

There is a tendepcy at present in some schools to discourage buys from reading
anything about their science work eNn III the notes which they take In clues
and in the laboratory. We consider that this policy is most pernicious. If a
boy is interested In his subject he will naturally wish to read about it and
should be encopraged to do so. A part of the time given to prepaAttion, which Is
now often devoted to the mere transcription of laboratory notes, might be spent
In this Why', and boys shoulichave access to good scientific books suitable to
the stage of knowledge reached. The practice of discouraging private reading is
responsible for the tendenerraleh has become more noticeable in recent years,

.40 fig students of science at the universities to rely entirely on the instruction
they get In lectures. Sonic of them seemi to have lost any desire to read for
themselves and from wont. of practice lack the ability to use books to any
advantage. 'Boys who have acquired the habit of reading books on science,
when at school are more likely to keep alive in after life their knowledge and
interest In the subject.

SCIENCE IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS, 16-18.

57. We have already recommended that there should be a general course In
secondary schools up to the stage reached by boys of about 16 and markt.41 by
the first school examination ; that the course should not be uniforni for all
Schools or for all the pupils in a school, but that a substantial scheme'of work
In science should form ae integral part of it. This general course should, in
our opinion, be followed by a period of study covering about two years. in
which attention is concentrated on a more limited, range of subjects. InthIs
eminection we shall first refer to the age of transfer from the secondaryschool
to the university. Hitherto it has been customary for litany boys passing on to
Oxford and Canibridge to remain at school till 19 or even later ; on the other
hand, those entering the modern universities have not infrequently done so at 17
or even earlier. In our view It iedestrable on educational and other,gounde
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that boys who intend to, pawl, on to a university should as a rule remain at
the secondary school up to the age of 18, provided that the school is so or:zon.
ized as to turnip satisfactory courses in the various groups of subjects appr.
priate for them. Wherever this condition is fulfilled we consider that it will
be for the advantage of the pupils, and not less advantageous to the schools
and to the universities, that after the general course there should be a two
years' period of advanced -work at school. When the condition is not fulfilled,
the right remedy lies in raising where possible the standard of the work under-
taken by the secondary school. We recommend that 18 should be the normal
age of entry from secondary schools to the universities; and in making this
recommendation we are supported by all the witnesses who have given evidence
to us on the subject.

58. We recommend further that the usual age limit for entrance scholarships
for boys awarded by the colleges of Oxford and Cambridge should be 18 rlitlier
than 19, for it is riot generally advantageous to a boy's intellectual development
that he should remain subject to school conditions much after the age of 18.
Further, university courses for science students will normally extend over a
period of four years, and tans often be usefully prolonged to a fifth year. The
increasing requirements of professional study at the universities and elsewhere
(especially in medicine and engineering) and the development of advanced
courses in applied science, which presuppose a thorough knowledge of pare
science, alike involve a lengthening of the period which Intervenes between the
end of eboy's school life and hi; entry into Industry or professional practice;
while under the conditions which are likely to obtain after the war young men
will need to enter on their life work at an earlier age than has hitherto Iwo
customary. It follows that the age of leaving the secondary school should
not be unduly postponed ; and we do not consider that it can be wisely 1)(1,1-
poned much after the age of 18. We have already recommended that the age
of entry into the public schools should he 13 rather than 14; we are tad there-
fore suggesting any curtainnent of the period spent in the secondary school.

59. It is generally agreed dint the greater part of a boy's time between la
and 18 should be devoted to the study of a group of subjects, the choice of
which will depend upon the tastes and aptitudes he has developed and the
career to which he looks forward. Specialization at this period is desirable
because the imaginative and logical faculties can be best trained by the inten-
sive study of a few subjects. Advanced work, too, is necessary to enable the
learner to appreciate and attain n high standard of accuracy and thoroughness.

60..Utider existing conditions the amount of time devoted to subjects other
than those 'lb which a boy is specializing is.often extremely limited. The
science specialist gives little time or attention to literary studies; he may, even
though his main work is concerned with physics and chemistry, neglect math-
ematics. ate specialist in classics or modern languages omits any studs of
science. *Without wishing to lay down any hard and fast rule In the .matter.
we suggest that an apportionment of time by which a boy devotes not 'more

-4`"than two-thirds nor is than halt of the school week to work In his special
subjects may be regarded as reasonable. Some literary study, including Eng-
lish, should have the first claim on the balance of the time of all science
students. Further, just as the science specialist should, In the best interest of
his education, widen file outlook and enlarge his interests by continuing some
literary study, so the student of classics orinodern- languages should give time
and attention to science work of an appropriate kind.

131.. Those whim* main subject is natural science will not all be candidates for
entrance scholarships at a ,university ; there will be boys who do not propose
to proceed to a university at all,-and will pass direct Into Industry or a pro.
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fession; and others, again, who will enter universities with a view.to taking
pass degrees. All these will be specfillets in the sense that their work will be
limited to fewer subjects than those taken in the previous general course, and
their interests can pot be ignored.

62. The kind of work and teaching appropriate for the science specialist as
such will consist, broadly speaking, in' carrying forward to a higher stage the
work in two or more of the sciencesphysics, chemistry:biologywhich have
formed part of the general course, arid Will present to the schools only those
,!iitictiltles with vItith many of them are familiar. It will usually be accom-
',Ailed by further study of mathematics. Those who take biology should cer-
tainly continue the study of physics and chemistry, but we think it is not
eccessary to insist that they should do advanced work ly mathematics.

The work we suggest as appropriate for boys who are not specializing in
ienee differs altogether from this advanced work. It can not aim at the saute

measure of completeness even in a limited field, and there will not he time
lo extended laboratory. teaching. There is at present little experiett-e to guide
us when we cothe to consider the character of the work in science suitable for
such boys. The matter is, however, one of the first importance, and science
masters could do no more useful service to the cause of science than to think
out the problem for themselves 'and to make their own experiments.

The course or coursesfor it Is not desirable that there should be a uniferm
course must satisfy certain necessary conditions. First, they should presup-
pose a general course in science including laboratory teaching up to 16 some-
what °mite lines we have suggested. Second, they should be planned on a
scale consistent with the comparath'ely small amount of time available for
theta, and not all of them need involve practical work in a laboratory. Third.
their scope and character should he suitable for boys of 16-18 who are doing
advanced work in other subjects. `The last condition is vital. It implies that
the teaching must, if it is to have any real value. be given by thoroughly com-
petent teachers with a sound background of scientific knowledge and a wide
outlook. It must not be merely discursive or disconnected or journalistic; it
should deal with scientific questions of getieral interest and discuss them on a
basis of definite knowledge. Above all, it must not aim too low. If It does
not stretch the wits of the. cleverer boys and give them something tO think
shout, it will have failed.

64. The choice of the subjects must lie with the teacher. There is great
Nuettith of material and a wide scope for teachers of varied gifts who know how
to use their-opportunities. We can not do more than make a few tentative
suggestions. as foliose'

A. (I) A course on the outlines of (sonnies, physics and astronomical prin-
ciples of general interest, such as the iyieasurement of time, the calendar, the
sige and mass of the earth and sun; the applications of spectroscopy to*elu-
vitiate the composition of the stars, nebuite, etc. (II) A Tin% on the general

s. principles of geology, without too much technical detail, Illustrated by local
examples and the use of geological maps. (Ili) A course on physiology and
hygiene, which would include a discussion of Fite part played by bacteria and
other lower organisms in fermentation and in the spread of disease. (1v) A
course on physical meteorology; the composition and general circulation of the
atmosphere, relation of wind to pressure, storm, Clouds, rain, snow, thunder-
storm, the aurora, weather mapping.

B. Courses on the history of science a. g.: (1) The history of astronomy
from the Greeksto Newton, including sotne account of the geocentric and hello-,
centric systems. (11) The history of mechanics on the lines of the etirlier.
portions of Math's "Principles of Mechanical'ti .
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C. Courses on the development of scientific Ideas --e: g.: The constitution of
matter, the conservation of energy, the doctrine of evolution, _heredity, im-
munity'. tft,

D. The lives and work of scientific mene. g.: Leonardo da Vinci, Galileo,
Newton, Lavoisler, Cavendish, Faraday, Clerk Maxwell, Kelvin, Pasteur, Dar-
win. Helmholtz.

F. The bearing of scientific inventions on industrial progresse. g.: In con-
nection with the history of farming or withbother local industries; methods
of transport by land, water, and air ; means of communication, such as signal-
ing, telegraphy, telephones; methods of lighting.

F. Courses of a more practical kind than those mentioned above on the par-
ticular applications of sciencee. g.: On the Internal - combustion engine or the
dynamo. Such courses would appeal to boys of a mechanical turn of mind.

G. A course on the method and philosophy of science, historically treated,
with special reference to the work of Aristotle and iris predecessors, Archi-
medes, Galileo, and Bacon. and the later experimental philosophers.

It will be seen that many of these coursesand the fist does not pretend to
be exhaustivegive special opportunities to a teacher who combines some
knowledge of history with his knowledge of science, and should appeal to boys
with historical tastes. It is not, of course, suggested that they could all he
profitably undertaken by any one teacher, or included In work of any one
school ; they are quoted only as suggestions from which a selection might he
made, depending on the teacher's own interests and the circumstances of the
school. The fact that a teacher. has quite rightly devoted himself during his
university course to the special study of a few 1s:smiles of science is no reason
why he should limit himself in school to the teaching of these subjects. "The.
courses indicated would be profitable also to science specialists, and would In
much to counteract the narrowness of' *w which sometimes accompanies
specialization.

Teachers will have their own views as to the methods by which such subjects
can be most effectively presented. It may be assumed that the teaching will
for the most part take the form of class teaching with illustrative experiments,
diagrams, and specimens from the school museum; but every encouragement
should be given to the pupils to supplement this by private reading 41.t Is
essential, in the interests of precision and accuracy, that the boys should he
required to write about their work. Opportunity should be taken to set them
questions of the essay. type which would test their knowledge and powers of
'expression.

65. The pupils who are specializing in science will generally fall Into one
or More of the following groups: (1) Scholarship candldateS and others %vim
will give their attention to two or more of the subjectsphysics, chemistry, and
biologywith a view to an'honors or pass degree in pure science; (2) those
looking forward to entering the medical profession ; (3) .those who intend to
enter the engineering profession or one of the Industries; (4) those who will
be connected In one way or another with the land.

The special needs of the last three groups are considered elsewhere; the
needs of the first group are influenced by university entrance 'scholarship exam-
inations, which are dealt with in a later part of this report. (See secs. 136-1421
For all of these it Is important that, in addition to their Beleuce work, the
school should provide appropriate courses of work in other subjects. The
value of I knowledge of French and German at least sufficient to enable a
student to use these languages as tools In his work is obviotts, and there is
no reason why anyone who has got beyond the elementary stales should not
read a French' or German textbook or use books or reference In these Ian-

.
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pages. The need for mathematics for the majority of science bbys,is,no less
urgent, and should not be difficult to meet if the recommendations which we
make elsewhere as to the relation between the teaching of mathematics 'and
science can be carried out. It is the study of English subjects which is at pres-
ent most neglected in science forms. Just as we recommend that a special kind
of appropriate science teaching should be provided fOr the nonscientific boys,
so we think Plat the schools should grapple with the problem of helping mathe-
matical and scientific boys in the study of subjects of a general education
which will be of value to them in later years. It happens too often at present
thai the time which is not given to the pupil's special work is used in a hap-
hazard manner without a definite plan.

THE SECOND SCHOOL EXAMINATION.

60. The hoard of education have made proposals for the establishment of a
seeond schdol examination suitable for pupils of about 18.

Snell an examination should, in our opinion, test the work in a few selected
subjects which would-include not only those in the group to which the candi-
date's main attention has been given. but some other subject or subjects as well.
It should not be on the lines of the first school examination; for merely to test
the subjects of a general course carried to a higher stage would -be to throw
sway the Intellectual opportunity offered by concentration on a more HIM ed
range.

072 We consider that, while there should be reasonable freedom of
regard to the subjkts offered in the examination, a candidate whose main sub-
ject Is natural science ought to offer at least one other subject, history or an
ancient or modern language, or English literature. We should not nattier
the combination of science and mathematier without any literary subject as
satisfactory, CAmversely, a candidate whose main subject is a literary one
should be Apected to offer a branch of natural science or mathematics. We
Imortne that the examination will always test the candidates' power of Wilt-
ing English. The standard set in the subjects offered should not, however, be.
so. high as to preclude the possibility o.f, giving time to other studies which
might be considered appropriate at this stage at education. It Is not, In our
view, necessary or desirable that a boy should present for examination, least
of all at this stage, ;ill the subjects to which he is devoting school time. Art
and music or n modern language might, for example, occupy some of his time,
but there is no reason why they should be offered for exuhilnation. Lastly, it
is essential that the regulations for this examination. should be so framed as
.not to be Inconsistent with the scheme for widening the basis of college en-
trance scholarship examinations which we recommend in section 140.

Sections 69, 70, and 71 deal with secondary scientific education in
Wales, for which the observations made in regard to the position of.
science in English State-aided schools generally hold good. .

TEACHERS OP SCIENCE IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

(i) Supply.

..'72. The first and indispensable condition for any real improvement in the
teaching of science in schools of. all kinds is that effective steps should've taken
to secure an adequate supply of properly qualified teachers.. The supply lie
inadequate for exisgilns needs, quite apart.from the abnormal renditions created
by the war, and it will be still more defleikt after the war. ..

k
. a
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We have suggested elsewhere that the time to be given to science should be
augmented, that the subject should be taught In schools and parts of schools
where it is omitted, and that advanced work should be further developed. espe-
cially in State-aided schools. If these suggestions are to be carrie9 out itis
clear that, quite apart from the demand entailed by the continued growth of
secondary schools. ,Much has been a striking feature of the educational history
of this country in recent years, the supply of science teachers must be further
increased. On the other hand, industry has already begun to compete for the
services of those who in former times would have looked forward to science
teaching as a profession, and the competition is likely to grow more severe in
the future.

. (11) Salaries and Other Conditions of Work.

73. To secure the requisite supply.of teachers it will be necessary to Improve,
find hutrove substantially, the salaries of teachers of both sexes and to provide
a satisfactory national-system ofpearions and retiring allowances. The
teachers are, In fact, the key to the educational situation. Unless a sufficient
supply of properly qualified men and women teachers can be secured, all our
proposals will be futile.

Another committee has been appointed to consider the whole question of
salaries. It will have at Its disposal information that we have not, and It can
concentrate on the consideration of principles and maybe on the determination
of details outside the scope of our inquiry. But Who* be faithless to our
duties did we not assert as emphatically as possibleult the conviction formed
at an early stage of our proceedings that no suggestion we might make would
he of avail to Improve the position of science in education unless the salaries"
fit present offered to teachers were considerably raised, has been strengthened
at every step we have taken In our journey. It is not merely an improvement
in the salaries that is heeded, but a revolution In the .attitude of the public
toward them. Exceptional teachers will always join Lhe profession for the
love of the work It fifers and the opportunity it presents of fulfilling them-
selves. These must be a minority, Invaluable It is true, but not to be red:oiled
with as part of the normal supply. We have spoken of a revolution. What
we mean is that present salaries should no longer be taken as the basis for a
future arrangement. To add 10 or 20 per cent is useless; a much larger hr
crease is necessary to attract the number of better qualified men and women
that our proposals necessitate. The new basis for the calculation of salaries
nitist be what the men or women of intelligence, education, and vigor might

1. gain in any other profession. There are no doubt compensations in the life of
n teacher e. g., longer holidays--hut there are counteracting disadvantages.
Whilst term lasts the work is peculiarly exacting. The salary-earning life is
shorter. In no profession is It more itnportant that the members should have
reasonable opportunities of fcveign travel and the wherewithal to purchase
books, but foreign travel and. the purchase of books impose n heavy tax on
scanty incomes.

But a scale of salarieseven a reasonably generous scalewill not be vtil-
dent,. We attach equal, if not greater, Importance to the attractive value of
posts carrying a salary and influence more considerable than sny that can he
recognized by an automatic aka' le. The annual increment and the *zed minimum
must be tempered and vivified by better-paid posts. All schools shofild be enabled
to offer to one or more of their masters as a reward for teaching gifts, as distinct
from adniintstrative ability or mere seniority, salaries not confined within a
Beale. jhe very existence of such,prizes would serve as an encouragement and
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it stimulus to teachers, to ctiltivate their abilities even in the middle yearsthe
most dangerous years of their career.

74. It Is also desifable that the conditions under which the teacher works
should be such as will improve his efficiency. The preparation of successful
experiments to illustrate lectures makes demands on the time of a science
lc:oler and on the accommodation at his disposal which under present 'condi-
tions are In many schools very difficult, to meet. We think that this fact
should receive recognition in the arrangement of secondary school time-tables,
e...peeially for those teachers prIninrily respopsible for the organization of the
s,-ionee work. In some schools the teaching is handicapped by the fact that
o lichens are without the services of a laboratory assistant. This handicap will

invreased when our proposals are odopted.
It has been pressed upon us that teachers In secondary schools should hae

,,pport unities for independent research. We are he general sympathy with this
suggestion and think that much more might he done In the direction of estab-
n.hing points of contact between the work of university teachers and investi-
;zators mid that cif teachers in secondary schools. Rut pie number of teachers
in secondary schools qualified to conduct scientific research, except of a quite
unambitious kind. will probably never be large: and necessary school duties
Mast remain, save in exceptional Crises, a bar to any.considerable development
"i this kind. There should in any ease be room enough in a school laboratory
for the masters to carry on experimental work of their own. It is beyond
question that a great stimulus is given to the better boys where they see tlyit a

Miley master is engaged in independent investigation and can help him in
operations incidental to it. A junior master who has had experience in a re-
search laboratory could find In many of the sciences problems within the range
of his resources. But, as his work must be intetPttent, he must have some
place where hit apparatus can be left undisturbed. It is especially important
to keep the need for this accommodation in niind In the designing of new
laboratories. Facilities for independent work would increase the attractiveness
of the career of a selebce master.- and research would have /treat effect In
tefreshing and stimulating his mind.

There is also work of the first importance to be done in the direction of im-
proving the methods of science teaching e. t.. the devising of new experiments
/11111 the improvement of schemes of practical Instruction. There, under the
influence of textbooks and examinations, tend to get stereotyped. Such pioneer-
ing, which might be described as educational research, is badly needed and can
only be done at the schools.

(iii) Qualifications.

75. We pass on to constar the qualifications of science teachers, both as they
are and as they should be. In regard to the first point, 4clence teaching In
scautlary schools is almost exclusively concentrated in the Ganda of those who
have obtained a university degree in science. Science, unlike some other sub-
j1-11S, is seldom intrusted to a teacher who has no special knowledge of the
subject he Is required to teach. On the other ham lt it is only an insignificant
minority of teachers who have received any training in the allbf teaching their
con subject, and the opportunities afforded 'to science teachers of seeing work
In schools other than their own and profiling by the experience of their col-
leagues are extremely limited. We were indeed informed by the chief inspector
of secondary schools that " there was need for science teachers with a wider
outlook and a more developed skill in handling their subject."

With regard to the qualifications which sclenceteachers should possess, It is
clearly desirable that they should have taken a university course in science
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4141and should have come under the influence of inspiring university teachers. It
is also desirable that future science teachers should, so far as possible. avail
themselves of opportunities for experimental work of a research type, whether
before or after taking their degree. But if science teaching in secondary schools
is to follow the lines we propose and be something more than teaching adapted
to the future science specialist, It is necessary that the teachers should have
received a school and university education calculated to give them that wider
outlook without which their teaching is only too likely to he wooden and unin-
spiringan education whist would enable them to deal with the relations of
science to the progress of civilization, its influence on human thought, and the
history of scientific discovery.. It is probable that the pressure of examinations.
the laudable desire to carry the school work in physics,..chemistr, or botany
up to a high standard, and an undue emphasis on practical work in and for
itself are contributory causes which may account for that failure to deal with
the wideraspects of science of which science teachers are themselves increas-
ingly conscious.

76. It is one of the unfortunate results of the lack of teachers qualified in
science that they are commonly under the necessity of devoting their whole
leaching time to their own' special subject and that alone. In many schools
this is carried so far that a master will he engaged in teaching only a single
science subject e. g., physics or chemistry. There is no doubt room in the
more NOV organized schools for a certain number of teachers whose work is
special' n this way, but we certainly hope, in the interests alike of science
and or. e who are concerned to teach It, that they will be encouraged to
devote a rtion of their time and energies to teaching some subject other than
the one in which they are specialists. In particular we agree, as we have already
said, illet's; view expressed in one of the answers to a questionnaire which
we sent to the mathematical association, that the best method of securing
coordination of the work in mathematics and science is to assign the teaching
of mathematics and physics largely to the same teachers. To do this it would
be necessary to have a supply of teachers who had had sallielent training in
both mathematics and physics to enable ,them to enter into the spirit of both
subjects. It would he well if those concerned with the appointment
of teachers let it he known that they would give preference to candidates with
qualifications of this kind. School science would gain if its teachers could take
a share in some subjects other than mathematics. The abolition of water-
tight compartments in which even closely allied subjects tend to be isolated
would benefit both teachers and pupils. it has been suggested to us that science
masters are at a disadvantage in obtaining head mastersidps; we think that
any such disability will disappear when the importance of science Is more fully
recognized and when science masters undertake a wider range of school work.

We desire to express our agreement with the view that some knowledge of
the history and philosophy of science' should form part of the IntellectuAl
equipment of every science teacher in a secondary school. The effectiveness of
science teaching as an Instrmeent of mental training would, in fact, be greatly
enhanced if teachers were themselves more critical of loose reasoning and were
better able to instill precise and accurate habits of thought.

I Such a knowledge as might he gained by the study of chapters of Mill's Logic:
Jevons' Principles of Science; Mert's History of 'European Thought In the Nineteenth
Century; Mach's Principles of Mechanics: Karl Pearson's Grammar of Science; Ward's
'literalism and Agnosticism; H. Poincarts'a Science and Hypotheale land his later
works) ; J. Arthur Thomoon's Introduction to Science, to weRtiop only a few well-known
works.
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(iv) Training.

77. We have already pointed out filet teachers, especially men, have so far
availed themselves to a very slight extent of such opportunities as exist for
professional training. This is4lue in mitt td doubts entertained in .regard to
Its value and in part to.lhe fftd ttOt, owing to the dearth of teachers, head
masters and governing bodies have mitt hgen in the. position to insist on training
as a necessary qualification for appointMent. We are'ourselyes convinced that
a suitable course of traininginwould add to the elliciency4,f science teachers, and
that the doubts which are 171t in some quarters are due to the unsuitability of
existing schemes and to limited expericace of their effects on teachers qtherwtse
%%ell qualified. For us the question is not whether teachers stand(' continue to
Ink the guidance which a suitable form of truittlfig 'night provide, but what
sort of training is likely to be most effective.

ill regard to this, there was a remarkahhi consensus of opinion among our
official and other witnesses. There was general agreement that training should
be centered in the secondary school, and that it should consist mainly In prtie-
tice under proper,supervision in the art of teaching the subject or subjects with
which the teacher Is concerned. We think thitt a full year's training should he
pro Idol after the completion of a university course of study and before ap-
pointment to a permanent post In a school.

The first portion of this lilac should be spent in a secondary school and the
second, which should not exceed a third of the whole, in some academic or
other training center. In regard to the conditions of training at a secondary
school, we suggest: (I) That not more than half the time should be devofed to
actual teaching; (II) that th$ teacher In training should be regarded for the
time being as a regular member of the staff; (Ili) that he should work under
the full control of the head master and under the immediate guidance of an

. experienced member of the assistant stuff qualified to assist 111111 in his sis
work. but that the authorities of the academic or other training department
should have full opportunities of cooperating with the school authorities and
advising the teacher in training as to his course of study; (iv) that opportunity
of seeing work in subjects other than his special subject should be given tit the
teacher in training; and (v) that board and lodging, or their equivalent, should
he provided by the school. The second portion of the training should comprise
attendance at courses of instruction In the technique of science teaching as well
as other subjects, and we hope that such courses will be organized at the
universities.

The adoption of a scheme of this kind should not prevent teachers who had
attended an elementary training college or the elementary training department
of a uni.,..ity from, taking posts in secondary schools If suitably qualified. It
will be noticed by those acquainted with present arrangements for the training
Of secondary teachers that the scheme we have proposed is a combination of
the second and third types of training recognized by the board of education,
and we think it may claim to have the advantages belonging to both.

,,` Until salaries are considerably improved some arrankentent must' be Made
for giving further financial belp to the teachers In training. The financial help
might take the form of (a) direct payment by the school out of money con-
tributed by Ur State in recognition of the fact that schools undertaking this
work perform a national service, or (b) a loan from a fund administered by
the university or college to which the teacher in training belonged. We wish
to emphasize this OM, for the fact that a teacher may begin his work twine-

s:z.m

la.
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diately after he takes his degree and without further expenditure has had an
Important effect In attracting men and women to the profession.

78. The one year's course of training proposed as the normal course for all
seeundary teachers in the future will need to be supplemented in various ways,

As things are, teachers tend to be isolated in their work, especially in the
smaller schools. Further, it is difficult for them to keep even tolerably %veil
abreast of the progress of knowledge in a subject in which rapid advhnees are
being 'made.

Symething might be dun: to remedy these defects by encouraging teachers to
visit\ other schools. Such visits are of little value unless they are of at least
at we 's u ion, and their value is much increased if the teacher makes a
record xperience, of course only for his own benefit and that of his col-
leagues. A n, it is well worth considering whetl r some organization might
not undertake the task of issuing a journal (not necessarily appearing at regu-
lar intervals) or a series of leaflets in which teachers who hare devised new
lecture or laboratory experitnents or new methods of dealing with particular
problems in connection with (heir work might bring them to the notice of their
colleagues.

79. Apart from these expedients there Is need for the establishment of short
cturses for teachers, which should be held preferuhly at university centers.
These courses might be of the following kinds: (I) Courses consisting of lec-
tures given by university teachers on recent advances of science. Opportunity
might- be afforded to the teachers.attending such courses of working in a fully
equipped laboratory- and ofeobtaining instruction in laboratory arts. (II)
Courses given by .those who had had experience of school teaching, on the
methods of tettting the several sciences. These courses would normally in-
clude laboratory work, and no small part of their value would lie in the inter-
change of, experience among those who attended them they would enable
teachers to acquaint themselves with new experiments and improved methods
of overcoming difficulties in the school treatment of science. (iii) Courses
adapted for teachers who wished to familiarize themselves with a subject in
which they felt their knowledge deficient. Thus courses might be,provided kt
help teachers o' nature study in preparatory schools or the lower forms of
tesmalary school", courses in practical physics for teachers of mathematics, le
in geology or astronomy fo science masters who had not taken these subjects
as part of their university studies.. TO many an additional attraction of a
return to the university would be the possibility of access to a large Binary.

in existing circumstances there will be need for a somewhat extensive pro-
vision of courses of the third type to tide over temporary difficulties arising
out of the dearth of properly qualified teachers. It is very important that the
'universities should regard It as a normal part of -their duty to provide courses
ofihe first two types to supplement the one year's course of training.

TORY ACCOMMODATION, EQUIPMENT, AND LIBRARIES.--

. In the matter of laboratory accommodation and equipment it is necessary
to distinguish between State-aided and other secondary schools. Those Stale-
ulded schools which date back to the days of the science and art departinent
ai well prOvidgd with laboratories and lecture rooms, while in the newer State -
aided schools the Board of Education have always instated on the provision of
properly equipped laboratories. ,
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The schools which do not receive grants are under no compulsion in the
matter. We were, however, informed by witnesses representing the Public
Schools Science Masters' Association that during the past 20 years there had
been great improvement in the provision of laboratories. An analysis of the
answers given by 55 Head Musters' Conference schools to our questionnaire
shows that 30 of these schools have three and more laboratories, 21 have two
laboratories, and only 4 schools (with less than 200 pupils) are limited to one.
In certain schools the laboratory provision would appear to be either lnsuffl-
riwnt for the needs of those taking science or sufficient only because so many
boys do not learn science. Thus. five schools with more than 400 pupils have
each only two laboratories; though in one of these schools substantial additions
arc under consideration.

In girls' secondary schools, Including some which are state aided, the
provision is less satisfactory. *The Assolbiation of Science Teachers laid before
its Peones showing that out of 28 selools, with between 200 and 300 pupils, 20
had only one laboratory, and that 10 out of 1,3 inrfer schools were no better
off. Even leave take into account the fact that a certain number of pupils In
these schools have not arrived at an age at which science with practical work
(411.11113 Part of the course, the figures show that the laboratory accommodation
Is quiW insuftleient. Our proposal for the increase of science teaching will
make greater demands on Iporatory accommodation. We would point out
lit that the number of the laboraltries must be determined by the number of
forms who have to do practical science simultaneously ; (II) that In planning
new schools it Is much more important to secure ample space than to provide
elaborate and costly littingX School laboratories are sometimes constructed
complete Is every detail because It is thought necessary to include as much as

°tithe initial cost in the builder's contract ; it would, as a rule, be
better to supply at the outset only the absolutely necessary fittings and to hold
over eportion of the intended expenditure for the numerous minor adjustments
and additions which are best made after experience of actual work in the room.

81. It Is impossible to leave the subject of apparatus,without potntIng out
that it Is desirable on ethfcational as well as on economic grounds to make the
utmost use of the school workshop, the skill of its manual Instructor, and the
help of the boys. Wherever it could be afforded, it would be an advantage to
have a mechanic sufficiently skilled to be able to repair instruments and to
make simpfe pieces of apparatus for use in teaching. The services of such an
assistant would tend to a great economy in time, and his wages would be to
some extent recouped by the saving In the purchase of apparatus.

82. One of the most valuable things which a school can do for its pupils Is to
gash them how to make an intelligent use of hooks, but in many schools this
need has not been sufficiently recognized far science students.
"Two classes of books should be provided by the school:

(a) Books dealing with scientific subjects in a general g., bi-
ographies and books on the history of science and discovery; hooks
of travel and well-written popular works on science audits applica-
tions. These hooks should form part of the general school library
and be available for the whole school, some being selected as spe-
cially suitable for the younger boys.

(b) Advanced textbooks, works of reference, and
all

of the very useful
reprints of classical scientific papers of all nations. This class of
works is intended for the use of senior boys and of masters. Some of
these books might be kept in the laboratory, so as to be readily
available ter timMediate reference.
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An adequate sum for the maintenance of the schOol library should In ail
cases he provided in the annual estimates. Such provision, where made, is
often insufficient, especially In grant-earning schools,.

But it is pot enough to provide Me-books. The Science masters should make
it their. business to encourage boys to read, and t?, direct their attention to the
books which are most suitable for them. Lists of hooks appropriate for boys
of different ages might he put up in the ishora tog or lecture room.

Sections 83, 84, 85, and 86 deal with scientific education in the
intermediate and secondary schools of Scotland. The observation-
made with regard to the position of science in English schools gen-
erally hold good in that country also.

SCIENCE IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.

87. In secondary education we have recognized two stages--a period of gen-
eral education and the stage of specialization. The elementary schools proper
should, from their essential nature, imver reach the second of these periods,
which belongs to the sclio9ls of the secondary grade, to continuation classes, uml
to technical schools. The elementary school, however, serves as a preparation
for these subsequent stages, and both in its own character as providing general
education and also in Its function as a preparatory school it should include in
its curriculum the teaching of science in a simple and suitable form. This
should normally include nature study, and should be supplemented by Instruc-
tion in elementary practical work of the kind deserihed in section 40, taken in
connection with the teaching of arithmetic and handwork. With regard to the
time to be allotted to this subject we should not wish to lay down any hard and
fast rule, but we suggest that two periods a week would be appropriate.

88. The foregoing remarks apply to the ordinary elementary schools as at
present constituted, from which exemption may, in too many cases. be obtained
at 13 Or even little mere than 12. If, however, the minimum leaving age is
raised without exception Ito 14, as seems probable, steps will have to be token
speedily to prevent the marking of time which even now occurs too frequently
in the seventh and ex-seventh standards. In ninny schools provisloti will have
to be made for more advanced work, and consequently instruction in science
will have -to be carried to a higher stage. From a number of syllabuses which
have been submitted to us; it Is evident that under existing conditions in some
elementary schools, especially where many of the boys stay till 14, a master
with exceptional character and qualifications can give en amount of science
teaching which way be of great value. Where such teaching exists, it is
generally found in close connection with the practical work in the school
curriculum, such as gardening or manual instruction, and is sometimes related
to a particular local inthistry. Work of this comparatively advanced nature
is at 'present confined to some t.17ee or four hundred out of a total of about
24,000 elementary departments far children other than infants in England and
Wales. Though some of these are definitely organized as higher elementary
and central schools, where the children stay till 15, nevertheless given the same
quality--of teachers, a good deal of what is being done in such schools can be
done in other schools if the children are retained in sufficient numbers till 14
and are trained according to the full measure of their abilities. Those who
pass from the elementary to the secondary schools should, for the most part,
have been transferred by the 'time they are 12 and 4o not come under our
consideration in this section.
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89. It is to the general education and training of the teachers that we would
look for the necessary improvement of the teaching of nature study in elemen-
tary schools and for the development of a further course of science, which may
pr -pure pupils for more advanced work in the continuation and technical,
schools. The preliminary education of teachers will now, to a very' great
extent, be given in grant-earning secondary schools, where the board of
education require a four years' course In science and where almost all future
teachers will have to spend five years. None of these should, therefore, be
wholly Ignorant of science, and ninny of them will in future, it is hoped, take
science as one of their subjects at the training college. We consider Mint
where candidates for the preliminary certitkate examination for entrance to a
training college can not produce evidence that they have taken a course of
science in a secondary school they should be required to present science as one
of their subjects in the examination. It is not easy to exaggerate the im-
prtance of some scientific knowledge for all teachers, for it enables them to
link up their daily lessons with the facts with which all children, in town and
count ry alike, are In natural anal continual contact.

The necessity for obtaining new teachers for elementary schools from ail
avalillide Hourepq will, however, for some time to come prevent their previous
education from being so uniform or so satisfactory as three to which we have
referred. It will also be necessary to provide special Instruction for those
who have been country pupil-teachers In districts remote from secondary
schools or pupil-teachers centers and for those who enter the profession
merely by passing examinations in which science Is not at present Included.

In 1904 In all training colleges science became a compulsory subject for every
snelent, and special grants were given for it. Every college was obliged to .
have laboratory, in consequence of this adequate
laboratory accommodation is available. The theory of training in those days
was that every student should be fitted to teach every subject in the ordinary
curriculum of an elementary school. In 1913. however, at the request of the
training colleges the regulations were altered so as to allow students to take
fewer subjects and to carry those selected to a lm.re advanced stage. It thus
became possible for a student to omit science altogether.

It is extremely desirable that there klmuld he a much larger mmther of
teachers in elementary schools qualified to give instruction in science, and that

'all possible steps should be taken to Increase the supply.
90. In the general work of the training colleges there has been a great improve-

ment during the lust 10 years, but the evidence before us leads us to believe
that the standard of acquiremeqt in,elementary science Is at present very low,
and that, in general, attentlon''ought to be Wen to the subject of science.
There are probably not many students passing out of the training colleges who,
Without further Instruction in science, would be qualified to carry the teaching
of the subject very much beyond what is now usually given In an elementary
school; a considerable number of the teachers would not be capable of even
this amount. With the existing teachers It is most undesirable that tiny
uniform curriculum of science should be introduced into the schools. But a
great deal of useful training can be effected by special classes and short
courses, wore especially at agricultural colleges, farm institutes (when de-
veloped), and universities. We may draw attention to the value of allowing
lecturers who have conducted classes for teachers to follow milhe resulht of
their instruction by subsequent visits to the schools where their students' are
teaching. Improvement in the scientific qualifications of teachers generally is
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of special importance, as we think it Is highly desirable that the work in every
school should, if possible, he In the hands of a In^tither of the regular staff,
mid we strongly deprecate the employment of peripatetic teachers. as anything
but-a temporary expedient.

91. A certain number of the council schools of the larger towns are provided
with laboratories, but even where these .have been built some of them have
never been equipped, and the use of others li temporarily suspended, owing to
smiting difficulties during the war.' We have, however, no doubt that it will
he soon found necessary to odd to their number. - .

In the smaller towns and In country districts a less ambitious provision will
probably serve the needs of the elementary teacher. It I: extremely desirable
that in every school there should be a large room with fiat tables and r supply
of water (and where possible, gas and electric light), which should he availahle
for the general use of the stthool and not restricted to the daily instruction of

class. Such a room In rural schools can 1w. and often is. used for manual
instruction ntui cookery. With these subjects simple science teaching can
usefully be linked.

So far as imbue 'study is cotawned. the school garden is an invaluable ad-
junct, and, Arent as the increase in the numbers of gardens has been even before
the war, it is desirable that further provision should be made wherever cone
Potent teachers con b secured. Indeed, It is hardly possible to overestimate the
extent to which the various forms of practical work now obtaining in the
schools may be made to serve the ends of the teacher of science.IMethods Of
measurement may be applied to, and elementary scientific conceptions (1(4.11,41
from exercises in woodwork, simple metal work, gardening, and coIgcery; Mu,
the science Meiling, gardening, drawing, and other hranchcs of headwork
may help each other. .

T low now nt last to be realized of giving a longer school life to nhe lo
children in the elementary school increases the importance of securing teach
Ani conditions that will enable good and full use to be made of the time thus
redeemed,

r..
-4F.C.11NICAL EDUCATION.

bt*The terms of Our reference appear to us to indicate that while we should
Gy no deans neglect the important subject of technical education, at the :slow
time we were not expected to instituteany very prolonged or detailed inquiry
into Its present conditions or its immediate needs. Technical education in Ibis
country vas .Sast consolidated, and to a large' extent orgaulied, under the
technical instruction net of 18S9. Partly In consequence of this. the term has
come lo be often used loosely, as including nil the work to cfomerial :old
literary ati.wt11 ea scleolifie and intiostrial snidells that is done in tethnimi
institutes and evening scho4ls throughout England and. ,Wales. AVe are not con
eirned with technical it uentIon in this wider sense, but only with Mkt part of
It ibto which science eaters. Tabis with include work id pure science niad in in.
Mistrial subjects, dufill aszineering, mining, building, which depend on\applied
-science instrUction in t . subjects is given both In t,lbe technolvical 'depifrt_#., .

manta of the universities and in technical schools aided under the regulations of
- limo Bospl, of Education.

" --)1 ,, . *-- . . e':
I

- 03. By far tile largetit number of students receiving "technical educatjanue
of one kind or another are to be found as part-time students 'in evQping and
sliulla schools w h provide instruction mainly for those mined In Mine
wageeerning occu ttttiou. Um daises conducted Insa,beselictiools " vary widely

--...! .

,
,
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In character and scope, for they range from the small and unumbitious continua-
tion claaagt of a rural school to the highly specialized work done in the best
equipped of the technical colleges." The number of boys and men who attended
evening schools at any time durtng the year 1912-13 was 467,240, of .hom
162,001 were under 16 years of age and 305,239 were 16 and over. It is, how-
ever, not possible to determine what proportion of the total pumber attended
classes in science and related subjects, and 54,800 classes In subjects into which
ing, mining. building, which depend upon applied science. The statistics pub-
lished by the board of education show that there wereapproximately 36,00
classes In science and related subjects, and 54,000 classes in lubjects into which
science flees not enter. ,Unfortunately they do not show either the number or
the age-range or the sex of the pupils who attended the classes in the several
stiblects Imumerated in the returns. It should be observed, however, that in
estimating the number of boys over 16 and men receiving instruction in science
and technology a very considerable deduction must be made from the total num-
ber--305,239 quoted aboveto allow for (I) those pupils who attended classes
ONCIUSIVely- In commercial, literary, and other nonscientific subjects, and (Ii )
//,,se who failed to attend 'for the minimum period of 14 hours in the year,

hieh Is necessary to qualify for grant. The statisties available do not permit
of our making anything but a rough guess as to what Seduction should be matte
III Tespeet of the pupils falling under these heads; but we should not be sur-
prised if it amounted to something like 40 per cent of the whole number. In
1911 the total male population of England and Wales between the ages Of 16
and 24 was 2,500,000. If tit estimate of 180,000' males of 16 years of age and
over, taking science and related subjects in evening schools, is accepted, this
means that only 7 per cent of the unite population of these ages was receiving
instruction of such character In these schools.

It insist be remembered that alt' ndance of evening classes is voluntary, and
'that inany of the pupils concerns,. work for long hours in the daytime. Hut
es en if the numbers are unsatisfactory, there is no doubt that thse instruction
provided is of very 'great importance, both to the students who receive it and
to the nation as a whole, since the courses In question furrti4h the only oppor-
tunities at present available to a considerable body of students, most of them
ware! earners, of receiving sissy instruction In science at all.

94. We pass on to deal with a s-peelnl point of great importance In any eou-
sideration of technical education. It Is sometimes supposed that technical (lu-t cation consists in the main of IMO-ration in trade prores,ses, and objection is
raised to such instruction because It ifs thought to be directed exclusively
ii ova rd increasing manipulative skill. It is worth remembering that the teeh-

. rival instruction act of 18149 specifically excluded teaching in the practice of
any trade or industry, and defined technical instruction as "Instruction in the
principles of seleiree:131id art applicable to Industries." Although MI act was
formally repealed it) altf,Its influence has twin esonsiderable In deteling the
character of the co Arse provided at technical luAtitutions which wdre established
tinder the act and are still tarried on by practically the same education authori-
ties. It Is true that certain of the courses in,engineering providing trade instruc-
tion for Apprentices and artisans in the special subjects of their tradeNto moue
a particular example), are intended "primarily to help workers to a more lu-
telligent understanding of their craft." and that Instruction In them is "base,
on the operations and processes with which the students are familiar, and Is wife
directed primarily toward Imparting broad .general principles." But even the e
.Courses (a j presuppose a general preparation in mathematics, drawing, science,

13919847-20----4
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and.Efiglish; (b) are not limited to the processes and operations of the trade
In which the student is engaged, but are supplemented by instruction in calcula-
tions and drawing and by practical evork or demonstrations. Further, it is de-
sired and is indeed to a large extent secured, that students who take a course of
this kind will proceed to broader courses of study in which greater emphasis
will be laid on the scientific bases of engineering. There can, we believe, be
little doubt that the general trend of recent educational policy has been to
emphasize two important ideas: (i) That vocational instruction must be based
oil a foundation of general education, (11) that this vocational Work should so
far as possible include Instruction& the scientific principles on whlcfi industrial
processes are based.

95. Since this committee begs to sit, two important ddctunenta have been
issued, the first being the report of ate departmental committee on Juvenile edu-
cation In relation to employment after the war, presided over by Mr. J. Herbert
Lewis, while the second is the education bill introduced by Mr. H. A. L. Fisher
in the House of Commons on the 14th of Jtrnuary, 1918, which proposes to curry
into effect many of the recommendations contained in the above-mentioned re-
port. If the bill becomes a law,' the age of compulsory whole-time attendance
at school will be advanced to 14 without exception, and there will be further
compulsory part-time attendance for 320 hours in the year up to the age of IS.
It Is In connection with the education of adolescents so far as this Is given other-
wise than in secondary schools that the effects of the new bill will be mainly
felt. .The two main features of the change will be that the substitution of com-
pulsory attendance up to the age of 18 for voluntary attendance, and of day
classes for evening classes. The voluntary attendance has frequently been
neither regular, nor sustained. 1,4nder existing conditions 100 hours Is n fairrecord in the course of a year, whereas under the new condi-

Hotta every student will have to put In at least 320 hours attendance, and this.
not in the 'evening after a full working day, but between the hours of 8 a. nt.
and 7 p. m. It Is obvious that the Increased and regular attendance and the
tranference of Instruction from the evening to the daytime will facilitate the
organization of better and more coherent courses of work. We have not gene
into the qUestion of industrial conditions and are not prepared to say what
arrangement of hours may he best, but from the educational point of view we
hope that ultimately it may be possible to extend the requirement of attendance
to 4s0 hourart year. 1. e., an average of 12 hours a week for 40 weeks. We recd
nize tIlateven the proposals of the bill represent a step in advance and will per-
mit of ,ii.great finprovement in the position of science In the educational aystein.
If they are adopted, there will ensue a wide rectuttinecif arrangements for
school* other lhan full-time elementary and secondary schools. We do hot there,.
fore think it necesfutry to.constder existing types of school in detail. It is
obvious that the altiount of education given to pupils between the ages of 13 and
1S not only at elementary and continuation schools, but also at the existing
central, higher elementary, trade, junior technical, and secondary schools will
be greatly incremald. Many new schools of these and probably of various other
Ipes will be created, many barriers will be broken down and the framework
of our system will have to be kept very elastic and capable of efficient extant.
shin. In connection with technical education the questions that press refer not

much to the place of science in the system of education as to the system
itself. We want clear paths by which every grade and type of talent may pass
to the appropriate grade and type of usefulness, and that each may have on the
journey all the help that educed() can afford. We want also that In the course

s It became law on Aug. 8, 1918.
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of the prescribed period of school training, every youth should have a real in-
tnalluction to healthy interests other than those which are closely vocational.

We trust that one result of the revision of the educational system which is now
contemplated will he to increase greatly the numbers of pupils In whole-time
day schools providing education higher than elementary, and that in the cur-
ricula of such schools there will be a full measure of Influences calculated to
promote aptitude and liking for occupaitons in or related to Industrial applica-
tions of science. With such a spirit in the work of day schools there would be a
material increase in the supply of students qualified for higher study and\ investi-
gation in pure science or for more advtinced technical education, as provided
In the higher technical institutions and- in the scientific departments of uni-
versities. The standard and the results of the higher teaching of science in
relation to its application in industries depend very largely upon the preparation
and the numbers of students (Wettable for that stage of work. Accordingly, the
crux of the situation is the nature and prevalence of education of secondary grade.

DO. We shall now deal with a number of points to which our attention has been
specially directed in the course of our inquiry.

(I) Teachers. (a) It is essential in technical as In other schools that there
should be a considerable raising of the status and remuneration of whole-time
teachers, and-that this improvement should include a national scheme of adequate
pensions. This Is necessary, if only to increase the supply of educated and effi-
ciently trained teachers of science and indusdial subjects in technical schools,
and the necessity°is increased by the factdithat the present teachers as a whole
have no share in the supplementary grants made by Parliament to elementary
find secondary schools. (b) It is clearly desirable that in technical institutions
there should be a sufficient staff of teachers with time enough for the preparation
of their work and the organization of the laboratory and for kwing up their
knowledge of their subject in all Its bearings. Principal and heads of depart-
ments will naturally need enough time for some teaching ss Well as administra-
tive work and organization. (c) All teachers should receive from competent
and adequately paid laboratory assistants as much help as flip* deed. ( d )

Teachers who arelaulted for undertaking research should have tiru4 and facilities
paced at their disposal. (e) With regard to the qualifications and training
of teachers, it is to be noted that In junior technical schools it has been required
that a reasonable proportion of the teaching staff should have had professional
or trractical trade experience of the occupations for which the school furnishes a
preparation. It is most necessary that teachers of certain subjects should owe
bad some works experience, which should be renewed under special arrange-
ments from time to time, and, Indeed, an increased closeness of relation between
teachers and the workshops 18 much needed on both sides. (f) It is no leas
desirable that teachers in certain subjects, such as engineering and mining,
should be allowed to undertake consultative work under reasonable but liberal
Ituaaltatlons (g) For teachers in technical institutions, as for all other teachers,
short courses of training-are certainly needed. (h) Lastly, we would note that
the provision of an organized staff of Competent teachers for technical schools is
likely to be facilitated when, as the result of the requirements of the education

meshy teachers w,ho are now confined to evening work will have an oppor-
tunity of taking classes in the daytime ; for this will mean that the technical in-
stitutiqns will have at their disposal a full-time staff instead of having to rely
so largely, as at present, on part-time teachers.

(II) Coordination between grades of school. and institutions.it is desirable
that in each educational area there should be effective personal conference
between Naas responsible for arranging the curricula of different types of hied-.

.'
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tutions; such personal 'intercourse between the heads of the local schools -and
colleges is essential to secure that students passing from'one type of school to
another mar, on the one hand, find themselves adequately Prepared, and may not.
on the other, be compelled to lose time by traversing unnecessarily for a second
time ground already covered. It will be necessary also to guard against work of a
secondary grade, such as preparation for matriculation tests being undertaken
by whole-time day colleges.

.

(IV) Length of session.A considerable amount of valuable time is at present
lost by the traditional practice of closing technical schools about Easter and not
reopening them until the autumn. It would be well to require the large insti-
tutes, at any rate, to provide some instruction for 40 weeks in each year, and
there seems to be no reason why this requirement should not at once be intro.
duced into the regulations of the board of education.

( V) Buildings and equipment.In certain districts the existing accommoda-
tion in technical schools (even in some which ought to be " local colleges "i is
very inadequate and their equipment is unsatisfactory. If the new bill is
passed and the system of compulsory continuation classes Is established, there
is no doubt that new buildings for such classes will ultimately have to be pro.
vided. Again, we may reasonably anticipate a great additional development of
higher technical instruction. as the result of the better preparation of pupils
whose school education now ceases at or before 14. This will mean that in the
not distant future new institutes will have to be built and many of the exkting
bus dings enlarged and improved.

( VI) Libraries.It is important that provision should be made for securing
and maintaining small supplies of the more expensive books on technical subjects
for lending to members of the advanced classes. Where thestudents of a technical
school have access to a public library it would be an advantage if the authoriti,
of the school could keep in communication with the selection committee of the
library.

( VII) Representation of industries.The trades, Industries, and professions
which particularly depend upon applied science have, or ought to have, the
deepest concern In the organization and development of technical education. It
Is most essential therefore that the counsel both. of employers-and of repre-
sentatives of labor should be available either on the governing bodies or oil
advisory committees or otherwise: For the larger institutes it would be very
desirable to include representatives of the universities, and more particularlc of
their technological depnrtnients.

( VIII) Pure seience.It has been stated In us in a memorandum submitted
by the Association of Teachers in Technical Institutions that, In their opinion. the
amount Of instruction in pure science given in technical schanjs diminished in
recent years. Much, however,.of the work which was formerly included under
the heading of separate science subjects, and appeared as such in the hoard of
education statistics, is now taken in the first year's course of one or other of
the Industrial subjects, so that the diminution in the amount of ,instruction in
pure science is more gpparent than real.

We have further been informed that there is little difficulty in arranging for
instruction in pure science in full-time day technical institutions with a course
extending over two or three years; but that in certain of the part -time courses
difficulties have arisen owing to lack of time, to the insuflicient,previous knowl
edge of the tstudents, and to the necessity for showing the immediate practical
application of every bit of knowledge gained. For the removal of these defects
We must look to the wide extension of education of a secondary grade and to the
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provision of a system of compulsory continued education, to which we have
already referred.

We desire tceadd that the provision of adequate opportunities for instruction
in pure science in technical institutions is of great importance, quite apart from
the fact that such instruction is a necessary preliminary to more specialized
technical work. It must be remembered that even in large towns the oppor-
tunities afforded by technical Institutions are often the only opportunities avail-
able to a large section of the population for obtaining Instruction in science.

X) Junior technical schools.Junior technical sc hools do not at present play
a Cory importaht part in our educational scheme. There were in 1914 only 49
in he whole of England. Most of these were in London, Lancashire, and York-
shire; very few had more than 100 pupils. It is only now that Birmingham is
waking arrangement to open one.

The distinguishing features of thete schools are:
(I) The schools are normally planned to provide for the education for

two or three years, up to the age of about 113, of pupils leaving the
elementary school ht the age of 13 or 14.

(II) The parents of pupils have to give a certificate that the pupil is in-.
tending to enter into employment for which the school provides
preparation. The recognition of a school will not be continued
unless, as-a rule, the pupils enter into the employment for which
the school provides a preparation.

(III) A reasonable proportion of the staff must have had practical trade
experience of occupations for which tht school prepares.

(IV) Practical work Is given a prominent place.
(V) Each course must not less than two and not

more than three years.
(CI) No language other dein English is approved unless for vocational

purposes. efr
The of of those schools seems to be to bridge over the gap between the

elementary schools and the practical work of a skilled trade; to give,
in fact. ,ome educution to and develop the intelligence of those who might
otherwise spend a year or two as errand boys. Instruction Is provided In
English, mathematics, science (mainly physics and mechanics), technical draw-
ing (including practical geometry), and the use of various kinds of tool-, so
that when apprenticeship Is entered on more rapid progress can he made and
it. more Intelligent craftsmen and a better citizen produced. The curriculum
is devised for boys. passing Into the eneineering and building, but not into
other trades. The few technical schools for girls provide courses in trade
dressmaking, laundry work, etc., and are more strictly trade schools.

It lins been suggestetpy the entetnithe appointed by the council of the
Northeast Coast InstituNin of Engineers and Shipbuilders that much greater

c should he made of junior technical schools in preapprenticeship education.
They consider that junior day technleel schools should be established to pro-

hie a -two or three years' course for boys up to' Hie age of apprenticeship.
Prospective shipbuilding and engineering apprentices should he drafted from
the ordinary clam es of the public elementary schools Into these schools for the
three years' course.

Inconsidering the future of junior technical schools the first difliculeithnt
confronts us Is that of the name. By it Is suggested a school leading up to
the senior technical schools. So far is this from being the case. that the
heard of education consider that pupils should not be diverted to junior tech-
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nice echo!s if they are intended ultimately to pass on to more advanced
full-time technical courses. The reason given for this is that it is not pos-

y Bible to provide a curriculum that is suitable both for the boy who is passing
dlrectiy to industry and for the boy who is to continue his education.

Another point is that the present regulations exclude from the school all
* boys .proceeding to an Industry that is not the local industry. This seems

unnecessarily to limit the sphere of influence of such schools, especially in the
smaller towns..

It is unlikely that the general education offered by these schools will
satisfactory unless it is inspected by the inspectors who deal with the secondary
schoels and know what can be done there. In the same way, some of the
science work of the secondary schools May gain by the inspectors being fa-
miliar with the more practical instruction of the junior technical schools.
The present system of water-tight partitions between the two branches of the
inspectorate seems to us undesirable.

We think, as we have already said, that there is room in our scheme of
education for those between the age of 12 and 16 for schools where no for-
eign language should be compulsory and where a definite bias should be given
toward practical education in connection with science and inathemutics, but
we see no reason why these schools should not be regarded as part of our
secondary system, even when their practical work is organized with a view
to the predominant industry of a neighborhod.

We recommend that junior technical schools should be strengthened and
developed into such a form' of secondary school, retaining some of their dis-
tinctive features, e. g., that a reasonable proportion of the staff must have
had practical trade experience of occupations for which the school prepared.
We muStrepeat our insistence on the need of making the teaching of English
especially efficient where no foreign language is taught. In small towns wlier.
there is room for only one secondary school, opportunities for learning one for
eign language should be provitgiss...

97. In dealing with the education given in institutions other than elementary
and secondary schools, we have endeavored to keep in mind the two functions
which such institutions may be called upon to fulfill: (I) The provision .1f
courses of instruction designed to encourage a more intelligent appreciation
of the scientific bases of indu-try in its various forms, and so to promote in-
dustrial efficiency ; (II) the provision of part time continued education in the
wider sense for those whose full time instruction ceased at 14 or 16. There
is reason to think that the need for a wider diffusion of scientific and techni-
cal education is not sufficiently realized by many of those engaged in industry.
We do not propose to argue the matter on general grounds, but we desire
to refer In this connection to the Whitley report on joint standing industred
councils, a report which has been recently adopted by the Government and
has an Important bearing on the question. In paragraph 16 of this report it
is stated that "among the questions with which It Is suggested that the
national councils should deal or allocate district councils or works committees,
the following may be selected for special mention:

(vii) Technical education and training.
(viii) Industrial research and the full Utilization of its results.
(lx) The provision of facilities for the full consideration and utilization

of inventions and improvements designed by workpeopie, and for
the adequate safeguarding of the rights of the designers of such
Improvements.
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(x) Improvements of processes, machinery, and organization and appro-
priate questions relating to management and the examination 7rf
industrial experiments, with special reference to cooperation in
carrying new ideas Into effect, and full consideration of the work-
people's point of view in relation to them."

We submit that there can be no Intelligent consideration of such matters
in the national or district councils or In the %%irks committees, by employers
or employed, except on a basis of scientific and technical knowledge. Works'
experience is valuable ard, indeed, indispensable, but it is not by itself suf-
ficient.

It Is not to be expected that all: tho engaged in an industry, or even all
those directly responsible for its n3anage nt, should have received the train-
ing which is essential for scientific advise s and technical experts, but it is
idle to suppose that questions concerning f lustrial research, the utilization
of ipventions or improvements in processes, rn chinery, and organization, which
may vitally affect the well-being of an Industry and the prosperity of tho-e
engaged in it, can usefully be discussed in the absence of some degree of sci-
entific and technical knowledge.

If the intention is to bring about a fuller cooperation between employers
and employed and to give the employees a voice In the management of In
dustrial concerns, there must be on the part of tioth employers and emploxed
a more general understanding of industrial problems in their scientific aspects,
and this can only be obtained through a more effective system of technical as
well as general education.

ILPROFESSIONAL EDUCATION.

MEDICINE.. 4°

9A. No profession is more affected by the way natural science is taught
In schools than that of medicine; for medical science is directly based on a
knowledge of chemistry, physics, and biology. We have, therefore, considered
In some detail the steps by which a student enters the medical professidn and
the educational course he pursues up to the first professional examination,
which admits him to the more directly vocational studies of human anatomy
and physiology.

99. Admission examinations.It is the business of the General Medical
Council, through their education committee, to prepaie a list of examining
bodies whose examinations fulfill the conditions they have laid down for en-
trance Into the medical profession.

The examinations which the council have accepted may be classed under
the following headings: (1) Examinations for university degrees in arts and
sciences; (2) examinations accepted by the universities for matriculation in
arts, science, and medicine, such as the London matriculation, senior local
exnutinations, etc.; (3) certain other examinations conducted by universities
or other approved examining bodies; some of these are of a lower standard
than those included in the -firm two groups.

Thus, roughly speaking, (here are two standards for admissiona senior,
which is equivalent at' least to a university matriculation examination, and
a junior, which is considerably lower. About 60 per cent of medical students
register on certificates of senior standard and about 40 per cent on junior
certificates.

So far as the senior examinations are concerned, they would be a satisfac-
tory test for entrance into the medical profession if one or more natural. era
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ence subjects were offered by the candidate, and it the teaching of natural
science were materially improyed in secondary schools.

Our concern is to find some substitute for the junior certificates which will
make it certain that the pupil has passed through an educational course in the
'littoral sciences. At present there junior certificates are taken by boys who
either left school at about 16 for no very definite cause, or were too lazy or
too ignorant to pass the higher examinations, or who, perhaps on account .if
poverty, do not aim at a university course in medichte.

These certificates demand no evidence of instruction in natural Belem*,
they demand no certificate of attendance at any educational course, whether
at a secudary school or elsewhere. Trust is placed solely in an examination
" which calls for four subjectsEnglish, mathematics, Latin, and an addi-
tional language, classical or modern."

Now, it is obvious that any such method of entering the medical profession
must. suffer from two grave detects. Firstly, there is no guaranty that the
candidate for registration has received any instruction in natural science, the
bedrock of his future vocation. Secondly, there Is no evidence to show that
the candidate has gone through a coherent educational course in any of the
subjects demanded; he may have been coached by some institution which
exists to Instruct persons by letter, or by cramming classes, how to pass ex-
aminations.

We believe that these defects will be avoided by the adoption of the scheme
of a first school examination suitable for students of about 16 years of age. If
the proposals we make elsewhere are alopted, they will secure that the pupil
has passed through a course of instruction in science before he presents himself
for his examination.

1010. At present the General Medical Council profess not to register a student
unless he takes Latin as one of the subjects In the linguistic group. But they
accept for registration the matriculation examinations of the universities of
London, Liverpool, Leeds, Sheffield, and Birmingham, although Latin is not a
compulsory subject In any of them. Thus, a student at any of these universi-
ties may pass on to the highest medical qualifications without showing that he
has ever learned a word of Latin. Moreover, a pupil in a grant-earning sec-
ondary school where Latin is not taught can enter the medical profession
through any of these universities, but not by any other portal.

We consider that, after the door has already been opened In this way, it is
too late to attempt to retain Latin as an obligatory subject In the examination
for entrance to the medical profession.

The first school certificate should demand a knowledge of English, languages,
mathematics, natural science (see sec. 35). Within these divisions the choice
of subjects should be free. This will enable otherwise suitable pupils In sec-
ondary schools where Latin is not taught to enter the medical profession.

We are strongly of opinion that the first school examination, with the modifi-
cation we have suggested, should be accepted as-evidence of general education
sufficient to admit a student to professional instruction, but something more
than a simple peas should be required. When a candidate has only obtained a
simple pass, we suggest that he should he allowed to enter on the study of medi-
cine by passing the second school examination. The prospective student, who
may never have entered for the first school examination, must be offered some
such portal to the medical profession. Thus, boys or girls who through acci-
dent, laziness, or slow development have failed to reach an adequate standard
In the first examination can letrieve their position by passing a higher exami-
nation. Exceptional cases e. g,t, a boy educated abroadmust be met' -by
special examination.
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101. The science course and its relation to the first professional examination.
The first professional examination passed by the medical student after entry at
a university or medical school comprises chemistry, physics, and biology. Chem-
istry and physics are now Included in the curricula of the great majority of
secondary schools for boys, and In many secondary schools in which boys stay
up to the age of 18 opportunities are afforded for comparatively advanced work
In these subjects. This fact, together with the growth of technical institutions
In no Way affiliated to schools of medicine, led the College of Physicians to sug-
gest that some part of this Period should be counted as medical study, although
it might have been spent at a secondary school oran equivalent institution.
The General Medical Council now accept a certain proportion of the- time spent
in the study of the basic sciences at properly equipped and inspected schools as
port of the medical course.

It is necessary for us to consider the bearing of such a policy oh the teaching
of natural science. The unanimous opinion of the witnesses who came before
to was in favor of improving the facilities for instruction in chemistry and
physics during the last two years spent In a secondary school. In the opinion
of Dr. Norman Moore, who has visited over 70 schools as an Inspector for the
conjoint board of the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons, chemistry,.
physics, and biology should he included in the secondary course taken by pupils
intending td enter the medical profession ; if a boy left school ignorant et the
basic sciences, he could not find sufficient time to learn them thoroughly within
the crowded curriculum of a medical student. In his experience as an inspector
the quality of the science work and the character of the eqUipment vitriol in
the different schools, but in the best schools it was excellent. HIS view was
that the teaching and time giveb to the study of these sciences at the secondary
sollool should be such as to make it unnecessary to devote any part of the time
spent at the university or the medical school to the preliminary stndy of these
basic sciences.

This was also emphasized by the lecturer on physiology at the London School
of Medicine for Women, who pointed out that ninny women students crammed
up the work for the first professional ,examination in one year. and bad not
acquired any real knowledge of chemistry, physics, or biology; moreover, the
attempt to pass examinations in this manner placed a considerable strain on
women students, particularly on those whose previous training in mathematics
and physics had not reached a sufficient level.

Thus we are strongly of opinion that after the conclusion of the general
course, physics, chemistry, and some systematic instruction in the nature of
plant and animal life should forma serious part of the school curriculum of all
candidates for the medical profession., We do not think tt advisable that such
pupils should he put into a class by themselves, as we believe that it would be
possibly so to improve the teaching of natural science in the lost two years at

secondary school that candidates for the medical profession would enter on
their vocational studies vastly better equipped than they are at present.

IVe are of opinion that boys who have taken physics and chemistry in their
first school examination anti then pass on to some biological study should carry
on physicS and *chemistry to a still higher standard we are strongly opposed to
their marking time in these subjects. This additional knowledge will be of the
greatest value when they enter on the 14udy of physiology. Lack of such
knowledge is one of the greatest difficulties to which the medical student and
young practitioner are exposed in the higher grades of their professional work.

102. In some schools these preliminary subjects of the medical course are
Admirably taught. The pupil lestesschoolat about 18 with n good knOwledge of
chemistry and physics and sometimes even with a groundwork in biology.. Now
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the first professional examination usually consists of two groups of subjects
(A, physics and chemistry, and II, biology), which may be passed separately.
The evidence brought before us exhibits a sharp difference of opinion as to
whether the pupil should be allowed to pass any part of this first professional
examination before entering a medical school or university. The majority of
the witnesses favored such a course. At some universities a medical student,
however good his previous education in science may have been, is compelled to
spend a year in the elementary study of the basic sciences. Other universities,
including Cambridge, now permit n student to enter for the first professional
examination, taking some or all of the subjects on beginning his studies. The
regius professor of physics at Cambridge informed us that there had been a
considerable rise of standard since the change was made. A boy who is alinitig
at medicine naturally pays special attention to science in his Inter years :It
school, and we see no resstn why he should not be able to pass, at any rate, in
chemistry and physics on entering his university or medical school. He emild
then settle down quietly to the study of anatomy and physiology without that
feeling of hury and insufficient preparation so often associated with the earlier
years of professional study. Some of the teachers In the medical schools arc* of
opinion that a medical bins should be given to the teaching of physics and chem-
istry from the outset. But,surh special arrangements would be unneirsary if
students came to the medical school with a sound general knowledge of these
sciences such as a secondary school should be able to give in its highest forms.
With this basis to start from, the universities would he able to give their stu-
dents, In the first year of medical study and in direct connection with their
work in physiology, a more real Insight into. the numerous special appliatiens
of physics and chemistry to physiological problems than is possible at present.

103. The future supply of medical students.So far there is no material dif-
ference in the problems connected with the early Mutation of men and women
medical students. lint the question how to obtain inihe future suitable candi-
dates for the medical profession is governed by different conditions in the two
sexes, and these must be considered independently.

With regard to the future supply of .men students, Sir Donald MecAlisir
stated that although there would undoubtedly be a shortage in the number of
practitioners added to the register in 1918 and 1919,-he did not think this Nv,u1,1
he more than temporary.

It is, however, extremely difileult to discover the present sources of this sup-
ply, as far, at any rate, as England Is concerned. In Scotland it is common
for boys of ability who have passed with clredit through a secondary school to
enter the medical profession. In Englund, though their school education wouid
fit them to do'so, very few boys enter as medical students from grant-earnits4
secondary schools.

We believe that several cruises led to this preponderance of the schools which
do not receive a grant. The first is the expense of medical education; however
able a boy may be,his parents, if without capital, often prefer to train him for
some occupation where he will he securely provided for on graduation. The
boy in a grant-earning wheel, though he might make an excellent practitioner
of medicine, has often no one to guide him through the difficulties.which sur-
round his entry to the medical profession. If he enters one of the universities
with a scholarship, he may turn to medicine as the natural corollary to his
biological studies; but he tends to he deterred by the cost and length of the
education.

Since war broke out there has been n great Influx of women into the medical
schools. It does not seem likely that this great rush will he maintained under
peace conditions, but all the evidence brought before us shows that the multi-

..
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pltratlon of posts for women practitioners and the probable further increase of
such opportunities will attract a much larger., number of women into the pro-
fession than before the war.

The vast majority of women students come from the proprietary schools, the
schools of the girls' public day school trust, or similar organizations. A own-
ber of these are Inspected and receive grants. The majority of the prospective
students of medicine from these schools enter by taking a matriculation exami-
nation or one of the ecpavalent Oxford and Cambridge examinations. Now the
way to some of these schools Is open to any girl of sufficient ability to win a
iounty council scholarship, and once a pupil is in One Of these secondary schools
she can pass in the natural course of education to any profession. But, as a
matter of fact, it would appear that in England very few girls who have held a
county council scholarship finally pass.into medicine. They are repelled by the
cost of a medical education which, apart from living expenses, will certainly
reach #250. There are many women who would make excellent members of the
medical profession, though. they can not face the expenses of a medical educa-
tion. A clever girl who has already shown her ability by passing tikke.xamina-
tions in science at her local university may not be able to persuade her parents
to go to the further expense of a medical training; they prefer her to begirt
earning her living at once.

PHARMACY.

104. We are indebted to the Pharmaceutical Society for a memorandum deal-
ing with the course of training fur pharmacists.

The society makes the suggestions
(a) '! That In place of the multiplicity of certificates from various examining

bodies now recognized as evidence of general education, a State-conducted or
State-controlled examination should be instituted for which scholars at sec-
ondary schools should present themselves at the age of about 16."

The adoption of the first school examination (see sec. 35) and of the certifi-
cate of general education which it will provide would, we consider, meet the
society's requirements.

(b) "That candidates for the qualifying examitiation should be required to
undergo a systematic course of study in pure and applied science at-an institu-
tion or institutions properly equipped as regards both teachers and facilities."

With regard to (b), we see no reason why the society should not make it a
condition of entry for the qualifying examination which they conduct that candi-
dates must have attended schools or institutions approved for the purpose. For
those pupils who began their apprenticeship before the age of 18 and without
completing a full secondary school course or presenting themselves for the
second school examination it will be necessary to arrange that they should
twelve instruction both In pure and ju, applied science during and after their
nppreticeship. There is a very considerable number of technical schools at
which suitable courses in pure science are already available, and any deficiency
that may exist in particular localities should be brought to the notice of the
education authorities concerned. We suggest further t when intending
pharmacists who have passed the first school examination o aim further in-
struction in the pure sciences by remaining for the period 16-1 ate secondary
school, assuming it is suitably staffed and equipped, and pass in these sciences
in the second school examination, this should be accepted as satisfactorytevIdence
of the knowledge of these subjects required in the qualifying examination. These
pupils would begin their apprenticeship at 18, and would in the course of it
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obtain the necessary Instruction in applied science at approved technical or
other institutions providinticlasses In pharmaceutical subjects. We understand
that the number of technical schools providing fulhtlme or part-time instruction
in pharmaceutical science could without much difficulty be increased to 20 or
wore.

ENGINEEE!NG.

105. We now have to consider the character of the secondary school curriculum
which will be suitable from 16-18 for boys who Intend- to become engineers,
whether they have a college course in view or not.

As to this there is general agreement among the engineers whom we consulted.
It Is common ground that up to 16 there should be no differentiation of the
curriculum for intending engineers, but that boys of 16-18 who propose to pass
on to it college or university course should devote special attention to mathe-
matics, mechunics, 'mechanical drawing, physics, and to a less degree chemistry.
These subjects are regarded as essential to the later work lu engineering science
which will be done at the college or university, and if the work in them is not
carried to a fairly high standard (mathematics, for example, should certainly
include the calculus) the student will inevitably be handicapped Id his university
course. Our witnesses further agree that from 16-18 the education of the
future engineer should not be confined to mathematics and science. They My
great stress on the Importance of English and the desirability of securing' a
working knowledge of one or two modern langun0s. .

106. With these suggestions we are In accord. In particular we would em.
phasize the Importance of keeping up the general education of the future en-
gineer. Boys at Bib: stage ark naturally and properly attractell by those sub-
jects which appear to them likely to be most useful later; there is the more
need for laying stress on the parts of the work which seem to them to stand
outside their professiongl needs. The absorbing nature of the work that lie,:
before a young engineer when he first enters on his profession and the long
hours which fie may have to spend in workshop or drawing office make it
difficult for him to devote mud) time to general reading. Moreover a liberal
education Is the more necessary for those who throughout their professional
careers will continually be called upon to deal not only with machinery but
with men. The last years at school are therefore`of more moment for their
general education than they are for people in many other walks of life; the
greatest care should be taken to use them to advantage. Even from tie pro.
fesslonal point of view it is essential that English shopid be cultivated, for an
engineer will he frequently called upon to explain to the layman the merits of
any proposed undertaking, and it is 'essential that he should be able to do so in
clear and intelligible language. Further, engineering Is a world-wide' Occun:-.
tion, and an engineer can not afford to neglect the engineering literature of other
countries. There are,' therefore, very' obvious advantages in keeping up the
study of modern language .nt school. Al.

107. We would further point out that the broad foundations in mathematics
and science on which later professional training must be based can hest be laid
during the years 16-18. A secondary school course which in the supposed inter-
ests of technical and vocational study neglects these foundations in order to
*find room for the more specialized training which it is the proper function of
the engineering college to provide, may be positively detrimental to the best
Interests of the pupils. As things are, the universities are compelled to provide
Ilrst-year courses in mathematics and Science, owing to the insufficient prepara-
tion of niatri, of the students who enter from schools, with the result that-time

. svallablei for engineering science proper is unduly restricted.
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We do not think that it is necessary or even desirable to separate engineering
boys for all their work 'front the rest of the senior boys who are specializing in
science with other aims In view. Seine modifications of their curriculum will
be dlesirable, e. g., more time for mechanical drawing and a somewhat different
kind of work in mechanics; but the common ground is wide, and the boys could
4s taught together in most of their subjects with great advantage. The work
fu engineering forms tends to be narrow and empirical ; in advanced science
forms it is often too abstract-and theoretical; each kind of teaching would gain
be contact with the other.

108. The question is often asked whether It Is necessary or desirable to include
workshop instruction for future engineers at secondary schools. The matter is
one of great impbrtance to school governors responsible for providing the neces-
sary buildings and equipment. In th questionnaire which we addressed to
schools on the head masters' conference we Inquired specifically what sptbclaj_
facilities were available for boys who intended to take up engineering. The
answers showed that only a very small sumber of schools have fully equip'
workshops with machine tools; a larger number, perhaps a quarter of those who
replied, provide facilities for metal work as a part of the manual instruction
which is not restricted to engineering boys. In some schools part or all of this

'practical work is done out of school hours. Where there are no engineering
workshops there is often some modification of the curriculum in science and
mathematics ---e. g., the inclusion of mechanical drawing and graphic statics such
as we have recommended in the preceding paragraph. Sdme schools disapprove
in principle of providing workshop instruction specially for future engineers,
tool quote the opinion of the Institution of Civil Engineers and of the Society
of Englneelts In support of their attitude. Several of the leaders of the en-
gineering profession whom we consulted

We think this answer goes to the root of the matter. We do not consider that
workshop practice Is required in the special interest of engineering education
at the school stage; the demand for it does not come from the engineering
profession. Certainly time should not be given to it at the expense of Subjects
such as mathematics, mechanics, physics, and chemistry, which alttundamental
fur the engineer. We are, however, strongly impressed by the Importance of
Moulin' instruction as a school subject. Provision for more advanced.instruc-
lion may well he made, and without conceding all that has been claimed for
manual instruction by Its advocates, we think Its possibilities have been too little
explored in many of our leading schools.

109. Whet boys leave school at about 18 to go into works, usunlly as premium
pupils, the course which 'ire have sketched out May want some modification. It
would be a temporary advantage to such a boy- at the beginning of his work in
the shops to have had more practice in handwork than is necessary for others,
and he should use whatever facilities and whatever lime the school lean give him
to acquire this experience. It must be remembered, however, that the great
defect of the pupil system in 'engineering works is that as a rule no one is
rosy onsible for the necessary theoretical training; it M open left to chance;
a sound foundation at school is therefore of the utmost iturtance.

SCIENCE IN TtELATION TO AGRICITLTUEE.

110. We have thought it eonvepient to deal in this,nection with the position of
of science in the education and training of those who are tetake part in or di-
rect agricultural Pursuits or Industries of all grades. We have been much
assisted In reaching conclusions in this matterby replies which were furnishil
to Questions addressed by.ua to heads of agricultiant colleges, professors of agri-
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culure, and other persons who have had a wide.ifperience in the administra-
tion of agricultural education, and we are much indebted to them for their us-
sistanee. (See Appendix D.)

Before proceeding to our ,,,ipimediate subject, It may perhaps be wekto
review the classes of the conemmity for warn our agricultural eduetiti3Wal
system must Iffi designated. These are

(1) The sons of landowners who will in their turn own cmsidefable Cs-
tatecandNitiy desire to take a much more active and Informed part
in their inanagentent than has been custAmary of recent. years.

(2) The sons of large farmers, who intend to folloW farming as a profession
' and will hayqa y.easonahle amount of capital at command...,

(3) Students who Intend to become land agents, who will be requited to
direct large estates and sometimes to manage considerable faroditg
enterprises.

(4) Students who Meryl tor-become teachers in the agricultural colleges,
. officials connected with agriculture, scientific experts 'and advisers

either 'at home or abroad.
(5) Sons of small farmers occupying from 50 to 300 acreswhoexpect to

take up .similar busineeses.
(6) Small holders, farm bailiffs, and farm laborers, who will start life

with no partigular capital at their disal, and 610 will at least
ben by working directly upon the land. -

The first foitvlasses will as a rule pass through the ordinary public or
secondary school and then proceed either; to the university or to an agricul-
tural college of corresponding rank, receiving as a rule some further profes-
sional training before they rianbark upon 'their career. The fifth gratin; the
smaller farmers' sons, may expect to receive their education in the country'
grammar schools, followed by a technicalpepining at one of the farm insti-
Bites. The last class-will receive an education-at the.elementary schgols tuaLat
the continuation schools, which we confidently hope will become a :necessary
part of the 413tional systeni.ef education in the near future,

In waking this P&p classification we do nit for a moment wish to put
out 61` siglIt the necessity of establishing the educational ladder whereby a
boy of paita may obtain hltltopportunity, from whatever rank of socfety he

--starts. We must1. however, lay stress on the fact that as agriculture is a
tOusintetts which can not be embarked upon witliput capital, much less use can
be made of the educational ladder in farming thaligN many other professions.
The brilliant boy who Is picked out from tile elementary school and eventually
reaches the universtty or the agrtcultural cidiege has, with hie present organi-
zation of British agrjcalture, but little opportunity of taking parthiinself In
fartnIng'or the management of land; almost his only outlet Iles In teaching

' or Th official or ogpert work. It is more important therefore to make each
stage In agriculturilcOucation really. preparatory to thestiortnal vocation III

- those passing through it than to adjust them all HS successIVe steps toward the
itightat form ef,.gilucation.

1117 kelp of the:agricultural colleges, of which there are 13 in England and
Wales (2 suspended because of the war) and 3 In Scotland, ilvelt three or'
*or-year course of instruction leading to a degree at one or other of the ant-
yerlities with which they are'affilinted. The Universities of Dullam, London,
Wales,' Phu:whetter, 'Leeds grant a B.Sc. degree In agriculture;. at Oxford
muLCambrIdget studetfratn.only obtain a 31ploma in agriculture, which counts

1,

fot.a6me portion of a pass degill0... These degree courses agree in requiring a
examination in pike science, generally taken at the end of the

41.
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first year's study and not greatly differing from the orelimatary scientific
ets examination required from medical students. The course embraces the eltments

of Inorganic and organic chemistry, in botany a general outline of morphology
and physiology, in zoology a similar descriptive sketch of the animal kingdorh
with special reference to certain orders of importance. in agriculture. At
most of the colleges these subjects-are taught in the laboratory as well as the
lecture room, though the examination may not include any practical tests.,
Certain other sciences afe generally taught in the first year's coursee. g.,
geology, some physics and mwhaulca, though they may not be included hi the
examination syllabus. Though filie\se courses are so slightly specialized, and are
to such a large degree identical with the courses in pure science followed by stu-
dents for the preliminary strips of the medical or scientific degrees, it has
'wen found desirable, where the school is large enough, provide separate
instruction for the agricultur,a1 student. Apart from the agricultural bias by
way of Selection and illustration that may be given to the most elementary
and general coursee. g., in chemistryit has been found by experience that
the agricultural studeht did not flourish as one of a small minority in a general,
course of science. Very often his prelimilltary preparation for the study of
science had been even more scanty than that of his fellows, science tO him
was difficult and against the grain'because as yet he had little feeling for the
relation it bore to his real subject of agriculture. It hes been said that all
pure science is alike at this. stage in education and thaethe future doctors or
engineers or farmers can, under existing conditions, all share in one unspeial-
ized course. A universityg'course, however, does become specialized, in.chent-
istry for the future chemist, in botany for the future botanist, because the
teacher in pure science follows his own bent and glyes a professional type of
Instruction, designated to train men of science. For example, the chemist
tin att -the' valency of nitrogen more interesting than the part the element plays
In the nutrition of the plint, but the student 14 agricultiire rarely possesses
the detachment of mind or the disinterested love of learning that permits of
much attention to such questions. Hence it has been found, if only as a matter
of self interest, that in its efforts to enforce a reasonable stautiad of knowleihre

plu-e science the agricultural depuoment of a university needs td appoint
its own teachers for the elementary pure science required for the ,prelinnuary
degree examination. Dalipless this necessity would not arise if t$e university
or the agricultural college were able to count upon a reasonable knoledge

. is of scSnce on the part of the studetit& when they' enter. But the course it
Instruction at an agricultural college has at present to be based on the
hypothesis of complete ignorance of all the sciences on the part of its entering
students; the greater part of the first year has to be spent in hurriedly putting
the student through these, rudiments, which have often to be selected and
peptonized to an unedtpationaltilegree because of the limitations of time. Nor
lss. the evil -etid with the first year:- the student is always being hampered

by his- 11[0V and ad huicinstruction in pure science. For example, he is as
p rule called upon to card' out certain analyses of fertilizers, etc., In his final
course; very rarely are these more than pieces of unintelligent routine, be-
l'allge time has not allowed him to patie through theeappropriate preliminary
dill in quantitative chetnidal work.

Leek of school training in science causes not merely a lass of time at the
adversity or agricultural college in acquiring the elementary instead' of the
special training appropriate to that stage of education. but it induees a certain
stiffness of mind and slowness. of npprebensio'n that is a great handicap to
the technical student approaching Belem.* for the first time: Eleinentary
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chemical fact nd conceptions that are easily absorbed at the age of 14 or
15 become r.. difficulties at 18 or 19 to the same type of student intent .at
agriculture.

It is often said by university teachers that they prefer students who have
learned no science at school. This probably means no more than that they
prefer the boy of all-round ability who for that 'Very reason has remained on
the classical side at school to the sort of boy who gets drafted across to science;
for the type of boy intended for practical life the absence of a school training
In the elements of science means a definite loss of time and opportunity in his
technical training. .

112. This is perhaps hardly the place to discuss in any detail the curriculum
for an agricultural degree. The difficulties lie in the number of sciences with
which agriculture is In contact* and the temptation upon the body framing tie
course is to insist on some acquaintance with each-of these sciences. Chem-
istry, botany, geology, bacteriology, entomology, meteorology, and many others
find each their applications in agriculture; each again possesses teachers in-
sistent on their rights to a share in the agricultural student before he can be
regarded as qualified. The danger would be less if the subsequent examination
were not conducted from the specialist point of view. The result is that to
many of the degree courses in agriculture are overloaded with science and with
tkiences the value of which in.theeducafional scheme has never been weighed, to
the comparative neglect of agriculture itself and particularly of its economical
and quantitative fides. For it must always be remethbered that the agricultur,i1
course ending in a degree though mainly occupied with science subjects, does not
produce men of science for the service of agriculture. The young man who has
only learned his chemistry as an agricultural student is not fitly prepared for the
career of teacher of agricultural chemistry, expert adviser or analyst, because
'he has not been properly grotinded In pure science. The future teacher or ex-
pert should graduate in a school of pure science and acquire his agrictiltural
special knoaledge as a postgraduate and research student. From the point of
view therefore both of the farmer and the expert, the current degree courses in
agriculture might well be revised with a view to shedding a good deal of matter
which Is of interest only to the professional student of science and thus leaving
room for more instruction on the economic, historical, and social aspects of
agriculture.

In the foregoing discussion attention has been concentrated upon the degree
course, but the number of the students in agricultural colleges attempting the
degree course is always small in comparison with those who take Instead a.olore
limited course, generally of, two. years' duration, leading to a diploma or a
certificate. This course is similar to the degree course as regards the agricul-
tural instruction, but is weaker on the scientific side, especially as regards the
preliminary introduction to pure science. «jn fact it is not unfair to descriho

Bite diploma or certificate courses as degree courses watered down to meet the
weakness, of students coming to the college without a preliminary acquaintanve
with science and insufficiently persuaded of the value of a technical training
to pursue it with due thoroughness. Under present conditions these courses
must he regarded as necessary. Even this limited course is not completed by -
the majority of the students, who content themselves with some portion of it
and leave without obtaining any qualification. This result must in the main he
set down to the-Insufficient education, espkially on the scientific stile, of the
students before entry. They think they have come to learn agriculture only ;
from the want of any preliminary acquaintance with the matter they are
daunted by the scientific subjects; they demand to be taught the results without
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nntlergoing the training which Is needed to make the .results vital. Those
re,ponsible fbr education in the agricultural colleges are engaged in a con-
stant struggle against their students' demand for short cuts to knowledge.

113. The agricultural college or university department of agrictIlture can at
is provide for the education of a minority of the future occupiers of land
the landowners and their agouti, the large fanners, the teachers, and experts;
the bulk require a training that is less ambitious and that runs Testa risk of
divorcing the recipient from the soil. It is the function of the farm institutes
to provide this training for the sons of the`smaller farmers, bailiffs, etc. The
farm institute is a comparatively recent conception In English education and it
,-an not be said to have crystallized as yet into a definite type. Two forms
exist, one of which may be described as a farm school, the other as a winter
school of agriculture. The farm school takes whole time residential students,
generally about the age of 16, for a year's course, partly spent in the class-
room, partly in manual work upon the farm. It is a mixture of apprenticeship
and education, and the time allowed is too short for either. The classroom
teaching is greatly handicapped by the general lack of previous scientific in

in the pupils, as also by the want of educational outlook on the part
of the teachers, so that the course often represents an attempt to compress the
whole college course within the narrower limits of time. But whatever these

'faults of concepticin. such farm schbdis do make for enlightenment in their
own district: they may teach often the wrong gort of things and teach them
kally, but they do Introduce their boys to. the applications of thought and
intelligence to their industrial life, they induce the feeling that knowledge exists
and can be put into practice, they provide indeed stimulus at an impressionable
age. From the educational point of view the winter school of agriculture is
the preferable organization. This provides a ,course of Instruction lasting for
10 to 16 weeks during the winter at some center with residential facilities for
)sung men of the age of 18 or utlwarti, who come from the farm at the slack
season of the year and go back to it in due course. The course of instruction,
'weever practical, can omit much of the information about processes generally
regarded as necessary and everything in the"nature of manual teaching: the
pupils come off the farm and are already acquainted with its routine. The in-
stniction can concentrate on the scientific and economical principles en which
the preen?* hangs. When fully organized a winter school should have two or
three courses succeeding to one another and making up a whole, and the student
who had qualified by attendance lb three successive winters' should be en-
titled to some sort of diploma.

At this earl), stage in their development it is difficult to say anything of the
scientific training that should be preliminary to the winter schools. They will
be receiving pupils who have either been to a country grammar school or
secondary school, or often only to an elementary or a private school. In the
Noire it may ite hoped that the hulk of their pubils will have passed through
three or *four years of continuation school training, and will have acqdired
as basis of knowledge of chemistry and botany. Until there is this basis, farm
institute' teaching besides losing time in 4endenvors to repair the omission,
must always remain utismind; many mysteries will be pronounced upon with
authority and' accepted with faith, many ble.4sed words will hide the itick of
knowledge; both learners and teachers will lack the spirit of criticism and
Inquiry. .

114. We may now proceed to consider what science should be taught In
secondary schools' to boys who intend to proceed to a!University or an agel-

woe .
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cultural college, to boys in fact who belong to the first four of the categories
indicated above. All our informants take the view In which we agree that
agriculture or agricultural science shonjd not form part of a secondary school
course. All emphasize the point that the best preparation for an agricultural
course at an institution of university rank is a good general education up to
the age of 18, and they desire as an essential part of this education a generalized
acquaintance with the whole field of the physical and natural sciences.

While we agree with this view we feel It necessary, in the light of the to i
dence that we have received, to make It clear that even this generalized ie
quaintance with science must be made subservient to and built upona soundna
foundation in English and mathematics. Students intending to proceed to
agricultural colleges, who remain at secondary schools until 18 or so, should
continue a general science course rather than specialize in agriculture. The
biological sciences treated from the physiological side should be added to
chemistry and physics, and the general education the boys are continuing
might well include some introduction, by way .of stimulus, to such subjects
as economics and Industrial history. Particularly at the public schools,
through which are passing the future landowners of the country, is this intro.
(Inchon important. It Is necessary to kindle the boy's mind to an appreciation
of the responsibilities and the opportunities attached to the ownership of
land, and this can be well and educationally done by somewhat informal
courses dealing with such questions as the development of the English land
system and the history of the English agricultural community. In these
courses the aim should be stimulus rather than instruction.

The teachers of science in the secondary schools might, however, well be
reminded to keep agriculture in view In their treatment of the pure sciences.
For example, the facts that nitrogen compounds are essential to vegetable
growth, and that plants build up proteins and the otissir complex compounds
of nitrogen from nitrates and ammonia, are just as gereaue in au account of
nitrogen as the part which that element plays in the constitution of explosives,
though the latter only will usually be found in the textbooks. Again, the pro-
visipn in the school grounds of a few plats showing the specific action of ferti-
lizers containing nitrogen. phosphoric acid, and potash may be considered as
part of the essential experimental equipment of a chemistry course, to be
regarded not as a lesson In manuring, but as a demonstration of pure science.
Similarly there are many outdoor experiments with seeds, plants, and trees
which should be treated as normal botany, apart from their bearings upon
horticulture or farming.

The boy who intends to become a farmer or to follow one of the professions
connected with agriculture should be encouraged to gain some practical ex-
perience by spending his summer holidays at work upon a farm.

For boys included In our fifth category, who lUtend to become working
farmers, a normal secondary school course up to 16 forms the best preparation
for that attendance at a course at the farm institute or winter school of
agriculture, which should constitute the technical training they will require.
There is nothing to differentiate in kind between the secondary school course
required by such students and that which we have indicated as suitable to the
boy who intends to proceed to the university. The secondary school course
should not attempt to include agriculture or agricultural eciences, but should
provide a sound groundwork of physics, chemistry, and physiological botany;
with of course mathematics and English. Whether such a student should
proceed straight to the farm institute from the, secondary school or go back
for a time to his father's farm La a matter upon which no hard .nd fast rule
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can he laid down, but an early acquaintance with _the routine work of.a farm f

and an actual apprenticeship to its chief manualsoperations are of the utmost
importance.

115. We have given some consideration to the question whether a secondary
school with a rural bias is likely to perform useful work either as an alterna-
tive to a farm institute or in preparation for it. We think there may he a
place for insitutions of this kind if they are carefully organized and are estab-
lished where conditions are favorable. Only in a few districts are the ma-
jority of the pupils at even a country secondary school going back to the land,
so that the whole trend of the institution can not be directed to the end of
training farmers. Such schools can not be satisfactory alternatives to a farm
institute, though they may form a good preparation for it. It is of very little
use to create an agricultural side In such a school and to segregate at the top
of the school a certain group of boys who are occupied with definitely agri-

cultural subjects. Unless the whole bias of the school in its upper stages
can be made rural, It will be better for country grammar schools to aim at
giving their boys agood general education in common. Fair success does- seem
to have been attained by a few of the rural secondary schools which have
attempted this form of education, but this appears In the main to have been
due to the enthusiasm of the headmaster and to his power of directing the
Interest and intelligence of his pupils toward rural life, rather than to the
practical benefits of the actual instruction given. The chlef difficulty about
such schools Will always be to find a headmaster who combines the necessary
experience in teaching and organization with such an appreciation of the work
of the farm as will show him what matters of agricultural experience mid
routine can. educationally considered, he included within the school course.
It is not necessary that the headmaster should himself have any experience
of the practical working of- a: farm. but he must have a sufficient sympathy
with its methods and objects to be able to steer between pure* academic in-
struction and the giving of practical tips or scraps of agricultural Information.

11G. The education of the farmer, however good the secondary school may he,
will he seriously deficient until there is a well-equipped and well-attended farm

Institute In each considerable agricultural center. The setting up of these
Institutes has been urged by the board of agriculture for some years, and it
is full time that rapid progress were made in developing them.

It is to the provisions of the education hill with regard to continuation
schooling that we look for the improvement of the education and outlook of
the future farm laborer or small holder. We. are aware of the special difficul-
ties in rural districts of organizing classes which are to cover as much as
820 hours in each of the four years from 14 to 18, but we believe that these
difficulties can gradually he overcome, and that nothing wooulti tend more to
make country life what it should be than their successful solution.. The pro-
vision. of good teachers will he a difficulty which will be felt everywhere and
especially in the country. Money Nvill be well spent both by the State and
the local authorities In providing facilities for their training.

The question has often been raised whether Instruction in rural subjects
ought not to be more generally included In the curriculum of the training col-

leges. The main difficulty lies In the fact that inost of the students at the
training colleges are not expecting to take service in the country schools, and
that such .a course would only be wanted by a minority. -Better results would
Is' attained by a system of studentships whereby the Younger teachers. already
established in' the country schools could go for a time to the agricultural de-
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partments of the universities for courses specially organized for their benefit.
This system should hold both for teachers in the elementary and the continua-
tion schools in country districts.

117. The course of instruction in the continuation-school in rural districts
should not aim at agriculture nor attempt to anticipate the technical instru
tion of the winter schools of agriculture. Its aim should be to keep the boy's
mind growing, so that he may become interested in and receptive of thr op:
portunities for special training that will come later. Rural subjects should
he used as means of education, not as ends in themselves. We may instance
as valuable subjects when treated in this spirit

(1) Mensuration and applied arithmetic leading up to the taking out of
quantities; land measurement with a chain; **venlig for drainage
operations.

(2) The elements of chemistry and botany.
(8) The elements of animal physiology and hygiene as bearing upon the

feeding and care of live stock.
(4) Elementary mechanical principles as illustrated in machines.

Direct instruction in crafts like hedging, dairy work. etc., finds no place In
such a Course, though the gardening instruction given In the elementary
school may be continued.

The elementary school. It is generally agreed that no direct teaching Of
agriculture should he attempted at this stage. The elementary science of
plants and animals that may be labeled as nature study should, however. he
taught in every rural elementary school. Every rural school should have a
garden large enough to provide a plat for every child or pair of children in
their last year at school. The school garden provides useful educational train-
ing, and a knowledge of gardening is necessary to every man who is going to
live In the country, whether as farm servant, railway porter, or shop assistant
and very useful to the women who become their wives.

THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES.

118. It did not seem to us to be possible to institute inqulriesas to the suffi-
ciency of the training provided by schools and technical institutions for the sip
clad needs of all the various industries which depend on a knowledge of science.
But in view of recent developments in applied chemistry we invited a number
of chemical manufacturers to reply to the questions set forth in the ap-
pendix. We also consulted witnesses, selected -by the conjoint board of sci-
entific societies as able to speak with authority as to the scientific profes-
atom, to give us their opinion on the present condition of the teaching of
chemistry in schools.-and universities, and to make suggestions for reform.

Sixteen firms, including some of the largest in the country and representing
the main /subdivisions of the industry, sent valuable replies. .It was very satis-
factory to find that in a large number of answers special stress is laid on the
value of general chemical education 'rather than on the possession of detailed
knowledge of the particular processes of the factory. The increasing subdivi-
sion of the industry and the rapid development taking place in all the branches
" reduce4he value of the mere acquisition a knowledge but increase the value of
the personal qualities of judgment, accuracy, understanding, and insight." The
opposite view was formerly very common, and it is not extinct; thus the opin-
ion is expressed that "previous chemical training, though indispensable, is of
too general a character to be of much commercial value"; and, again, that
"men ought to be trained specially for this line of business"; apparently the
beginner Is not to be allowed to go into the water until he has learned to swim.
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But the prevailing opinion is that special, training is best given at the works
and that the time needed before a man becomes of use to his employer will be
shortened by thorough general chemical training. The employees In chemical
Works wko receive any systematic training in chemistry may be classified as

junior assistants, 0) works chemists and analysts, (c) research chem-
ists. (d) works managers. Junior assistants are recruited from the technical
schools and to a small extent from secondary schools; the technical colleges
provide a supply of process chemists and analysts which was adequate before
the war; the research chemists get their early training as a rule at a university
or local -college, and a course of physics and chemistry which leads up to re-
search work, even of a modest type, is said to fit them for their duties. But
tile evidence seems to show that the duties which some of our correspondents
Dave in mind are of a restricted kind and that a greater development of the
research side of chemical industry than they contemplate is needed. The real
difficulty is to get competent works managers with enough knowledge of sci-
ence, enough appreciation of the point of view of the engineer, and enough
power of thinking quantitatively on questions of energy. Our correspondents
do not make many definite suggestions for the education of such men before
they enter the works, except to recommend training in drawing, and the estab-
lishment of laboratories at the technical colleges where processes can be con-
ducted with appliances more like those of the factory than those of the._ ordi-
nary laboratory. The science work of a secondary school boy who means to
proceed to a university or technical college with a view to entering the chemi-
cal industry need not differ from that of the boys who make the physical sci-
ences their chief subject ; but instruction in technical drawipg would be of
special value to him.

Continuid education of employees.In almost all the works some facilities
are given for attending evening classes, and sometimes attendance is a condition
of employment up to the age of 17 or even 19; but there is evidently room for
much more cooperation between the works and the technical schools of the
district.

ARMY AND NAVY.

119. Science and military education.The normal avenues to commissioned,
rank in lhe army are through the Royal Military College, .Sandhurst, for cav-
alry, infantry. and the Indian Army; through the Royal Military Academy,
Woolwich$l fcfr royal artillery and royal engineers. The competitive examina-
tions for Sandhurst and Woolwich are held concurrently.o The age limit for
the comet was 17-19; for the latter, 16i--180 The length of the course at
Woolwich itnd Sandhurst has varied from time to time, but the idealseldom
attained Inlie case of Sandhursthas been a course of two years. The obliga-
tory subj for Woolwich are English, history, and geography. French or
German, mathematics I and II, science. In each of the obligatory subjects
it valifying minimum mark of 33 per cent must be obtained. One more sub-
lect rainy be selected from mathematics III, German or French, Latin. Greek;
freehand drawing may also be taken. For Sandhurst the obligatory subjects,
also with n qualifying minimum, are English, history, and geography, French
or German, elementary mathematics; any two of the other Woolwich subjects
nulybe.taken. By science is meant physics and chemistry, but it Is noticeable
that the minimum qualifying mark may he gained by knowledge of one of
these subjects. Though much of course depends on the skill with which papers
are set, we have no definite criticism to make its to the subjects for Woolwich- -
they may be regarded as forming a sound school education for boys with a
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bent toward science and mathematics. It is hoped, however, that changes will
be made ity Atte type of science papers to bring them into harmony with the
general course in this subject that we have elsewhere suggested. .

120. At present an officer passing through Sandhurst may have had no in-
struction whatever in science before he enters. He will receive no science
teaching while there or after leaving. It is hard to see the justification fur

intrustini the lives and welfare.o men to officers who have had no opportunity
of getting a secure hold of the knowledge of the simpler laws that govern
weather, food, peisonal hygiene, the applications of electricity and optics /1111i
innumerable other factors that affect the daily life and work of a soldier.
Yet It was stated to us by a witness speaking 'on behalf of the General Staff
that " hitherto the General Staff had been of opinion that infantry officers
did not require to have a knowledge of science. The General Staff had to
think of the good of the service as a whole, and their view had been that the
military efficiency of the officers had not suffered from lack of_science.' Itwas

-impossible to say what the view of the General Staff would be after the war."
A knowledge of science seems to us to be so necessary for an officer that we
consider that it is essential that it should be transferred from the optional
to the obligatory subjects for Sandhurst. As a corollary to this change, time
should he found in a course lasting from one and one-half to two years to carry
on the education of the cadets in this subject. It is no less urgent that officers
of all ranks should have a keen appreciation of the scientific problems in-
volved It methods of modern warfare by land or air and their relation to one
another.

At Woolwich, though science is a compulsory part of the course and adequate
time seems to be given to it, the results are disappointing, especially in view
of the ability of the successful candidates. It seems a pity that greater efforts
are not made to give science a more important place in the course. The eq
ment is inferior to that of Dartmouth and the system by which the chief in-
structor, who is a military ofli or, holds this appointment only for a short time
does not make for continuity, and renders it difficult for him to observe the
effects of the changes he may have Introduced. In fact it seems, in spite of
some obvious advantage/7,0 sacrifice educational efficiency to less important
considerations.

For many years a large number of the ablest boys in the public schools have
passed into Woolwich, and very few have secured a cadetship at all without
possessing some ability or an unusual capacity for hard work; but owing to
the absence of any attempt to make graded subdivisions in science among the
cadets who enter together, due no doubt to insufficient accommodation and stuff.
the best are often retarded, the weaker are dragged along, to the detriment of
both.

It is evident that cadets who possess high scientific abilities are not given
sufficient opportunities for developing them at Woolwich and, when they leave.
little encouragement is flven them to improve their scientific qualifications for
the benefit of the country. We were told by a witness: "Practically all the
abler cadets got into the engineers, but, broadly speaking, the fact that a man
had high scientific abilities gave him no advantages In his military career.
Such men were allowed to apply for the ordinary billets that were available
for engineer officers, with the result that they did not pursue their scientific
studies."

!'

122. Scienee and . naval education.The committee had the advantage of
hearing expert evidence on the education given at Osborne and Dartmouth.
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In both these colleges great attention is paid to science, and though English
subjects and a modern language are taught, it is on the teaching of science and
mathematics and engineering that most stress is laid. At present science is
not one of the subjects for the entrance examination for Osborne. We hope
that it will be included on the lines suggested by us for entrance to public
schools.

From the evidence It appears that the cadets make very satisfactory progress
sad take their work more seriously than boys of the same age at the public
schools. This is to be ascribed to the fact that from the first the boy knows
that all his work seems part of and counts toward his professional career ;
to .e possibility of dropping a boy whosc,progress is considered unsatlsfnc-

ry, and thus closing his career in the Navy ; to the salaries offered that
attract to the college specially efficient masters, and to the teaching of science
and mathematics being kept In close touch with practical applications. The
cadets are so prepared as to have their knowledge at their finger-endsto be
able to make a practical use of iterather than to carry it forward on theoretical
lines. The generous expenditure on laboratories of all kinds contributes some-
thing to the result, but makes these schools less valuable as examples of
method for others. The aims are more uniform and much more definite than
those of a public school. There can consequently be more concentration on
the subjects which are considered to be of special value for naval purposes.

The higher training of selected naval officers is carried out at the Royal
Naval College, Greenwich, followed by courses at other special schools; but the
weakness, perhaps inevitable, of this arrangement is the long gap that elapses
between leaving Dartmouth and entering Greenwich.

123. Scientific research for the services. The experience of the war. must
surely have taught us that the scientific problems suggested by the needs of
the services are so important and so complex that a special permanent organiza-
tion is needed to deal with them. Whether this need can best be met by de-
veloping existing establishments or by setting up a new institution to be
shared by the Army, the Navy. and the Air Service it Is not for us to detertultie;
but we are convinced of the urgent need of such an organization.. An estab-
lishment of this kind would afford ample scope for those officers of talent who
show special aptitude for research and whose scientific ability might otherwise
be allowed to run to waste. In the direction and control of its work officers
of -naval or military training and experience should be associated with men
of high scientific standing who had proved their activity and initiative in
scientific or industrial research not necessarily related to the applications of
science in warfare.

On the subject of the relation of science training to home and
India civil service, the committee made the following recommenda-
t ions :

1. That all candidates for the competition examination for these
services should supply evidence for continuous course of training
in science extending over several years (secs. 125-128).

2. That to insure sufficient catholicity in questions propounded in
the viva voce examination, these examiners should include some rep-
resentative of science (sec. 127).

3. That the age limits of the India civil service and the university
entrance scholarship examinations should coincide so far as possible
(sec. 129).
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4. That if science be not required, as urged in recommendations for
.the India civil service, it be a necessary supplementary subject to
either the classics or the modern language/tette main subject (see.
129).

5. That many permanent posts can best be filled by men selected
riot by the ordinary competition examination, but at a riper age on
the ground of high scientific qualifications and professional expe-
rience (sec. 128).

6. That an inquiry should be made as to the best methods of
securing the services of scientific men for the purposes of the State
in permanent posts and otherwise, such as certain of those in the
Home. Office, the Board of Agriculture, the Post Office, the Govern-
ment Laboratory, the natural history department of the British
Museum, the Geological Survey, the Science Museum, the Meteoro-
logiCal Office, the Royal observatories, and the l'atent Office (see.
131).

III.UNIVERSITY EbIICATION.
INTRODUCTION.

132. It can not be necessary to lay stress on the enormous importance of the
contribution to education that is and should be made .by the universities. The
teaching in the schools must be barren unless there is passing from the mil-

, versitles to the schools a fertilizing stream of teachers. The outlook of the
schools must be narrow unless the universities are setting before them ideals
of accuracy in knowledge and enterprise in discovery. Territory can never
be won from ignorance unless there are working at the unfs-ersities, the true
homes of research, many who can inspire enthusiasm as teachers, many who
can themselves do pioneer work as explorers and some even who like Brow
lag's grammarian " with a great end to pursue, die ere they know It."

We hope that when our suggestions as to secondary education have been
carried out the universities will be freed from most of the elementary teaching.
that has up to now tended to distract their attention from their proper province.

In this part of our report we propose to confine ourselves to those university
questions which are specifically concerned with the teaching or study of science;
we did not consider that under our terms of reference we were expected to deal
with the wider questions of university government and finance.

.

We addressed to the universities of England, Scotland, and Wales a question-
naire on the subjects which seemed to as of special importance and interest in
connection with the study of science at the universities, and we are greatly in-
debted to the authorities of these universities for the full and careful answers
they made to the questions and for the assistance they have given us.

As a royal commission has been appointed to consider university education in
wales, we have not thought it necessary to deal separately with the position of
science in the University of Wales.

ADMISSION TO THE UNIVERSITIES.

188. Nearly all the universities hold examinations to test the flames of candi-
dates to enter on the courses of academic study which they provide: Most of
these examinations test the general education of the candidate, rather than his
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pafticular fitness for the work which he wishes to undertake. It is becoming
more and more common for a university to accept as alternative to a part or the
whole of Its own tests the corresponding examinations of other universities and
other examinations such as the Oxford and Cambridge school examinations taken
In secondary schools; sometimes the number of such alternatives is very large
(at Oxford there are nearly 50 alternatives to responsions), but there is littlt?
system In the arrangements, and, as we have already pointed out, the want of
system is distracting both to the candidates and to the schools Which educate
them. We have welcomed the proposals for the first scheol examination because
it adapts itself to the general education given In the schools. The attainment of
a sufficient standard in this examination would provide a guaranty that the
student has carried his general education far enough tdiprolit by a university
course.

In our opinion the universities should adopt such an examination as the normal
test for entrance with such limitations or amplifications as they may find neces-
sary, retaining the power of admitting after special examination or other test
those candidates who.may not have passed through a normal course of education.
We recommend that except for such candidates special matriculation examina-
tions, including responsions and the previous examination, should be abolished.

COMPULSORY GREEK AT OXFORD AND CAMBRIDGE.-

134 All the witnesses we have examined who have expressed any opinion on
the subject have been unanimous in condemning the retention of Greek as a
necessary subject for a degree at Oxford and Cambridge, and with this condemna-
tion we are fully in accord. We consider that the requirement,Of a compulsory
minimum knowledge of this language serves the interests of neither letters nor
science, that It is t real and irritntin4tindeonce to the study of science at these
tuth.ersit ies, and that it should be removed at the earliest possible moment. If a
classical languageis required, we think Greek should be an alternative to Latin.

As n rule after obtaining an entrance scholarship in science at nee of the
eolleges of Oxford or Cambridge, a boy begins to cram enough Greek to enable
him to pass responsions or the previous exambintion. The last term at school
before entering the university ought. If wisely employed, to play an important
part In a boy's intellectual development, for he then has the time to widen his
outlook by independent thougid and study, and thus correct some of the limita-
tions of his reading which are almost inevitable In the time during which lie
has to prepare for a scholarship competition. Tills opportunity is, however, nulli-
fied If be has to take up the superticialstudy of Greek and to revert to work of a
lower standard ant) more elementary grade than any that he has touched during
the later years of his school lifrt. The process by which he hastily gets up
this knowledge may exercise the memory, but by no stretch of the imagination
can it he conceived to train hint In literature or In any other way to educate his
mind. Even greater harm IS. done to a boy who though not up to scholarship
standard is perfectly capable of making good use of the opportunities for the
study of science at the university.

We are keenly alive to the necessity for developing the literary training of
the student of science. This ()West is certainly not attained by causing hint to
learn by heart a translation of a set book and a portion of Greek grammar.

ADMISSION OPOVER-AGE CANDIDATES.

135. It happens not infrequently that in consequence of some change of plane
candidates wish to enter a university long after they have left school, perhaps
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after a period of occupation in some kind of technical Iwork. It seems unreason-
able to expect such candidates to allow the same knowledge of the subjects of a
secondary school course as may fairly be required of schoolboys. We therefore
recommend that the universities should not require them to pass the ordinary
matriculation examination, but should make special arrangements to test their
fitness to enter on university work. We have ascertained that most of the univer-
sities would favor such it change. The number is notUkely.to be so large that a
special test of each individual candidate would present serious difficulties. It

euld, however, be desirable to limit this exceptional niode of admission to candl-
e:lies over 23-years of age.

ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIPS 4T THE 'UNIVERSITIES.

S

13(1. At the outset we think it desirable to lay down two general principles
which should in.our opinion govern the award of senolarships; firstly, scholar-
ships should he definitely associated with the elm of distinction conferred In rec-
ognition of intellectual merit and promise; secondly, they should be of a nonemil
value (say f20), to he supplemented if and so far us scholars require further
assistance.

137. From the evidence before us We are convinced that there is need even II,. w
for larger expenditure on scholarships, and that this need will be greater In the

W future as the waste of talent due to Imperfections ill the present 'system of edu-
cation Is diminished. In this connection we would draw attention to the evidence
of Prof. Farmer, who stated that " the national value of the royal scholarships
was admitted by all who were conversant with the facts," and added that " if
more scholarships were available a largely increased supply of qualified students
would be obtainable from secondary and evening schools. At present there wits
a wastage of brain power due to insufficient scholarship provision. There was no
difficulty whatever in finding employment for those who passed through the Im-
perial College. The demand was greater than the supply."

That there is need for further financial help is, in our opinion, especially true
as regards students of science; particularly in the modern universities, and for
students not resident In the university towns. The need In the modernnniver-
sides is not due to there being fewer scholarships available for students of
science thun for students of other sebjecte, but to an absolute deficiency of schol
arehips in all subjects. The special need of scholarships for women has been
referred to elsewhere In this report.

We are all well aware that some students to whom science scholarships have
been aWarded have failed by their subsequent performance to justify the award.
We do not think that this can he taken as evidence of a deficit:try of studentslef
scholarship caliber in secondary and elemeniary schools. It arises from a variety
of causes which we have dealt with elsewhere, and which result in many of the
eldest boys never presenting themselves for the scholarship\competition. Until
these causes are removed, the problem of. securing an increased supply of science
students at the universities can not he solved merely by Adding to the number
end value of the scholarships available for students proceeding from secondary
anti-technical schools to the universities. e

138. With regard to the value of the 80 'weeps, we think it Is essential (1)
that, subject to need being proved In each dividual case, the assistance given
should cover the whole cost 'of education a flutintenance, this cost not to by
assessed on a niggardly scale; the fulLbeneli f a university education will not
be's:mined if scholars are restricted In every di ectlon by their pechniary circum-
stances; (11) that there should be no restrictions of a financial or other kind,
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imposed to prevent a scholar going to the particular university which is willing
to award him a scholarship nod which provides the teaching and teachers that
meet his needs.

With regard to the duration of a scholarship, we think that this shouldriever
less than three years, subject to attendance, good conduct, and satisfactory

r hurts. on the scholar's work. it should be capable of extension to a fourth year,
hd even In some cases to a fifth Veer, provided that this extension was approved
by the responsible teachers.

139. It is clear that the cost can not be met out of existing endowments; and
fur the most part It must form a charge on national funds. We do not propose
:0 enter further into this matter, but we desire to express our agreement with
the view of the consultative committee that even though the State provides
the funds " the proper body to test the qualifications of candidates for scholar-
ships to be held at a university Is the university at which the scholarships; or
the_chief.part of them, are to be held."

140. Method of award of scholarships. We crlitside that the present method
of awarding scholarships at the Oxford and Cambridge colleges for proficiency
In a single subjecte. g., classic
mattes, natural scienceis unsa
the schools. On this point there
nesses who gave evidence on t
Masters' Association stated for
career a boy might spend as muc
time on his science subjects in p
the chief Inspector of secondary
entrance scholarships were giv
mathematics or scienceit was
within proper limits."

We think It desirable to bra den the basis of these examinations by en-
couraging candidates to take second subject, to which substantial credit
should be assigned, even thong the range covered is considerably less than
that expected from those who m ke it their primary subject. By " substantial
credit" we mean such an amo t of credit as would make it difficult for a
candidate to obtain a scholarab if he confined himself to one subject only.
No attempt should be made to p scribe a hard and fast grouping of subjects.
Complete freedom should be a owed to candidates offering science in the
choice of their second J3ubjeet..e g., history, a language, or mathematics. In
connection with all the subject- weight should be attached to evidence
of a candidate's ability to expr as hi If In clear and intelligible English.
This result is not necessarily sec ed the inclusion of an Engitsh essay as a
compulsory subject in time exami tie We are insympathy with the sugges-
tion that in addition to the pract cal xamination there should be a viva voce
examination for all science candi s ate

The essential features of the pr els we have made are (1) that a science
candidate should be required to present himself for examination in natural
science rind in another subject; (11) that there should be freedom of
In regard to the second subject. These proposals might with advantage be
'allowed not only at Oxford and Cambridge but by the universities generally.s..

441. Age limits for entrance scholarships.We recommend that the usual age
linfit for entrance scholarships- awarded by the colleges of Oxford and Cam-
brit should be 18 rather than 19. This recommendation Is in accordance

English, modern languages, history, mathe-
isfactory and leads to overspecialization in
was universal agreement among all the wit-

subject; a representative of the Assistant
ample that in the later stages of his school
as three-quarters, or even nine-tenths, of his
paration -for a scholarship examination; and

schools observed that "so long as university
ri for proficiency in a single subjecte. g.,
very difficult to keep specialization at school

1
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with our general view that 18 rather than 19 should be the normal age for
boys passing on tram secondary schools to the universitlfs. The interval be-
tween the date of the scholarship examination and the of coming up into

'residence is too long, and we recommend that-the examinations should be held
not earlier than March 1.

142. We have received ample evidence that even now there are in the technical
colleges, senior technical schools, and evening schools many students of grrot
ability who are prevented by want 14 means from receiving the benefits or a
university education. urn 1 that for hick of seholarrthips open to them their ahiii-
ties aae not developed to the full, and the interests of the country suffer in
consequence. We think that the provision of scholarships veil` to such studims
is urgently needed; the consultative coinnattee. as we have already stated,
suggested that a considerable sum should be devoted to this purpose. The rent-
lations for these scholarships should, in our opinion, differ materially from those
We have suggested for candidates from secondary schools. In the first place. it
is Undesirable to have an age limit for these candidates; and, secondly, they 11111
not be-,expected, at any rate for the present, to reach the same standard of
literary training which it is fair to demand from candidates who have been
studying continuously ur to their entrance at the university. It would be well
for the univeNties to bear in mind the Importance of helping them (huhu;
their university course to get into contact with literature and other subjects
which have hitherto lain outside their opportunities. Greater specialization is
iterinissible for these Candidates who from the deficiencies of our present eon,
eatIonal system or for other reasons have not had the time for covering a very
wide field of knowledge and have been obliged to concentrate on such subjcets
as engineering, mining,, metallurgy. In fact, evidence
own subject should in this case be sufficient ground for the ward of the
scholarship.

All scholars should have reasonable.freetioin of choice In regard to the courses
of/Study which they propose to pursue St the university.

UNIVERSITY FEES.

143. In the section of our report which deals with the supply of trained
Scientific workers we give reasons for believing that a large Increase in the
number of students passing through our universities is a matter of great na-
tional importance, and that steps should be taken to bring a university training
within the reach of every one of Sufficient ability to profit by it. Much would he
effected by a generous extension of the system of scholarships, but this
require to be supplemented by a substantial reduction in the scale of fees

4 charged. There should also he an equalization Is the fees charged for approved
courses in the different faculties, .as at present htudents.of science and tech-
nology are handicapped by the higher fees in these faculties. A large number
of scholarships will be required In any case, because there are many parents
who could not afford to maintain their.children as students, even if fees were en-
tirely abolished. Many patents are, however, deterred from sending their sons
to dm university by the present scale of fees, especially in large towns where
there is a university which students could attend while living at hoine. We
recommend that there should be made to the universities from national sources
a grant large enough to enable them to lope a substantial reduction in their
fees and also to provide, for the education of the larger number of 'students to
whom such a reduction would open the door, We are convinced that
if fees Were lowered great waste of Intellect would be prevented. -and thsit We

V.
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increase in the number of educated men and women able to help in develop-
ing our resources and in increasing the output of our industries would be
worth the expenditure of a much larger sum, if we regard only the material
aspect of this change.

The award of scholarships is not the only method by which assistance can be
given to students. In the later stages of professional education when a student'
is approaching the time when he will he able to CaIt money, much help can he
given without great expenditure by the establishment of loan funs. These
would necessarily he administered by the university or other insfltution at
NN bleb the candidate was studying, as no other body would be in as good a
position to judge of the propriety bf a loan. The system has been tried in
,,,veral of the women's colleges. dln the London School of Medicine for Women
it has proved very helpful and there haveybeen fee-cases of default.

PASS DEGREES IN SCIENCE AT OXFORD AND CAMBRIDGE.

144. In most of the universities a studeut can alto either at a pass degree or
at an honors degree in the main subjects of study. In the modern universities
the work for a pass degree includes more subjects than are required for an -
honors degree, but the two kinds of work are on the same lines and. have reach
in common in their earlier stages; subjects can be chosen so that the study of
each helps thrrest.

But it can not be said that the Universities-of Oxford and Cambridge provide
satisfactory courses of work for pass awn whose interest Iles in the natural
sciences. At both universities the choice of subjects is- limited by regulations
which do not secure, or may even prevent, the selection of subjects which stand

other; e. g., at Cambridge a puss man can not combine
agriculture with either chemistry, botany, zoology, physics, geology, or physi-
ology, nor can he take plilcs with engineering, while at Oxford he is obliged
to do more work In the classical languages than is required of an honors Man
in any subject except classics. .

In consequence of this want of cu ity many students aim at au honors
degree in science who would get a better PucatIon front a simpler course it
one were open to them. Others who would gain by carrying on the scientific
training they have received at school tind that they have no opportunity- of
doing so in the pass courses of the university.

The provision of continuous courses in science foe pass men seems to us to
deserve the serious consideration of the two universities.

COURSES IN GENERAL LECTURES.

146. The increase of specialization in all branches of knowledge at the ant-
trsities has brought it about that students of one branch of knowledge have

little opportunity 0; hearing anything about other subjects. It is therefore very
desirable that there should be given akthe universities courses of lectures of a
general character bn philosophy, hi ry, literature, science, and economies.
We believe that such lectures have i given with much success at more than
one university. 24

DEGREIPICOURSES.

146. We asked the universities whether the present degree courses to pure
science sufficiently meet the needs of those students who will. later seek em-
ployment in scienafic posts connected with industry. The answers to the ques-
tion generally indicate that these degree courses are stitisfietOry so re as they
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go. but that for students who will enter scientific industries there is need for
further specialized study for at least one year. We have found no evidence of
any strong feeling on be part of the universities generally in favor of a
change in, the character f the courses taken for their degrees in science.

There isless tmanimi in the answers to our further questionwhether, .ony
new combinations are d treble In the possible courses for a degree (e. g ,
chemistry and engineerin ? Some universities and colleges state that sal-
dent options exist or that o combinations of the kind are desirable. Others
take the oppo:::ite view and advocate combined courses in chemistry and engl-
neerlug, or state that proposals in this direction are under consideration.
There is a general view,:with which we agree, that students of technical chem.
istry should have an opportunity of acquainting themselves with the appliances
used in chemical processes on a large scale. Experienced correspondents agree
that cooperation between the chemist and the engineer is most necessary In
modern work. INs only very exceptional men who can be fully qualified both
in chemistry and engineering, and it is therefore doubtful whether the "uni-
versities should attempt a course of training giving anything like full profes.
sional qualifications in the two subjects within the time limits of an ordinary
degree course.

147. Before leaving the subject of degree. courses, we desire to add that In'
our view it is most Important that the courses in question should, be an arranged
that students- who come well prepared from seomdarlsehools should not he
put tack to do elementary work which they have done already. This does
not mean that there should he no elementary lectures. Such lectures will he
necessary to meet the needs of students who have not pursued a fuir course of
science at a secondary school and may sometimes be attended with advantage
by those who have; but attendance should not be compulsory and there should
be nothing in the university arrangements to prevent well-prepared students
from proceeding to the more advanced stueles which it is the special function. of the university iso foster. In no case should the perks spent at the unl.

versity be shortened; the student should be able to spend three years of
uninterrupted study on the more advanced parts of his subject.

148. One method of securing this end would be to allow the intermediate ex-
ansinations for the hachelo?..ief science degree to-be taken direct from schoell
This raises the question at hat point in the course of a student's scientifi
training does the province of the secondary school end and that of the univer
sity begin. We have asked the universitiessfor their views on this point. The
answers discloge conflict of opinion.

It maybe aged, in the first place, what is the aim of the intermediate
examigation for the bachelor of science degree? To this question three different
apeweri rave been given. .-Some.maintain that the examination alms at ti7ed.

lag out whether the undergraduate possesses the general and elementary
knowledge of scienca'needed as a fenmAtion -for the more adviInced and
specialized pail of the degree course, and assume that secondary schools are
not.so 'Quipped with teachers and %%Oratories as*to be able to impart that
fundamental knOwledge of science which is needed as an Introduction to
advanced university .teaching. Thla. assumption is. already antiquated as n
general statement,

Others urge that the examillation 'Is designed to show whether the under-
graduate has followed with intelligence the course of instruction given to him
during his first year at the university under conditions freer and more stimuL
lating than those which can possibly prevail at a school. This view takes it
for granted that the lectures and lahoratory instruction given in a university
in preparition.for the intermediate bachelor of science examinatioQSre4lp the.
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hands of the most brilliant and experienced professors under whose inspiring
leadership the young student is privileged to mike his entrance into the uni-
versity of science. This Assumption is not always justified by the facts.

A third group regard the intermediate course (tested by an examination)
as a year of probation during which the university teachers watch the student's
abilities and judge his promise for lurlher work. This view assumes that the
intermediate course at a university Is a sort of shunting ground, in which each
student according to the ability which he shows Is put upon the line of rills
which will carry him forward into the course of advanced study most fitted
to his powers. This assumption does not correspond with usual university
practice.

A majority of our university witnesses, however, reply that the intermediate
examination for the bachelor of science degree should be allowed to be taken
from school. This privilege is already granted in one university to all stu-
dents and in several others to students who enter for an honors course in
science. The principle, therefore, has already been conceded. In view of the
facts (1) that the work of the last two years in it secondary school well
organized for science teaching does usually include the necessary subject mat-
ter of the intermediate bachelor of science examination, (2) that actually the
ground covered by the first year's work at the university is much the same
as the higher works of schools, (3) that school methods for most studells
are more suitable for those beginning a subjectiand t(4) that two years a e
insufficient for an honors course at the university, we recommend the universi-
ties to allow candidates to take these examinations direct Strom such schools.

But a still more helpful arrangement would be that candidates in a second
school examination (see sec. 66) who do satisfactory work in any of the sub-
jects required for the intermediate examination 'should be exempted from
further examination in these subjects. It is not desirable that the work of
pupils between 16 and 18 should be disturbed by their having to prepare for
an examination not primarily designed to meet school needs.

THE PLACE OF ORIGINAL RESEARCH IN UNIVERSITY EDUCATION.

149. The training afforded by the st y of natural science will be Incomplete
unless The student 'undertakes some piece of research, in which, relying as
far as possible on his own resources, he applies his knowledge of science and
of the methods of scientific inveNtigation to the solutibn of some scientific prob-
lem. The effect of 's year's work of this kind on the general mental develop-
ment of the student is most striking. He gains Inde5reidence of thought,
maturity of judgment, self-reliance; his critical powers a strengthened, and
his enthusiasm for science increased; in fine, he is carried/from mental adoles-
cence to manhood. We think that whenever possible a Year spent 'mainly on
research should form part of the course At the university of those vAio-es
work in life Will be concerned with the industrial applications of science. as
well as those who will devote themselves to reseateh -and teaching. It is
importani, however, that' at this stage the teachers at the universities should
regard research mainly from the point of view of its value as an educational
training and not as a means of getting within the year as many new scientific
results as possible. The student should lie encouraged to overcome his dif-
ficulties by his own efforts, and the assistance given by the teacher should not
be more than is necessary to keep him from being disheartened' by failure and
to prevent the work from getting on lines which can not lead to success. Work

this kind should in general be taken after qualifying for the bachelor's de-
gree; and should be oscognisedbi. the grant of some additional distinctIOU..

4

O
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We think that original work should not be required for the first degree in
science. The period, usually three years, spent In preparation for this degree
is none too long for wide reading in all branches of a student's main subject
and in those branches of other subjects which have an Intimate connection
with it We regard it as of the utmost importance for the student's future
success that he should not confine his studies to some particular branch, sad.
of physics or chemistry, but should gain a general knowledge of the concept
and results of the whole range of his subject. Such knowledge is most easily
acquired at this stage, and experience shows that, unless this opportunity is
seized, the student's knowledge throughout life is specialized to an extent which'
is unfavorable to the highest success. It must be remembered that research
work to be useful demands a great deal of time and great concentration of
mind on the subject under investigation and would curt il to a serious extent
the time available for general reading.

For the sake of widening the outlook of students of natural science as well as
for increasing their equipment for successful 'investigation It is of especial
importance that opportunities should be given for combining the study of
mathematics with that of natural science, and we welcome the efforts which
most universities have made and are still making to effect this object.

DEGREES FOR RESEARCH WORK.

150. The universities have not.zidopted.a common policy In regard to research
degrees. As a rule the degree of bachelor of science marks the end of an
undergraduate course alld in many universities the degree of doctor of science
is given a few years later for a specific piece of 'work, often undertaken with
a definite View to the degree. Other universities. give a degree of master of
science under conditions which vary so much that the precise meaning of
the degree in different universities isobscured, and reserve the degree of doctor
of science for still more senior candidates. If the object of granting
degree is to encourage research, there seems to be little reason for'postpotting
the grant of It to a period so late that the hope of obtaining the degree is not
likely to be a serious stimulus. If the number of students who come to this
country for advanced work increases, the need for a uniform and comprehen-
sible system of research degrees will become even greater than it is at present.

We are in general agreement with the following resolutions which were
passed at the universities' conference held on May 18, 1917:

That, for the wider promotion of research In this country, as well as to en-
courage the attendance of graduate students from the British dominions and
foreign universities, a degree of doctor shall be attainable after not less than

ok two years' advanced study and research.
That the existing doctorates shali,..if poVible, be retained without lowering

their standard.
. That the title of the degree shall be the same for all faculties.

That it is highly important that the same title for this degree be adopted by
all universities.

That the title of the doctor should be " Doctor of philosophy " (Ph. D.).
That it is essential that the period of two years contemplated should be a

period of whole-time study or its equivalent,

POSTCHLADUATE RESEARCH SCHOLARSHIP&

VA. It is a matter of great Importance fop 4he advancement both of Aare
'science and of technology that students who have shown capacity for research
should be able to remain at their university, in order to continue their studies
and to acquire experience In a research laborator under. competent guidance
but there are often serious fluvial difficulties; a stutteht whp,has been able

-
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to support himself for the three years of an ordinary degree course by means
of scholarships is often at the end of his resources and is compelled to take
up some remunerative work at once.. If he does this the chance that he will
ever be able to return to research is small. Thus the critical time when such
students are most in need of the help which a scholarship efill give is at the
end of the undergraduate course.

We pre convinced by the evidence that hai been placed before us that no
expenditure of public money on scholarships holds, out more prospects of
valuable returns.

It has been pointed out to us as a serious difficulty that the tenure at
scholarships given by local authorities is often shorter and less easily pro-
lnged than that of other scholarships, so that the holder of such a scholar-
ship may find his income diminished just at the time when he begins to get
the greatest benefit from a university education. It has also been pointed out
that there is a special want of senior scholarships for women. Both these
defects ought to be remedied.

Even where the tenure of a scholarship can be prolonged, another difficult/
may arise. It can not be expected that all the universities should provide
equalfacilities for the study of all subjects; in particular the elaborate special
appliances needed for ,higher work in some branches of technical science may
exist only In one or two institutions in the country, so that it becomes necee.
sary for students to migrate from one university to another. The universities
have expressed very definitely the view that such migrations should not be
encouraged during a three-year undergraduate course except tinder special
conditions, on account of the -dislocation of the general scheme of the student's
work which would result; but they almost nil approve of the migration of
graduates and have made arrangements to facilitate it. The conditions of
tenure of scholarships should be sufficiently elastic to permit of such migration.

Some laboratories can provide their senior students with opportunities for
research by employing them as demonstrators for part of their time, on con-
dition that the rest of their time is given to research; this arrangement is
warmly advocated by those who have experience of it, ns it provides the student
with two different kinds of training and experience, each of which has its
special value. But the number of students who can be helped in this way ill
necessarily small.

4

RELATION BETWEEN THE DEPARTMENTS OP.PURE AND APPLIED
SCIENCE.

152. In a4i universities there are departments for the study of medicine and
engineering; in many of the modern univeistties,there are also departments for
the study of the applied sciences which are of special importance in the district.
We consider that these departments promote not only the particular industry
or profession with which they are connected, but also the study of punk°
science and the interests of, the university as a whole. They promnte the
Industry by giving to those irho enter It the opportunities of getting the
broader outlook and wider interests which life at a.great university affords.
Association with other departments of the university promotes and facilitates

' the application of science to industry, as it gives opportunities for interceerse
'between those who are prothitent in the sciences on Which the industry is batik
and those who'are conversant With its practical needs. T4 purely ecientlfie
departments gain because more students pass through their classes and Mete
is consequently a widely field from which to select those who show outstanding'

13e198 :-20---6
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.ability in pure science. There are, for example, not a few eminent physiologists
who began the study of their subject as part of s medical course, and who
might not have devoted themselves to pure science but for the existence of a
medical department. The technical. department strengthens the university
by bringing It ipto close touch with the Life of the district and by increasing
both the scale of its operations and the number of its students.

153. We consulted the universities as to a number of plans which have been
suggested for bringing their departments of applied science Into dioser relation
with the Industries. The universities which have had experience in the matter
are unanimous In thinking that the head of every technological department
should be allowed and encouraged to*take part in private professional practice,
so far as It is consistent with the discharge of his university duties. in order
that he may keep abreast with the developments of the industry which 1w is
serving by his researches and for which he is training students. There is
some difference of opinion as to the value of advisory committees consisting
of representatives of the universk and of the industries for which students
are trained, but the universities which have instituted such committees ere
convinced of their usefulness, provided that their functions are clearly defined
and are advisory, not executive. Much of the research work needed for the
industries can only be done with advantage at the works where the problems
arise. But frequently questions of a more general kind present themselves
which need not, or can not, be dealt with in the works laboratory. but could
be investigated at a university or technical institution. Two plans have been
adopted to utilize university laboratories for such work. In one the uni-
versity merely allows an investiga tor appointed by the, firm to use its labora-
tories for his work; in the other thtg head of the university department under-
takes some responsibility for the general supervision of the work done by
investigators sent from the works laboratory, who are sometimes assisted by
senior students; this method has been tried and found advantageous in several
of the largest chemical laboratories in this country.

PROVISION BOB ORIGINAL RESEARCH.

154. The importance of research in pure science, the life blood of applied
science, is recognized on all hands, and there is general agreement that it
ought to receive more encouragement from the nationethan it has done in the
past. It is as difficult, however, to organize the production of the highest
type of research in pure science as it would be to organize a method of pro-
ducing gritat poems. The greatest advances in pure science are often the
outcome of investigations which, until they are justified by success,appear
fantastic and unpromising, and meet with little approval from orthodox
scientific opinion, and it is often too a long time before any tangible results
are obtained; for this reason they are not of a kind which could be expected
from workers in a great institution supported by public funds. Such an in-
stitution would naturally be expected to furnish year by year a report of
progress, but in research on entirely new lines a year may easily go by with-
out any definite results being obtained, and the investigator would be in the
invidious position of having little to show that he had earned his salary.
There would thus be a strong inducement for him to pursue a lower type of
work on more conventional lines in which he could feel assured of a fairly
continuous progress. One can not hope to get great discoveries simply by pay-
ing for them; those in the past have for the ,most part been made in the
laboratories of the universities and, we think, will continue to be so. The
most hopeful way of iromoting discoveries of this kind to to Insure that these
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laboratories are as efficient as possible, and that the sprotestsors and other
teachers who work in them have enough free time for original research.

As science progresses, the instruments necessary for research become more
and more numerous and more costly, and to equip and maintain the laboratories
in the most efficient state is beyond the resources of most of our universities.
One of the best methods of advancing pure science would be to insure the
efficient equipment of the laboratories In our universities. The answers of
the universities to our questions show that they consider their present resourees
insufficient to provide all that Is needed.

Apart from more general questions of expansion, an increase of research
work would require increase of staff and improvement of equipment. It is.

extremely undesirable that research should be confined to the larger tinivered-
ties, but in the smaller institutions where a science may be represented by
only one professor the amount of routine and orguuizing work which falls to
him may he so large that he can not give enough time to research students.
In the early stages such students need much assistance and advice; there-is
consequently often a definite need for some arrangement to relieve the pro-
fessor of some part of his routine work.. and leave him more time for the
organization and supervision of research.

With regard to the equipment. the needs vary so much from place to place
that it is difficult to say more than that the universities consider them very
urgent, and it is clear that they can only be met by further financial assistance.

PROVISION FOR STAFF, BUILDINGS, AND EQUIPMENT.

155. In This connection we can not do better than to quote certain of the
answers we received to the question: "Are larger subsidies from the treasury
now-cequired (a) for the adequate development of the work of the university -e
in pure and applied science; (b) for the general purposes of the university?
Is it desirable that the Government should make building and equipment grants
for the provision of new laboratories in the English universities?

(I)' "Immensely larger subsidies are.required for all these purposes."
(II) " To all questions in this section the answer is emphatically in the

9 affirmative. For its buildings sad development this college has
hitherto depended mainly upon private munificence. Private munifi-
cence alone can not, in our opinion, be expected, to provide to the
future, and especially immediately after the war, the whole of the
funds for salaries, building. equipment, and upkeep tlpit the
university institutions of the country require. It is, however, of
the utmost importance that, if the State subsidizes the Universities,
it should In no way restrict or interfere with their freedom of de-

. velopment"
(III) "(a) Yes; for both purposes, provided that the autonomy of the uni-

versities ib 'preserved. (b) Yea; on the same conditiob:'
(IV) "The university - has to the past depended mainly upon the

generosity of corporate bodies and individuals for the endowment
of fresh posts and for the erection and equipment of laboratories
and other university buildings. The resources of the university
do not enable it either to make adequate prey/ Moo for the upiceep
and fall equipment of the existing instlfations, or to provide the

. staff and the buildings that are necessary for teaching and re:
search in new and rapidly desilloping britnches of science. It is
feared that after the war the Mancini position will be, still monk
difficult.* .
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156. The principles which in our opinion should be maintained are well
set out in the following reply with which we are in complete agreement:

"The answer is In the affirmative, but I would couple with thi_s_answer, tfie
observation that however much the amount of Government assistance may
grow to be, it is of vital importance that the universities should retain full
independence. The State obviously, if it finds the money, has the right to
know how the money is spent, and the right also to inspect the institution
under all reasonable conditions; but the whole future of English university
work and efficiency depends on the universitieff being left free as societies
to do their work Ilion their own impulse and not updn the dictation or
suggestion of a department of State. The principle involved here. goes to
the very root of university well-being; and no financial gain could ever' com-
pensate for Its sacrifice."

STIPENDS OF UNIVERSITY TEACHERS.

157. The universities and university colleges which receive exchequer grant
spend a large proportionover 51 per centof their income on the salaries
of the teaching staff ; more than half of the amount goes to professors and
heads of departments.

There is widespread and area with the salaries and prospects
of the junior staff in the scientific departments. The initial salaries for
such posts are so low as to be out of all relation to the capital expended
on the education of the holders, and Ilfeie are many competent men doing
responsible work at salaries far below what they could have earned in other
walks of life. It must be remembered, however, that there are compensa-
tions in the opportunities for further study and research, and there is a
strong feeling that the inducements to junior demonstrators to remain long
In their posts should not be made too great. It is in the interest of the
department that there should be opportunities of testing the capacity of
students for teaching and research at as early a stage as possible; in the
interests of the man that he should not remain too long in a post where,
unless he is of peculiar ability, his horizon is necessarily limited; and in the
interests of the teaching profession and of applied science that there should
be a supply of men who have had experience of work in a researchlabbratoxy.

We think that, on the whole, the best way of improving the plikilicn of the
junior staff is to decrease the time required for .their official du les rather
than to make large increases in their salaries. At present the tendency IA
to require so much teaching work from them that they have few opportunities
for research? and so are at a disadvantage when competing for posts for
which distinction in research is an essential qualification; and in addition
to this the progress of sciAce is retarded as many of those .best qualified
for original investigation are debarred from pursuing it, We are of opinion
that the official duties of the junior scientific staff should be confined tb at
Most four days per week, so that they may have at their disposal a consider-
able amount of time for original research. .TMs plan Is already in force An
some laboratories, and we have reason to believe that the results have.been
satisfactory.

There will, howeriSr,- always be men whose best work can be done in
laboratory teaching and organization, and it is desirable that the universities
should be in a position to retain them by providing for senior men a small
number of permanent' posts, of substantial value; at present this Is seldom.
Possible. I
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,RELATION OF DIVERSITIES TO SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

158. The relations between the universities and the secondary schools need
careful adjustment, more eppecially at such times of transition us the present
day, and it is desirable to+ provide at each univqrsity regular opportu ides
of discussion and negotiation with the representatives of secondary educ tion.
For the most part such facilities have been provided by occasional, b not
infrequent, conferences held chiefly between the representatives of th uni-

versities and those of the various teachers' associations, but ther,e appear to
us to be considerable advantages in the establishment of a more regular and
systematic machinery organized on a broader basis' -tail this purpose, such as
has recently been set up by the University of Durham and the representa-
tives of education in the adjacent counties.

THE SCOTTISH UNIVERSITIES.

Sections 159-164 state that steps should be taken to remove the limi-

tations which confine a large proportion of the old established bur-
saries to the faculty of arts.

ADULT EDUCATION.

16.S. For the most part we have hitherto been considering education organized
and systematized in schools and ttulversitles, and we have been dealing with
students as yet youthful and immature. There is, however, a class of learners
who are at last makiiig their demands fht, and justly insisting that they should
receive, however late in life, the educational opportunitie4 which are due to
them. These are largely men and women who have reached maturity without
receiving any education which they regard as adequate and who are eager to
make good their dOciencies In knowledge. We are glad to see that a subcom-
mittee has been set up by the reconstruction committee to consider the needs of

these adult students.
The movement is hot a new one. In a certain sense it began a hundred years

ago with the foundation of mmhanics' institutes and the work of Dr. Blrkbeck,
when elementary and technical education were less generally diffused than now.
Forty years ago the university extension system began to provide a considerable
amount of extra-mural teaching for students who could ne come into resi-
dence nor take a full university course, and telt the er part of the

zedscience teaching originally so organized has passe to the hands of local edu-
cation authorities, it is'directly from university exftnslon that the late tutorial
classes and study circles have been developed. It is only In the lust few years
that there has been a considerable trowl'h of adult classes, and it was not until
1904 that the Workers' Educational Association was founded. This latter or
ganization has created, or at any rate focused, a remarkable demand for adult
education, but up to the present that demand has been chiefly for knowledge tf
economic, social, and historical subjAts.

At present, so fir as we can learn, the little Instruction which is given in
science to adults, apart film that provided in technical schools and universities,
is conveyed chiefly through,the agency of field clubs, natural history societies,
and mechanics' .institutes. If this movement for adult education is to take the
important part In the national life which seems to be opening up betel* it, It Is
essential that the education which it provides should,be wide.and liberal, and
should give opportunities for study -not confined to a limited range of Intel-
lectual interests. If it Is to fulfill tble rctquiretynt It must assign an adequate

. 0 .
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place in its scheme to the teaching of nateral science. No modern Intellectual
system can afford to neglect the realm of natural knowledge; to be Ignorant of
Its influences and lessons Is to belong to the past and to distrust the future.
,I08. We are aware that those responsible for the Workers' Educational Asso-

ciation recognize In their program for educational reconstruction the position of
science as "a staple part of an education of the traditional secondary type,"
and thathey recommend that the technical schools should Include in their cur-
riculum the study of the sciences upon which different Industries are based."
These few words are, however, the only explicit references to science In the pro-
gram and its exposition ; partly it would 'seem from a fear lest scientific teach-
ing should be devoted wholly to inereashisrthe manual efficiency of artisans, the
subject has been to a certain extent discredited, and Is not even yet appreciated
as an integral part of a liberal education. There has, in Net, been no serious
demand for insteuction in science from the students who compose the classes
organized by the association. To this statement one exception must, however,
be made. In the neighborhood of Leeds the tutorial closses in biology hove
-aroused considerable etIthuslasm in working-class circles over a period of sev-
eral yenrs. Mr. Walker, the tutor responsibl for conducting these classes,
wrote to us in reply to nn Inquiry : "1.nst night I met a class of 21 adults, urea
and women, chiefly factory workers, all In their semul year of attemlatice.
They walked varying (119i-ryes up to g miles to meet in (Anse and during our 10
meetings since the commencement of the session only two aimed marks are
recorded in the register.- Though this is a solit airy Instance. It shows whnt...can
be done when the teaching is of the right kind, and we Aesire to emphasize the
Importance of developing tutorial classes in science along with other subjects.
In this connection it may he 4,4( Interest to quote the following observations
which we have received from Mr. H. Wager, P. R. S.. acting professor of botany
at Leeds University, who speaks with knowledge of the classes referred to
above:. a

"The success of science classes for adult students depends in a special degree
on the character of the teaching and the personality of the teacher. It is more
difficult to secure the right sort of teaching for adult students In science than in
such a subject as economics. The teaching of science to adults may fall either
because it Is too elementary and does not deal .with,scLentlfic matters of general
interestit is unreasonable to expect grown-rip people to be profoundly inter-
ested in the textbook accounts of the properties of oxygen and hydrogeer-eor
because it is too technical andspeelalfzed. It is not easy to pit a teacher who
will be successful in avoiding both these pitfalls. On the other hand, it Is a'
profound mistake to suppose that workingmen are naturally lacklang in interest
in Scientific matters. They are fully alive to really good teaching of science by
a teacher who knows how to bring out their powers of reflection and judgment.
If they can not get this kind of intellectual stimulus in science they can as a
rule get it in such a subject as economics, simply because they are themselves
more or lees acquainted with the facts upon which the problems of minorities
are based."

167. It es has been suggested, adult education is to become a recognized
departwent of the extra-mural teaching of the universities a serious responsi-
bility devolves on these bodies to include science in this work.

Popular lectures oil science will no doult?play an Important part in rolling
the attention oi large audiences to the interest and importance of the subject.
This work has for more than a century been carried on by the lectures at the
Royal Institution; and from time 'to time brilliant speakers like Huxley ,have
*se much to create an interest In the methods and results of Wawa The

I
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work of such an organization as the Gilchrist Educational Trust has been unit
will continue to be of great service. Rut if even the best popular lectures are to --,'
have any permanent effect they must lead on to more serious work involving
individual effort, to courses and to circles where systematic study will be cur-
ried on.

Again, there fs a wider audience who are out of reach of popular lectures and
who can not attend university extension and tutorial classesthose who d end
for their education on boOks. There is a real need for well-written book and
other publications in which the main results of recent scientific researe and
the achievements of science in the past are set forth In a manner which will
appeal to intelligent men and woolen who have ninde a special study of
science. It is one of theunfertunate results of the increasing specialization of
scientific work that the original papers, reports, and treatises recording or suit'
marizing the results of research are beyond the comprehension of those who do
not possess a considereble amount of scientific and mathematical knowledge.
Science needs its skilled interpreters as well as its active pioneers.

We are by no imam sure that the popular interest in science is as great
today as it was 30 yeas ago. Until thisgenerni interest in science is extended
find Increased, and thOdeficieneles of adult education In this respect are made
good, an important piece of work in national education remains to be done.

IV.SUPPLY OF TRAINED SOIEWIFIC WORKERS FOR INDUS-
. . ',TRIAL AND OTHER PURPOSES. 4.

168. The need for a great increase in the supply of trained scientific workers
of all grades Is a matter of the utmost gravity and urgency. It is agreed on all
sides that it is absolutely necessary for the prosperity and safety of the country
after the War that the development of the resources of the Empire and the pro-
duction of our industries must be on a scale greatly in excess of anything we
have hitherto achieved. Schemes of reconstruction and dpvelopment are being
prepared and discuSsed; each one of theni-requires a supply of trained workers
and tlic proposals will be futile unless a large army of these Is forthcoming.
We shall not get these workers in anything like sufficient numbers unless we
have great changes In our educational system, and, above all, unless a much
more eager desire for seoondary education is created in the minds dt a great
mass of our citizens. We must multiply the number of students passing through
our universities and technical schodis. and this will involve a gfeat Increase in
the number of boys and girls who complete a course of secondary education. It
is true that,since the act of 1902 a large number of new secondary schools have
been established, and that in the last three years not only these but akto the
older schools have been tilled to their limits. Nevertheless tt is still necessary
to Increase the flow from the elementary to the secondary schools of children
capable of profiting from the best education these schools can give. It is of no
less importance to bliminish the leakage, amounting now to more than OD per
cent, which occurs in the secondary schools before even the general course IS
completed:

We must by means of scholarships and maintenance allowances put a com-
plete course of training within the reach of every boy or girl of sufficient ability
to profit by it.

But this is not auftielent. We most not only provide the ,opportunitimi, we .

must make our eitiseris eager to. avail themselves of them, we must strive to
make parents anxious to secure secondery educatiop for their *Wen. This is
the most vital and difficult part of the whole question.
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The want of appreciation by parents of the benefits of secondary education
prevents a full utilization of the resources In the way of scholarships which
are even now available, and this will continue until a More lively apprecia-
tion of secondary education Is spread throughout the country. Much as we
may regret it there is no doubt that appeals for secondary education for its
own sake appear far-fetched to the majority of -parents and leave them
untouched.

We are 'convinced that to make the country eager and willing to tkvall
itself of the opportunities for secondary education the beneflts it confers
must be nut In a very tangible and material form. This we think could be
done by emphasizing the advantages conferred by the possession of the first.
school certificate. or its equivalent, which attests the completion of a con-
tinuous course of instruction at a secondary school. The universities should
be asked to require. this as an integral part of their normal entrance exam-
ination, professional bodies as a condition for entering their profession, and
great commercial institutions as a normal requirement, for entering the
higher grades of their service. The State itself should set the example in
this r6spect and expect all who enter its service above a certain grade to
Possess this certificate.

We think, too, that steps should be taken to put before parents in as clear
and simple a way as possible the careers open to those who complete a course
of secondary education. the opportunities offered by such careers, the steps
to be taken to enter them, the nature and cost of the training, and the assist-
ance diligent students might expect from scholarships.

189. In the preceding sections of this report we have dealt- with the posi-
tion of natural science in different parts of tile educational system. We have
now to inquire how far the system considered as a whole is capable of giving
ua the number of men with specialized scientific training who will be needed
after the war for the inanagetnentand conduct of scientific industries and for-
carrying on the researches in pure and applied science on which the main-
tenance and development of these industries so largely depend.

In raising this question we are not forgetting that the study. of science is
to be desired quite apart from any utilitarian and material ends which it may
directly or indirectly subser. We have already pt:essed for the fuller recog-
nition of science in schools IfIcause we regard it both by reason of its supject
matter and of the mental discipline which Its study effol`ds as an essential
element in a liberal education; and w*Ilegire, in the interests of the advance-
ment ofnatural knowledge, to see every encouragement given to the higher
study of science at the universities. .

s.,

But it.,would have been necessary also to *consider the needs of the trades
and industritts which depend upon applied science, even if we had not been
specifically required to do so by our termh oft referehce. The needs of our
civilization are increasing, the nation has already been deprived of the services
of many of its ablest and most vigorous members. Our pr acing power can
only lie increased by -well directed research, atetter trill' moreg and the mo
skillful Use of scientific methods of manufacture and distrition. Unless the
resources of the country are sufficiently develOped, neither the nation as a

---whele-ner any of the classes in it can look for efficiency or prosperity or can
afford to carry on the education ot its..constituent members to any advanced
point. . . w ,

170. It is necessary for the purpose of our inquiry that we should,on the ,
One hand, realize the demand for scientifically trained workers which the'
thdustriee will make, and, on the other hand, survey the extent and sources

,,-: ; of the poen. ble supply., As to the first point it i not possible to arrive at
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even a rough numerical estimate of the needs of any particular industry,
much less of industry as a .whole. T national trade policy, the :relations
of capital and labor, the future of tonal establishments first organized
for the production of munitions, and a thousand other complications deter
those who know the situation best from venturing on more than the most
general prophecy. But it may be worth while to set down certain facts and
observations which have been brought to our notice.

Even before the war there was a growing demand from the industries for
111111 who lad pursued scientific studies at the universities. Thus we were
informed by the secretary of the Cambridge University appointments board
unit, out of 110 men who had taken chemistry in Part II of the Natural
Sci,uce Tripos since 1900, SO had gone into the chemical industry; while in
the period 1911-1914, 40 firms had accepted men as chemists, metallurgists,
geologists, etc., as against 21 firms in the longer period of 1900-1910. We
have further been informed that the demand for qualified students at the
Manchester Municipal School of Technology was such that studedts were often
engaged for posts before their courses of study were competed. As an Imme-
diate result of the war the need for increasing output is beinerealized and
the necessary conditions to that end explored. Rule of thumb methods are
seen to be inadequate if industry in tills country is to hold its own. The indi-
vidualism which has hitherto characterized British industry is gradually
giving way before serious 'effort, toward combination. With all this there ib
a growing consciousness of the need fur organized research into processes
of manufacture. Lastly, the community has come to realize an never before
that the development of industry is the concern not only of individual em-
ployers or groups of employees, jail of tit nation as n whole.

171. The Government took an important step when on July 28, 1915, they
oesmblished a committee`of the privy council for scientific and industrial re-
search and associated with it an advisory council composed of men of the
highest scientific standing. In the report of the advisory for 1915-16 it is
stated " a largely increased supply of competent researchers is the first con,
(Mimi which must he secured if the object ftlr which the committee of council
was established is to_ be attained." The report goes ou: "It is in our view
certain that the number of trained research workers who will be available
at the end of the war will not suffice for the demand which we hope will
thee exist." But it Is not only the sefo'ntific pioneers who will then be needed.
Sir George Bellby, chairman 0 the fuel research board, informed us that
in the chemicol industries there was need for a much larger supply, of prO-
fessionally trained chemists as works managers and process conductors;. men
who had received for four or five years the kind of, training given, for example,
at the Royal Technical College, Glasgow. A similar point is made in the
report from which we have just quoted: "Effective research particularly in
its Industrial application calls increasingly for the support and impetus that
come front the systematized delving of a corps of sappers working intelll-
gentl3a but under orders. We have not yet learned how to 'take the most
of mediocre ability yet without the scientific rank and file it will
be as impossible to staff the industrial research laboratories, which are com-
ing, as to fight a European war with seven.divisions." The report significihtly
adds that "the respobsibility for dealing with the grave situation which we
anticipate rests with the education departMents of the United Kingdom."

We asked Sir George Beilby whether he could give us any estimate of the
number of chemists and engineers who wo *ld be needed for the work whieli
the recently established fuel research board had in contemplation work
which is of great importance nbt only to industryibut to the country at large..
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He was unwilling to commit himselfto any figures but pointed out that from
Ione-fifth to one -halt of the £100,000,000 sterling which represents the national
bill for raw coal is being wastefully expended andmighl be saved, and that
the saving can- only be effected by the cooperation of a large body of trained
fuel experts to carry out the necessary research work and to introduce and
supervise improved methods in all works where fuel is consumed in large
qua till les.

We think there are *good grounds for supposing that the need for a large
number of men trained in science will be realized by industrial firms and
will lead to an in ceased demand for such men In the near future. To tithe
a single example, we were Informed by Sir Gerard Muntz that before the
war there wore not more than half a dozen firms in the nonferrous trades
which had metallurgical laboratories of their own, but in the near future It
was likely there would he 50. It was difficult, however, to tied young men
suitable for tilling positions In such laboratKies, the supply being entirely
Inadequate. Again, the Government fund of i10(X),Oi1O sterlipg to he ad.
ministered by the department of scientific and industrial reso4eit has led to
an extensive Novel/tent toward the formation of research associations. Some
27 industries have already taken up the question, and s&tral of these, inchid.
Ing the important cotton, wool, iron, photographic, and soentlfie instrument
industries, are likely to inaugurate their associations in the near future.
This department Is also :tiding out of its annual vote investigation Into the
manufacture of glass at the University of Sheffield, into technical optics at
the Imperial College of Science and Technology. find into hard Orceinin at
the Central School of Science and fehadogy at Stoke on Trent, as will as
a number of researches and preparatory surveys in connection with the
metallurgical and other industrie. We may rem:flintily hope that the nuor
meat in the direction pf research will spread to other industries and brine
with it a more scientific study of manufacturing processes and a greater
demand for well - qualified men as works managers and tectIMent experts. If
further we may look forward on the return of peace to an increased and
more economic production of iron and stec1/4.to the maintenance for civil pur-
poses of factories which have been enlarged or newly 'established for the
making of munitions, to the development of chemical works for the mantn

facture of products formerly othained abroad.' to a more scientific treatment
of the problem of food production, the demand for professionally trained
metallurgists, engineers, chemists, and agriclulturistt; will he greatly increased.
To this demand there must be added the normal requirement for the medical
profession and the increased demand for acienoa.teachers to which we have
already drawn attention.

172. So far we have spoken of the indubitable need for men with a selen-
titie training and the probable demand that the industries will make for their

i services. We have now to deal with the question of supply. How did we
stand in this matter before the wail ,a

,

In the years 1910-1914 the number of Men taking first and second claim honors
In Part I of the natural science tripos at Cambridge and In the final school
of natural science at Oxford averaged 148 annually. The figures for the mod-
ern universities are not strictly comparable with these or with one another,
but the total annual output of the first and second class honors men in science

- and engineering for all the English universities may be put at about 500.

'The some in question include thossgconcerned in. the manufacture of drugs, dyes,
One chemicals, incandescent gas mantles. synthetic ammonia, and other nitrogen com-
pounds, liquid chlorine, tungsten, spelterproducts which were formerly obtalnalifil only
er largdy treat Germany.
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Not all these students pursue scientific avocations and of {hose who do some .
become teachers or doctors. It is clear that this supply of men with honors
ptialiticatIons in science is quite inadequate, even for the particular needs of

scieotitie industries. The total number of full-time men students who
entered the universities and university colleges of England and Wales (elclud-.,
ing the medical schools) In the year 1913-14 was no more than about 4,400,
and of .these some hundreds were foreign students who return...to, their own
cmintrles. it Is probable ihntsn certain number of men who would enter other
fay uldes might be. diverted to science and technobigy; but we can not look
in this direction for any large addition to the number of science students.
We 'oust look rather to measures directed to securing an increase In the
entries into the universities. It. is impossible to regard the number of men

ho entered the universities year by year before the war as Itnything but
an inadequete proportion of the number of young men in this country capable
or looking good use of the training which the universities give.

Although women workers trained In seientith methods have hitherto been
few in numbers, their success in the last two years has gtveu this country
good reason to hope much front their help ha future. But even though this cou-
thigent may be much incressell, it will he long beffire we are likely to obtain
as many as we shall reqtare, for it can not be expermi that after the war
there will he 1110 Khilhe opening as Ilene has 'Well in than time of stress for

filling workers with itierel inipqvised training.
Special measures are in our,opinion neeessarl to increase the supply of

science students because the deficiency Is marked and the need is urgent, but
Ibis problem is part of the wider probl,m of increasing the nunilter of univer-
sity trained students In general, and can not be by measures conceived
in the special interests of science or by reforms hatch affect one part of the
tAlueitt tonal system, while leaving the other parts untouched.

The deficio iy of recruits for the scientific professions and Industries Is so
great that ther s uo available source ofsupply which we can afford to leave
untapped.

173. The chief direct sources of supPly at the present time are (1) the second-
ary schools and (11) evening and other similar schools educating pupils below
the university age. So far as the latter groul) of schools is concerned, the num-
ber of students passingon to the universities and technicsl colleges could be
largely increased. But to make this possible (I) there must be a generous pro-
vlsiOn of scholarships awarded on the result of examinations specially adapted
to the needs of the students in question; (11) the industries should be organiapd
so far as to give faculties for suitable men to peas from the works to the uni-
versity with the prospect of securing better paid posts on air return to employ-
ment.

The supply obtainable from secondary schools of all kinds has next vo
considered. With regard to the group of public schools which receive no
grants from the State, the answers given 'to our questionnaire show that the
numberof boys annually leaving these schools was before the war about 6,800,
of whom approximately 5,200 were 16 or over whenk they left. We estimate
that from 25 per teat to.80 per cent of all those who left passed on to the uni-
versifies. If we take the higher figure this gives an annual entry from these
schools of 1,740 for the honors and piss schools in alt subjects. No doubt
the numher,ofeboys taking science as their subject of university study could 0.6
lnereased. _The inclusionof e. substantial course of science as part of the general

/educatient all boys in these schools should result hi the discovery of taste*
/ and aptitudes for science amoug those to whom this opportUnitptal hitherto

.7
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been denied. But when all possibilities have been taken into account there
js an obvious limit to the number of science sfudents obtainable from the public
schools.

So far as numbers go, the possibilities are greater in the State -aided secondary
schools, provided that appropriate measures are taken to develop the potential
supply. The number of boys over 12 years of age whci left these schools in
England and Wales in the year ending July 31, 1913, was nearly 25,000; but
of these about two-thirds left' before the age of 16, the number leaving at 16
years of age or over being approximately 8,800. Of these 8,800 it is only a nil-
amityprobably from 12 to 15 per centwho pass on to any university.

The main point to be noticed abo-ut these figures is that while the absolute
number of boys entering State-aided secondary schools is quite Onsidertible,
the number who stay beyond the age ,pf 16 and thus come within sight of a
university education is far too small.

.

175. If the number of boys who remain at school for the second stage of
secondary education (16 to 18) is to he increased and the potential supply of
university students from this source enlarged, it is necessary to stop the serious
leakage which now goes on before the first stage is tomPleted. As things
are Nye have no security that it is the abler boys who remain for a full secondary
school course. On the contrary, it is precisely the sharp boy who is most likely
to be sought after by an employer and to enter oil' a wage-earning occupation
at 15. The remedy for this state of things is only partly in the hands of the
educational authorities. A great improvement would be effected if it became
the general 'practice of employers (including engineering firms) to recruit their
employees from secondary schools at either 16 or 18 I. e., at ages corresponding
to the two stages of the secondary school course.

Again, if the possession of a certificate showing that a pupil had passed the
first school examination after tal{ing an approved course at a school of secondary
grade were a passport tki employment at 10 or 18, the advantages of a secondary
education would be more widely impressed upon parents. It might then become
the exception and not the rule for boys to leave school before the age of 16;
and the too prevalent practice by which boys are sent to these schools for a
year or two "to finish" would meet with the discouragement It deserves.

The temptation to seize opportunities for early employment would be further
diminished by the provision on a more generous scale of (I) maintenance allow-
ances for those who pay no fees, Increasing in value as the pupils get older,
and (t1) internal scholarships for fee-paying pupils.

Further, there is need for closer and more effective cooperation betweep edu-
cation authorities and bead masters of secondary and elementary schools, so
that the advlintages of a secondary education may be brought to the notice
of the parents of all the abler boys in the elementary schools. Despite what
has already been done in this direction, there is still a large number of able
boys in elementary schools who for various reasons never have the chance of
getting the higher education which the seconder" school can provide. Want
of knowledge en the part of parents and the natural but mistaken, desire of
some bead teachers to retain their atilest boys mgy defeat the best-intentioned
schemes of scholarship provision. There is, in fact, a great waste of ability,
sometimes of a higher order.

Very clear evidence of the existence of this ability Is afforded by the ad-
miralty scheme of training dockyard apprentices. In the dockyard schools

.idill

recruited from SOMentary
4--

or municipal Secondary schools, to which boys are
,'!,!
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admitted by open competition and while serving as apprentices, the standard
is kept up by annual rejection on the results of an examination. From these
schools have come many holders of Royal and Whitworth scholarships, many
distinguished naval architects and engineers and a large proportion of the
directors of naval construction.

176. It is of the first importance that Ability should not be wasted, and if
it is not to be wasted measures must, as we have said, be taken to insure (I)
lion no pupil capable of profiting by a full secondary education should miss the
opportunity of receiving it, and (ii) that the leakage from the schools should
Inc, so far as possible, stopped. We have drawn attention to these matters in
el 's section of our report on the principle that if there is no milk there.can be
it cream.

77. We have next to consider by what means a larger number of the able
to can be induced to remain at secondary schools for the period from 16 to 18
:end terwards to pass on to the universities or technical colleges.

T1 'rst essential is thatsthere should be sufficient and attractive careers
open to such students. Briefly, if industry wants men of scientific ability who
have taken a college course extending over four or five years, it must be pre-
nomd to pay for them. To offer salaries of 1100 to 1150 a year with very in-
definite prospects of future advancement is useless. The salaries and prospects
of advancement must be such as to Induce able young men to continue their
education up to the age of 22 or 23 and to persuade poor parents to bear the
additional burden involved.

Secondly. The existence of posts carryliig sufficient salaries and prospects
must be made known. Hitherto there has been a tidesprgod ignorance on the
smatter. It is essential but It is not sufficient that there should be appointments
boards at the universities and that industrial firms should keep in close touch.
with university professors and the teachers in technical colleges.- The work of
the appointments boards should be made known to every head master in the
country, and the possibilities of scientific careers in connection with industry`
should be brought to the knowledge of parents.

Thirdly. Steps should be taken to secure that the head masters of secondary
schools shall be fully informed as to the different courses of further study which
are suitable for young niece who desire to enter one or other of the scientific
professions or industries. The head masters are called upon to advise parents
in matters affecting the future of their boys and through no fault of their own
they are.not always in the best position to do so. It is quite unsafe to assume
that the varied opportunities for higher scientific and technology instruction
which the universities and technical colleges provide are everywhere realized.
by bead masters: The remedy lies with the institutions for higher education.
They must establish closer relations with the secondary schools, not excluding
those outside their immediate neighborhood.

Fourthly. The nation mustike to it thal there is a generous supply of (I)
maintenance allowances for secondary school pupils who have passed the Ant
school examination, enabling them to remain at school up to 18, and (U) entrance
scholarships at the universities sufficient to cover the cost of education. The
educatiol authorities must on the other hand do their part in strengthening
and developing the work of the upper forms so that so far as possible there shall
be within reach of every boy at least one secondary school suitably staffed
and equipped for the purpose of providing advanced instruction to science.

Lastly, it the universities are to diecharge their responsibilities toward the
science students who are coming and to maintain their position as homes of
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scientific learning and research they must receive a measure of financial sup-
port much more considerable than any they have received hitherto.

178. We have stated in outline the reforms which must, in our opinion, be
effected if the supply of trained scientific workers is to be increased. But it le
useless to speak of particular reforms unless the need for reform is recognized.
That scientific research and the scientific study and direction of industrial
processes are necessary for the development of our Industries and even for their
maintenance, In the face of foreign competition, is a proposition which In
cated circles will not In these days be denied. But as one of our correspondents
writes: "Scientific research on 1 n4Lustrial problems Is of no use whatever to an
uneducated trade. Such a trade c neither state its needs with definiteness or
accuracy, nor can it interpret into practice and utilize the results of research.
Indeed, It does not feel the need forliesearch, and'ean not therefore make a
demand for it. In some trades It will be necessary to wait for the full
development of research schemes until we have a generation of leaders qualified
to demand and make use of industriabresearch."

With these remarks we agree, and they have in truth a wider application.
It is not only thoe engaged in industry for whom a better scientific education
is required. If science is to come by its own the nation as a whole mast be
brought to recognize the fundamental importance of the facts and principles of
science to the right ordering of our national life. The more closely the work of
our legislators touches the life of the people the more intimately it is concerned
with questions of food supply, housing. transport, the utilization of natural re-
sources, and the conditions which make for bodily health, the more dependent
It becomes on the skilled and as,istance of those who can bring their
knowledge of science to boar on socini and economic problems.

Certainly we must provide the requisite training and opportunities for those
who are capable of advanclug natural knowledge or acting as scientific experts.
But It is no less important that we should secure for all who are of an nee to
receive It an education which will enable them to realize the vital need of a
knowledge of science both for the individual and national well-being.

The reforms we have suggested are such as might without difficulty he carried
out by employers, teachers, and education authorities working In cooperation.
We should hope that they will have behind them the driving force of peblie
opinion, stirred by the circumstances of the times to recognize the extent of our
national deficiencies and the need for a national effort,

SIT/MARY OF PRINCIPAL CONCLUSIONS.

GENERAL.

-44

1. That natural science should be included in the general course of education
of all up to the age of about la. I al

2. That the testa of such a course, recommended in the report, should, with
necessary modifications, be accepted as the normal qualification for entrance to
the universities and professions. II 84-40,100,183

8. That real progress in education depends on a revolution In the public atti-
tude toward the salaries of teachers and the Importance of their training.

11 78, 77, 98
4. That a large increase in the number of scholarships at all stages of educe

Lion is necessary. 11 oe (u), ult. 139, 142, rra, irt
5. That periodical inspection Should be compulsory on all schools slid that this

inspection should be under the direction of the State. II SS
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SECONDARY SCtIOOLS.
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6. That steps should be taken to secure for all pupils In State-aided secondary
schools a school life beginning not later than 12 and extending at least up
to 113. 12

7. That science should be included in the general course of education for all
pupils In public and other secondary schools up to the age of about 16, and that
this general course should be followed by more specialized study, whether in
seience or In other subjects. ;

S. That in all secondary scleiols for boys the tittle given to science should be
not less than four periods in the first year of' the course from 12 to 16 and
not less than six periods In the three succeeding years. I 31

9. That increased attention should be elven to the teaching of science in girls'
schools, 4 30

10. That In girls' schools with a 24-hour school week not less than 3 hours per
week should be devoted to science in the period 12-16.

11. That a larger number of State-aided schools should be enceuragolt to pro-
vide advanced instruction in science anti that those which tindertake advaoccd
work should be staffed on a more generous scale. ; 12

12. That in suitable localities there should be some school or schools where
less time should be given to languages and additional time to English, science,
mathem?tics, manual instruction, anti wing. ; 14

13. That in the curricula of till preps l% tory schools provision should be made for
the teaching of the elements of uatural science as defined in section 22. 4 22

14. That the usual age of entry into the public schools should be lowered to
13 and that this should be the maximum age for entrance scholarship exami-
nations. i 13

15. That the elemetits of natural science should ho a necessarylgubject in the
entronce examination of public schools and that due weight should be given to
this subject in 'the entrance scholarship examinations to public schools. 1 22

16. That general education would be benefited by there being no division of
schools into sides at the 12 to 16 stage. 1 32

SCIENCE COURSE 12 TO 1(13.

17. That the science work for pupils udder 16 stupid be planned as a self-
contained course and should Include, besides physi and chemistry, some study
of plant and animal life. 42. 53

18. That more attention should he directed to those aspects of the sciences
which bear directly on the objects and experiences of everyday life. H 97, 48

10. That there should be as close correlation as possible between the teaching
of mathematics and science at all stages in school work. 1 45

20. That the present chaos of English weights and measures causes waste of
time and confusion of thought and that there are strong educational reasons for
the adoption of the metric system.

I
1 55

21. That all througl e science coarse stress should be laid on the accurate
use of the English Ian age. 58

SCIENCE COURSE 18 TO 18.

22. That the nt of time devoted from 18 to 18 to the subject or subjects
in which a pupil Is specialising should be not less than one-half or more than
two-thirds of the school week. .

130

28, That those specializing in science shopid cont(nue some literary study aid
those specializing In literary subjects should give some time to science work
of an appropriate kind. 1 00
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24. That courses in science of the kind suggested In section 64 ahould be pro-
vided for those specializing in subjects other than science. 1 64

25. That pupils' who do advanced work in science should be enabled to acquire
a reading knowledge of French and German. 1 es

26. That 18 should be the normal age of entry from secondary schools to the
universities, and that the age limit for entrance scholarships at Oxford and
Cambridge should be reduced to 18. 11 57, 58

EXAMINATIONS.

27. That in the first school examination all candidates should be required to
sutistrIlasexaminers both in mathematics and in natural science. I 35

28. That in this examination there should be cooperation between the teachers
n (1 examiners, and weight should be attached to the pupil's school record. 1 37
29. That the examinations In science for (lie leaving certificate of the Scottish

education department should include a written test. 1 86

TEACHERS IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

36. That it is essential that salaries and prospects of teachers in secondary
schools should be substantially improved and a national pension scheme pro-
vided. i 73

31. That a full year's training shared between school and university is neces-
sary for all teachers in secondary schools. 1 77

32. That grants for teachers in training should be available for all suitable
inspected secondary schools. 1 77

33. That short courses of training of various types should be provided for
teachers. 1 79

LABORATORIES.

34. That the teachers in State-aided schools should be given freedom, and re-
sponsibility in the selection and purchase of laboratory appliances up to a fixed
annual amount. i 81

ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.

35. That increased attention should be given to the provision of suitable
instruction in science in the upper standards of elementary schools. i 88

36. That a larger number of students In training colleges should be en-
couraged to take advanced courses in science. 1 89

37. That there should be in every elementary school a room in addition to
the ordinary classroom accommodation available for work in science and
other practical subjects. 1 91

TECHNICAI, EDUCATION.

38. That greater efforts should be made to develop and increase the pro-
vision of instruction In pure and in applied science in technical schools and
institutions of all grades. That arrangements should be made for consulta-
tion between the various institutions giving secondary and technical instruc-
tion within any area. 1 90

39. That many more scholarships are needed to enable technical students
to pass on to the universities, and also to enable boys from junior technical
schools (or their equivalent) and from evening schools to enter senior technical
schools. 1 96

40. That the position of Junior technical schools in the educational system
should be reconsidered. 198
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41. That it is essential that the salaries and prospects of teachers in tech-
nical schools should IN substantially improved, and a national pension scheme
prAided for whole-time teachers. I 96

42. That in the proposed continuation classes provision should be made for
instruction in science both In its general ntipects and in its bearing on indus-
try. 1 95

MEDICINE.

43. That the first school examination should be recognized by the Gen-
eral Medical Council as qualifying for entrance Into the medical profes-
sion. 100

44. That students should be alkm et! to take the first professional examina-
tion in (a) chemistry and physics and (6) biology before entering the univer-
sity or medical school. li 102

45. That more scholarships should be provided for clindidat4of both sexes
tenable throughout the medical course. 4 103

ENGINEERING.

46. That a thorough and practical training in mathemattles and science Is
essential to the school education of engineers; it can not be replaced and
need not be supplemented ut school by practice in an engineering work-
shop. Ii 105-107

AGRICULTURE.

47. That specific Instruction in aglf!ulture or agricultural science should
not be given in elementary or secondary schools, though under favorable cir-
cumstanees n rural bins may be given to the work of n secondary school.

114, 115, 117
IS. That all county education puthorities acting either singly or in coopera-

tion should provide well-equIppe(1 farm institutes for their areas. 116

ARMY.

49. That selenee should be an g.lingatory subject in the examination for
entrance into the Royal Military College, Sandhurst, and should be included
in the course of Instruction in the college. f 120

50. That steps should he taken to improve the efficiency of the Instruction
in science at the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich. 120

51. That more encouragement should be given to officers at later stages of
their career to.improve their scientific qualifications. 120, 121. 123

HOME AND INDIA CIVIL SERVICE.
52. That an inquiry should t'be made as to the best methods of securing the

services of scieniltic men for the purposes of the State In pe neat posts
and otherwise. 131

53. That mail), permanent posts can best he tilled by men select not by
the ordinary competitive examination, but at ft riper age on the ground,f high
scientific qualifications and professional experience. 1 128

54. That all candidates for the competitive examination for these services
should supply evidence of a continuous course of training in science extend-
ing over several years. li 125-128

55. That, to insure suflicient catholicity in questions propounded in the viva
voce examination, these examiners-should include some representative of
science. 1 127

180198° 20-7
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56. That if science be not required, as urged in recommendation No. .10
for the India rivil service, it be a necessary supplementary subject for those
who take either classics or modern languages as their main subject. A 129

57. That the age limits of the India civil service and file university entrance
scholarship examinations should coincide so far as possible. § 129

UNIVERSITY EDUCATION.

:N. That the universities should adopt the first school examination as the
normal examination for admission and should abolish special matriculation
examinations for candidates from schools. 1 133

59. That Greek should not tie retained as a necessary subject in respoic ions
at Oxford or the previous examination at Cambridge. A 134

00. That the universities should make special arrangements to., test ifs,
fitness for entrance of mandates who are over 23 years of age.

DEGREE COURSES IN SCIENCE AT THE UNIVERSITIES.

A 13.1

61. That the universities of Oxford and Camhridge should arrange to pro-
vide more suitable courses lu science l'or candidates who do out aim at an
honors degree. f 144

62. That candidates for the university intermediate examinations should
be allowed to take the examinations from school. i 148

63:That the universities should recognize the second school examination
es alternative to the whole or part of their interweilinte examinathals. A 148

64. That it is desirable that a year spent mainly on research should form
part of the work of university studentspreparing for careers concerned with
science and its applications; but this should follow the course for a first
'degree In science. I 149

065. That scholarships are needed enable a young graduate to spend a
year or more In research, at his own or at another university. 151

STATE AID TO THE UNIVERSITIES.

66. That large expenditure of public money is nee Nary to equip the uni-
versities for their work In pure and in applied science. H 151

67. That grants from public funds to the universities should be increased to
allow the universities to make a substantial reduction In their fees. i 143

UNIVERSITY TEACHERS.

68. That the duties of junior demonstrators should he limited so that they
can spend a considerable amount of time on research. ti 157

(19. That there should be posts of substantial value In university depart-
ments for senior men whose best work lies in teaching. I 157

70. That the heads of technological departments should be allowed to under-
take private professional,practice. i 153

SCOTTISH UNIVERSITIES.

71. That steps should be taken to remove the limitations which confine a
large proportion of the old established bursaries tt the faculty of arts. I 163

SCHOLARSHIPS AT SCHOOLS AND! lYNIVERSI'TIES.

72. That scholarships should be considered as distinctions awarded In recog-
nition of Intellectual merit awl promise. i 130

78. That all scholarships should be of nominal value, to be supplemented
according to need. H 28.136
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4971. That where necessary the whole cost of a scholar's education and main-
tenance should be defrayed. ill 23,138

7",. That scholarships at the universities should he tenable for at least 111;e
pars, with a possiblifty of extension. 138

711. That scholarships awarded by local education authorities should not he
te:t titled to particular universities. f 138

77. That scholarships at the universities should be awarded on a wider
range of subjects than at present.

11 140
78. That the age limit for scholarships at Oxford and Cambridge should

be 18 rather than 19. 141

79. That scholarships should nut be awarded on work done in large pass
examinations for schools. 4 144)

SO. That scholarships to the universities for candidates from technical and
"eouting schools should be awarded without an age limit, and for the present

on a limited range of subjecLs. 142
SI. That the number of scholarships at the women's colleges should be

29
s'2. That loan funds should he established to enable senior students to

obtain professional training. H 103,143

SUPPLY OF TRAINED SCIENTIFIC WORKERS.

R3. That concerted efforts should be made by employers, tenehers, local
education taithoritis, null the State to Increase the flow of capable students
to the universities and higher technical Institutions with ti view to securing
the larger supply of trained scientific workers required for industrial and
other purposes.

q



V'PENDDC.

A. QUESTIONNAIRE ADDRESSED TO PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

The schools represented on the Headmasters' Conference which are not in
receipt of Government grout were asked to supply information as to the post-
flab of natural science' in their curricula and ns to their arrangements for
giving instruction in It. On account of the want of published information as to
these schools, it was thought desirable to send to them a long and elaborate'
questionnaire dealing with the details of school organization. The main points
with which the questions were concerned were the following:

(9 Precious education of boys nt preparatory schools or in junior depart-
mental examinations for admission.

(b) General school organization. Statistics as to the numbers of boys av-
ing after the age of Id; division of the school Into sides and arrangements for
the transfer from one side to another: classification of boys into sets for
science, or for mathematics, or for both subjects.

(c) Curricula. Subjects taught. and time allotted to them in the various
parts of the school ; the position of science in the curriculum for all boys and
for boys who wish to devote a large amount of time to it ; arrangements made
for boys who pass on to medicine or to engineering or to agriculture, and for
..boys who work for university intermediate examinations at school.

(d) Scholarships awarded by the school. -(1) At entrance, (2) to boys
already at the 011001, (3) to boys passing on to universities or higher technical
institutions; distribution of these scholarships to different stmlles.

(e) Scho larshiyx pailipti after fearing sehool.(1) By school-entrance
scholars, (a) by other liMP In the Various subjects.. Admissions to the Royal
Military Academy, Woolwich.

(f) Staff.Statistics as to the numbers of masters teaching science only,
or mathematics only, or both subjects; other subjects (aught by science masters;
supervision of science teaching by a special master responsible for organizing it.

(g) Laboratories and equipment.Number and nature of exist labora-
tories; their adequacy if more science teaching were undertaken; the provision
Of laboratory assistants; special fees for laboratory work.

B. QUESTIONNAIRE TO CHEMICAL MANUFACTURERS.

1. Into what grades.or classes would you divide your chemically trained
employees?

2. At what age do you prefer these classes. to enter the works, and from.
what educational Institutionssecondary schools, technical colleges, universis.
ties --are they drawn?

3. How far do you find their previous chemical training of use to them?
What modifications in their scientific training would -you suggest in order to
make them mole useful?

4. How far do you consider that some previous knowledge of engineering
would be of advantage to them?

- 100
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S. What rates of pay in normal times would you_consider adequate (1) foi\
a boy entering at 10; (11) for a young man after a college career ; On for a
man after having done a year or more of research work?

6: Do you consider that some previous scientific knowledge and training is
desirable for those employees who are engaged In the buying and selling
departments of your business, as distinguished from those engaged In work di-
reedy related to processes of manufacture? if so, in what would this training
consist?

7. What facilities, If any, are provided for the continued education in
science, whether In works sehools or elsewhere, of your employees after they
enter your service? Are the courses in science provided in the day or evening
classes which your employees attend such as to give them further scientific
education which Is of direct value to them in their work?

R. Have you any difficulty in obtaining suitably trained men in all grades?
O. Ilow for would you consider It possible or advantageous that thergishould

bo cooperation In research work between (Menden' works and laboratories of
educational Institutions?

C. QUESTIONNAIRE TOtENGIREERIN(1 FIRMS.

1. !Div w the character of the work they are called to under-
take,take, wha aie the different grades or classes in which your em loyees are
placed when they enter the service of your firm?

2. At what ages do you prefer these classs to enter?
3. Do lads or young men who have spent mor time than usual on their

education find any difficulty In entering your employment?
4. From what educational Institutions are they drawnelementary, sec-

ondary, or technical schools, anlversity colleges?
5. Do you hold an entrance examination, or is any paper qualification neces-

sary or desirable for admission to any grade?
C. What modiacation, if any, in their previous education would you suggest

in order to make them amore useful?'
7. Do you think that all your employees who have been at school until 16

should have receives!, besides a general education including elementary mathe-
matics and drawing, training in the principles of physics and chemistry?

S. Dave you any definite system of joint training In the works and technical
school or, university '(such as attending the technical schools for two after-
noons a week, or a sandwich system for longer periods)? If so, are the results
reasonably satisfactory and III whet dIrectIons might improvements he made?

9. To what extent do the facilities offered at the local technical schools
supply the need for part-time education?

10. lias any lack of such facilities caused you difficulty In selecting fore-
men and men In other responsible positions from among your own employees?

11. 1)o you make any periodical assessment of the progress of apprentices,
both In the shops and in their theoretical training? And is any means afforded
of promotion of apprentices from one grade to another?

12. Ilefory the war had you any difficulty in obtaining siltably trained
apprentices In any grade?

13. Any adds al observatiot, or suggestions -bearing on the following
passage In the Mmittee's terms of reference.; "To advisewhat measures are
needed to., promote the study of science, regard being had to ... the interests
of the trades, industries, and professions which patio/Orly depend upon
applied science.
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D. QUESTIONNAIRE ADDRESSED TO REPRESENTATIVES OF AGRICUL-
TURE.

I. Preparation for the agricultural college.What preliminary training in
science, If any, do you consider desirable In the secondary schools for boys who
are going to enter n agrieultaral ..ollege or department? Should this train-
ing consist ofeorpece Instruction In chemistry, physics, botany, or zoology, Or
would you prefer a more generalized acquaintance with the

1
whole field of

the 'physical and natural sciences? %Vould you wish that the school enurs..
should embrace any Instruction in agriculture or agricultural science?

2. Preparation of bops who will attend (arm institutes for short technical
courses of agriculture, and who intend to become working farmers or bailiffs. .
If these boys attend a country secmulary school up to the age of 1(1 or there-
abouts before com;ng to the farm institute. what science teaching should they
receive at school as a preparation for the Inter technical Instruction?

3. Have you any experience of secondary schools with a rural bias? Ire
you consider that the country grammar' school can profitably develop on
agricultural side or bias, either as an alternutive to the farm institute or in
preparation. for it. the end being the training of the working farmer, who
will not usually go to the agricultural college?

4. How do you consider scientific or technical instruction can best he given
to the future small holder or agricultural laborefe Have you any experience
of continuation schools, which carry on the boy's education after he has left
the primary school and while he is at work on the farm? What form of in-
struction, agricultural or scientific, do you consider can best be given under
thege cooditions?

5. Have yoU.any suggestions to make concerning the training of the teachers
who will be required for the above purposes?

The committee will welcome. any further suggestions with regard to the
characte'r or extent of the scientific tra Iimag ro. any of r the classes who will be'
engaged In the working, management, or administration _Of land. .

E. QUESTIONNAIRE ADDRESSED TO UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE'S IN GREAT BRITAIN.

1. To what extent is It desirable that a somewhat prolonged elementary
training in science, with laboramy work, should have been un obligittOry port
of the secondary school education of all students, at some time previous to
their entering the university, and does this apply to the needs of all faculties?

2. In view of the development of more advanced scientific teaching in the
highest clastoes of secondary schools, is desirable to make arrangements
which will relieve students from being, aired, on their entrance to the
University, to repeat work which they; have already done at achool, e. g.:

(n) Should the intermediate examination for the B. Sc. degree and the first
M. B. examination be allou'ed to be taken from School? If so, on what security
as to adequate teaching and laboratory work in the school coal*?

(b) Is it ilesirable that pn entering the anivelikty every student of science
and of medicine sliould go through one year's ciairse in pure science (begin-
ning at the level already reached at school) preparatory to more specialized
study?

(o) Would it be desirable to allow well-prepared candidates to take the
first part of their degree examination at an earlier stage than at present?

8. With special regard to the- requirements of science, Is there deed for
further financial assistance from public funds for entrance scholarships which
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would encourage and enable an increased number of students to undertake
a course of study for ti\degree or diploma at the university?

What should he the value of such scholarships; their length of tenure;
what extension of tenure should be possible in approved cases; how, and by
which authority, should the scholarships be awarded; should the scholarships,
if ae.mrded by open competitive examination, be of small money value, to be
supplemented according to the needs or circumstances of the candidate after
confidentint Inquiry?

4. Is it desirable to give to the winners of entrance scholarships, And of
major county scholarships, freedom of choice between the various degree
courses offered by the university? Should students be required to take special
subjects in the examinations fur entrance scholarships and for county major
scholarships according to the degree course which they intend to pursue at
he university?
5. Is the present matriculation examination satisfactory for older students,

say, of over 21 years of age, in o histe career there has been a long interval
between the close of their school course and their decision to seek admissysi
to the university?

6. Are the present degree courses In science found to encourage in the
students something of the research spirit? Should some research work be
required as part of the course for students seeking honors in science?

is II d,irolde Is provide a degree course which combines more fully
mathematics and some branch of science?

S. int the present degree qcoursos In pure science sufficiently meet the
needs of those students shi) will Inter seek employment in 'scientific posts
connected with Industry?

9. It has teen suggested tint there ore some students whose needs would best
he met by the .study of subjects which do not constitute a recognized group
provided for In the regulations for any one degree examination; and that
arrangements should he made so that a satisfactory, aggregate of work in
such subjects should quality fur a degree. Do you approve of this suggestion?

Are any new combinntions desirable among the courses for a degree in
science, e. g., of chemists). and engineering in preparation for certain Indus-
trial posts?

10. Is It &Anode that further encouragement should be given to student of
applied science to study during their university course --(a) modern Ian.
gunge? (0 economics? .

11. Is further provision necessary for the encouragement of advanced courses
of study and research on the part of men and women who have already gradu- ,
ated, e. g.:

(a) By extension of laboratories;
(b) By the establishment of new professorships or lectureships;

'(o) By the offer of a new degree, common to all faculties, to be obtained
after two year ' advanced study, including independent investiga-
tion ;

(d) By the provisio f additional fellowships or graduate scholarshipe;
(e) By facilities t e publication of the results of research?

12. Would the verslty be in favor of increased facilities for students,
graduate and u ergraduate, to pass from one university to another for the
study of special subjects?

13, (a) In the older universities would the interests of the study of pure
science be furthered by increvied facilities for the study of
applied science?
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(b) In some universities of more recent foundation is.it desirable to
strengthen the facilities for research in pure; science in the in-
terests of the study of applied science?

(c) Is it desirable that new chairs or other teaching or research posts
in pure or applied, science should be established, and that other
increased facilities for the study of Mosey subjects should be
provided?

14. Are the salaries and the prospects of promotion offered within the uni-
versity or available elsewhere for junior members of the scientific staffs of
universities adequate to secure effective service and the new recruits required?

15. What means have been found most effective in securing cooperation
between the-various industries and those scientific and other departments of
the university which are most closely connected with their respective needs,
e. g.:

(a) F.stablishment of advisory committees: their composition and duties;
(b) Allowance of private professional practice on the part of professors

and other members of the university. staff;
(c) Industrial research studentships in the university laboratories;
(CI Provision of special facilities itesthe university laboratories for re-

search conducted under conditions of privacy on behalf of private
firms or combinations of firms;

(o) Establishment of appointments committee; '
(I) Facilities by which students of applied science may have a period of

experience in factories, etc.?
16. What form of preparation in the practice of teaching is offered to

students intending to become science masters or mistresses hi schools? At what
stage or stages should such a course be taken? Are there sufficient scholarships
for students taking such a course? Are special courses of lectures and labors-
tory work open at the univenity to those who are already working as teachers
Of science ino?.econdary schools? If so, what is the best time of year for such
aTurseg, and what should be the duration of the course?

rft lit) the conditions laid down by the committee of the privy council for
scientific and industrial research enable full use to be made of the scientific
resources of the university in the prosecution of research?

8. AA larger subsidies front the treasurynaw reqnired (a) for the ade-
gnate development of the work of the university ,in pure and applied science;
'(o) for the general purposes of the university?

Is it desirable that the Government should make building and equipmt int
grants for the provision of new laboratories in the English universities?

1O-.Are steps taken to secure interchange of 'views and experience between
the members of the university staff and the headmasters and headmistresses.
of 'secondary schools and the teaching staffs of technical colleges on educational
matters, including the careers open to students?

20. Has there teen' collaboration in teaching or research b etween members
of the scientific staffs of the university, of the technical schools, and of the
secondary schools?'
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